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A DOUGHTY SHIP-A DOUGHTY CAPTAIN

But “F” Of 'Florida Has the Nicholas Pellicani, a Gradu
Knack Of Solving Those
Adverliifrnmt
ate Of Rockland High, Is
Brain Teasers
To the Citizens of Camden:—
Winning Many
I lor correcting some of the undeslr-

NEWSPAPER HI8TORT
The Rockland OaaetU wan established
In 1146. In 1674 the Courier was estab
POETRY AND LETTERS TO THE
lished and consolidated with the Oszette
West Palm Beach. Fla., March 24.
In 1862 The Prce Press was established
Nicholas Pellicani. '37, son of Mr. EDITOR, which appeared ln our local
In 1655 and ln 1891 changed Ita name to
and Mrs. Joseph Pellicani of Park newspaper Thursday. In perusing the
the Tribune These papera consolidated Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
March 17. 1897
In the answer to the fence problem street, was one of four members of two little articles of (soap-box ora

I very carelessly called the product
•a-

•a.
♦

±

Take away thesword;
States • of 5 and 12 thirty when any schoolboy
can be saved withoutIt.— Edward ♦ knows It's sixty. Sorry.
Bulwer Lytton
*

•

a*, a*.

"Do you expect to leave footprints
in the sands of time?”
“I did have some such idea.” said
Senator Sorghum, "but as I note the
paths of glory scattered around the
world. I must admit that the going
here and there seems a bit muddy.—
Washington Star.
School Teacher—Percival, you are
half an hour late, what was the mat
ter?

If A. Jay See wishes another an
swer to hls problem beside the one he
promises to give and the one X will
supply, here's one which conforms
nearly to No. 4 boy's price of eggs.
Boy 1 has 23 eggs and 7 melons;
boy 2 has 95 eggs and 5 melons; boy
3 has 167 eggs and 3 melons. They
sell their eggs at 24 cents a dozen
and melons at 72 cents each. Boy 4
has 22 dozen eggs which he sells at
25 cents a dozen, and they all come
home with <5.50 each.
Amount of canvas required for tents
ls 13,000 square feet.

Percy—I went out with Pa to a
lynching party and we stayed until
the last man was hung.
The bride of a few weeks noticed
Teacher (severely)—Was hanged, that her husband was depressed.
Percival.
"Gerald, dearest," she said, “I
know something ls troubling you, and
I want you to tell me what lt ls; your
WE BUY
worries are not your worries now,
they are our worries.”
"Oh. very well." he said. "We’ve
CLARENCE E. DANIELS Just had a letter from a girl ln New
JEWELER
York, and she's suing us for breach
$70 MAIN ST,
ROCKLAND
of promise."—Montreal Star.

OLD

Saturday
Issue

GOLD

: able conditions which prevail In our
town is long past due, and if my ef
forts. which are made in all sincerity,
and not for any personal gain, politi
thc Junior class who were recently tory type) lt was very plain that cal oi otherwise, will help to bring
mpral courage was Lacking, otherwise about the correction of the undesir
the author or authors would have able conditions, then and only then
signed their articles. There must be will my purpose be gratified, regard
something in their system at tlie time less of what some of the citizens call
of starting these articles and lt evi me ("Moses" the "Dictator"). The
dently soured on their stomach by cause is most worthy of the consid
the time they finished, false courage. eration and support of every good
Ashamed of either their article or citizen of Camden.
themselves, or both, yet they refer to
NEW CEMETERY, you will recall
doing things in the open. No. lt ls that no one ln town meeting could
not necessary to give the town back advise us the assessed valuation of
to the Indians, many of their cus this property. However, one citizen
toms are still being used, the un openly recommended that lt be
desirable ones, such as hiding, under bought at once so that we would be
cover stuff, knifing ln the back, and sure to get tt. Here are the facts:
lack of courage. Instead of toma this property was assessed in 1935 for
hawks they now use fear. Some of $87.5 and strange as it may seem it
the merchants fear to express them was voted to buy it for $2500. Why
The new La Touraine Coffee plane j At Christmas time the plane made ( zelte was a leading factor behind the
selves regarding the conditions which the rush to pay approximately 200% which Is gradually becoming a fadebut by making Capn Bills sev- institution of the series of hops and
they know are wrong, because they are increase over the valuation. Yes. miliar sight to the residents of Rock- enth “nnual YuletWe
to #1 thU paper has becn carrled ‘n
afraid that they may lose some busi something is radically wrong, it is
lighthouses and U. S Coast Ouard bundle that has been dropped from
along thp rockbound Ncw thp
Touralne plane.
ness If they do so. And some of the evidently Just another one of those land is a huge Bellanca Airbus and Is
thc
largest
single-engined
transport
England
coast.
As
he
has
in
the
past.
The
Airbus
figured prominently in
other citizens fear to express them things.
selves because they think that if they
POLITICIANS If the citizens of plane ln the world. It carries'ten! Cap'n Bill made hls principal base j the rescue of seven Civilian ConservaMadr good at Rockland High and Is offend the Inner-circle their assessed Camden feel it their duty to support passengers and two pilots and is gt Rockland for this annual trek tion Corps youths who were strand"striking twelve” at Bates College
valuation may be boosted, very little politicians, why don't we create a fund equipped with two-way radio equip- More than 400 persons were brought. ed on an isolated ice floe off BrewLs ever accomplished unless fear is for that purpose? In that way we ment. Its cabin includes many lux-' cheer and Joy on Christmas Day by j ster, Mass , in February. Cap’n Bill
, the generosity of Adrlel U. Bird, a flew nearly 10 hours on this "story”
thrown out the window, and replacad would at least know what it costs us. urious appointments.
elected as members of the Bates Col
This ship is powered with a 1T5- Rockland man and president of the j and was the flrst to report the safety
with courage. Every Individual is
Harry T. Gushee.
lege Student Council. This organi
horsepower Wright Cyclone and has a La Touraine Coffee Company. Dur- of the boys, Later he guided the
imbued with some courage. The time
Camden. March 28
zation is the student governing body
cruising speed of 145 miles an hour J mg the past three years Mr. Bird has CoastOuard cutter Harriet Lane
and election to lt is one of the high
During the past few days this plane made these Yuletlde flights possible j through the ragged ice to the boys,
est honors that can come to a Bates
has covered several thousand miles,
Cap'n Bill has. of course, a deep When the rescue was effected by the
man.
carrying food supplies and medicine affection for the lighthouse keepers Coast Guard, Cap'n Bill returned to
Mr. Pellicani was also elected presi
to the flooded areas of New England in Maine and this love dates back to Boston.
dent of the Lawrence Chemical So
Today Cap'n Bill expects to have the
and Pennsylvania Several tons o! the days when he operated the flyciety for the coming year and was
Li Touraine coffee were flown to, lng base at Rockland and made La Touraine plane in Rockland with
selected as advertising manager of
Nashua. N. H., and 8prlngfleld. and countless flights during the night and Semuel L. Bickford and Harold O.
the Bates "Student." He has been
five tons of foodstuffs were carried ln bad weather to the nearby Islands Bickford as passengers. They will
en active member and worker of both
to White River Junction, Vt., and to *bring sick persons back to the Inspect the yacht which Mr. Bickford
tht Lawrence Chemical Society and
mainland for hospital treatment. On has recently bought. The boat is be
Concord. N. H.
the "Student” staff for the past two
The impressive total of $2712.71 Mrs Abbie Newbert
1.00
The pilot of the La Touraine plane, these flights, Cap'n Bill's only navi ing conditioned at Oliver Perry's yard
years.
4.00 Capt William H. Wincapaw is well gational aids were the lighthouses, and its name is Lorraine II.
showed on the adding machine Just Warren Friends .....
He is also acknowledged as one of
Cap'n Bill is a member of the fa
known to every resident ol Rockland and the keepers were constantly on
before this paper went to press giv
thc outstanding basketball players at
mous Over-Fifty Club, an organiza
5
00
Sunday.
March
22,
he
left
the
Boston
'
watch
whenever
he
was
out
on
a
Huntley-Hill
Aux
VF.W.
Bates and was this week picked for ing indisputable proof ot sympathy
Airport In the giant ship at 610 a. m , mercy flight. In 1928 he made hls tion for all licensed airplane pilots in
28 05
a forward position on the All-College felt by Knox County folk for the Lime Co. Employes ..........
flying to Camden, N. J., where ha flrst Christmas Day flight to the the United 8tates who have passed
basketball team picked by the Inter- flood sutterers and of the county's Mr A Mrs. A. C. McLoon
500 picked up a ton of coffee and flew lt lighthouses and he will continue to their 50th birthday. Captain Winca
Class coach. Buck Spinks. His name faith in the mercy work of the Beatrix Flint ....................
100 to Pittsburg, Pa. After unloading the [ make this trip as long as he can fly. paw is the youngest member, having
was also recently read as having at American Red Cross. The original Friend ______________ _
300 plane at Pittsburg. Cap’n Bill flew After that Bill Wincapaw, Jr, will passed the Over-Fifty mark last fall.
tained the dean's list for high schol quota set for Knox County was $800 D: A Mrs W. H Hahn
1000 back to Boston, landing there at 5.25 carry on. Bill, Jr., made the light In experience, however, he Is the
astic average in the flrst semester and as the disaster grew this sum Mrs. H. A. Choate .,____
100 p. m.
During this 11-hour period. house flight last year for the first oldest, having logged more than
He ls also a member of the committee was doubled. Just how generous a Benefit Bridge ___________
19 00 Capt. Wincapaw did not leave the time as a pilot. He was co-pilot for 19.000 hours since he first learned to
which was recently appointed to response came ls shown by today's Friend
3 00 cabin of the plane once. This trip his father and guided the big La fly With Olenn H Curtiss, aviation
make arrangements for the annual figure with every indication that the Rockland Pupils -------------44.35 j constituted the roughtest flight in his Touraine Coffe plane on several hun pioneer. At present Cap'n Bill flies
Ivy Hop to be held next May.
final total will reach the $9000 mark Anonymous
100 jq years 0, flying. Hls thighs were dred miles of the thousand-mile trip. on an average of 1000 hours a year.
Mr. Pellicani prepared for Bates
Mrs. Packard A Mrs. Emery
A Boston Associated Press despatch
Bill, Jr., is the youngest licensed
badly bruised, evidenced by black and
at Rockland High School, graduating , Previously reported .............. $158532
Rose Hill Farm ________
300 blue marks, from the severe beating airplane pilot ln Massachusetts today. under date of March 24 said:
ln the class of '33.
"Captain William H. Wincapaw,
ln hls seat as the huge plane buffeted He is 17 years old and made his flrst
5.00 Rockland Society for Hard of
1 A Friend ____ ___________
Hearing
............................
5.00
famed
New England mercy pilot, may
solo
flight
ln
1935
after
receiving
hts
| A Friend ...... ... ......._....—.......
300
about the skies ln the high winds.
2.00
THREE SILVER CUPS ■ A Friend _____ ___ _______ 1000 E 8. Orbeton. W. Rockport ..
March 24, Captain Wincapaw car primary Instruction under the tute become an 'Admiral' If Oovernor
ried Oovernor James M. Curley on a lage of Lt. Raymond Todd, a pilot of James M. Curley has his way about It
3.00 Ralph Ulmer Camp. Spanish
A Friend .................................
“Upon hls return from a three-hour
War
Veterans
...................
10.00
, Award Made Last Night In j Mr. A Mrs. Henry B Bird ..
survey flight over western Massachu the Army Air Corps' First Pursuit
5.00
flight over Masachusetts flood areas,
Aux. Ralph Ulmer Camp.
Oroup.
Bill,
Jr.,
may
possibly
make
setts
to
give
the
Oovernor
hls
flrst
5.00
'
Miss
Annie
Conant
_______
the Rotary Club Essay
Spanish War Veterans ....
10.00 concise picture of flood conditions in an attempt to break the Junior trans the governor complimented Wincapaw
5 00
| E. C. Payson ____________
Contest
A
Friend
...............................
1.00 thc State. Since being delivered in continental record from New YorK cn hls flying.
1.00
- Mrs. Mary Clough -----------I guess I'll have to get in touch
Beta Alpha Club. TYiomaston
5.00 Dtccmber. the new La Touraine plane to Los Angeles some time in 1936
2.00
Thomas
Chisholm
Jr
.............
The annual essay contest in Rock
Miss
Rlioda
Hart
Ten
Hbr
..
1
00
Like
his
lather,
Bill.
Jr.,
ls
an
enwith
the governor of Kentucky and
has
flown
more
than
300
hours,
includ

100
land High School sponsored by the First Baptist Church _____
.2 00 ing two round trip flights to Miami, thusiast for the annual lighthouse have you named "Admiral" of Boston,'
5.00 Mrs. Abbie Leach. Ten. Hbr.
Thimble Club (The) ..............
Rotary Club held its finals last
1.00 Fla.
flight. Tlie Rockland Courier-Oa- thc governor told the veteran pilot.”
2.00 Mrs. Clara Carey. Ten Hbr.
Anna Carlni _________ ___
night before the club at The Thorn Mr. A Mrs. Harry M Flint ....
200 Mr. A Mrs. M. M Kinney,
Tenant's Harbor .................
1.00
dike and silver cups were awarded Miss Margaret McKnight
100
■CAMPAIGN WARMS
Mr
A
Mrs
H.
H.
Hupper.
1.00
Miss Dorothy Munro. Miss Dorothy Mrs Edith Bachelder _____
Tenant's Harbor ________
1.00
The Ferrin and Booth MeetFrost and Harold Dondis in the order Rockland Wholesale Orocery
Mr.
A
Mrs.
Jas
E.
Kinney.
25 00,
Co
...............................................
ings Are Winning Inbuildings
thereon,
and
the
shore
named. The entire school partici
Although he has no steamboats to
I Tenant's Harbor ________
2.00
Boys' and Girls' Club of Till
privilege.
Mr.
A
Mrs.
H.
G.
Caddy.
pated with a choice of these subjects,
creased
Support
look after these days—unfortunately
5.00
son Avenue ____________
The purchaser was Kenneth Wy
Tenant's
Harbor
............
—
1.00
Mark Twain. Jane Addams or Henry Miss Winifred Fales ---------—General Agent Oeorge E Dunton Is
5.00
man of Northport and the terms were
The largest audience of the evan
Knox. The task of the Judges ln Anna E. Coughlin ...............
200 Mr. A Mrs. Chas Allen, Ten
a tolerably busy man looking after private.
gelistic
campaign being held at the
ant's
Harbor
......
..
............
100
picking three winners from the ex Anna G. Shields .................
100
the Interests which the Eastern
It Is understood that Mr. Wyman First Baptist Church attended the
Mr.
A
Mrs.
Manfred
Humph

cellent papers chosen for the finals W E. W..................................
3.00
rey. Tenant's Harbor ___
500 Steamship Lines, Inc., still have in will use thc property as a lumber Thursday evening service. There
was most difficult.
Mr and Mrs. C. L. Sleeper
yard.
were two musical numbers by the
Am.
Legion
Auxiliary
...........
5.00 the Penobscot Bay region.
A delightful musical program ln500
for South Thomaston —
The Eastern still has much salable chorus choir. Messrs. Ferrin and
O.
W.
Currier,
Appleton
.....
5.00
! terspersed the essays with the girls' Sidney E. Mills. Vinaihaven .
This week he was able to announcj property here and along thc river, and Booth sang "The Old Rugged Cross."
*tM) Mrs. Nathan T. Farwell .......
5 00
| glee club under direction of Mrs. E, A. H. -----------------------the
sale of the corporation's plant in j GCnPrai Agent Dunton will be glad The large audience was thrilled by Mr.
5(X) Owl’s Head Supper .............
45.12
j Esther Rogers and the boys' club dt- W. J. Coakley -----------------Belfast—including the wharf, two to talk with prospective buyers.
Booth's rendering of "The Holy City."
2(K)
Mrs.
Rebecca
A.
Ingraham
..
1.00
| rected by Albert McCarty. The Margaret Egan .......................
Mr. Ferrin, in a very forceful ser
5 00 Mr. A Mrs A. 8 Harwood ..
2 00
{ Judges were F F. Richards and Mil- Carl Benson ---------------- -—
mon.
dealt with the necessity of tha
6
w
Josephine
Thorndike
..........
..
2.00
C. S. Oardner .........................
-50 Mr A Mrs. Oeo H. Thomas
I ford Payson of Camden High School Mr and Mrs. Joseph Dondis
400 New Birth. He showed that the new
Mr. A Mrs. F. O. Jameson ..
5.00 Hazel Caln . .........................100
A
Family
..
........................
' and Clayton Smith, principal of Mr A Mrs. Frank S. Prescott
2.00 j
5.00 Mr. A Mrs. W A. Paul ......
2 00 Mrs Waiter Rfch ...................
4 00 birth Into the spiritual world was a
Rockport Grammar School. ’
5 00 I Anonymous ....................... ....
Park Theatre -------------------i great mystery. So was mystery to bs
Sarah Jane Thomas --------2 00
Mrs. Luella Tuttle A Mrs.
5.00
Strand Theatre .....................
found ln all of life, from the lowest to
Camden Branch:—
i Adella S. Oushee. Appleton ..
1.00
5.00'
500
Perry's Main St. Store ........
5.00 j Olive Pease ...........................
the highest. You can't discount truth
Mrs G. T Hodgman ..........
Mr. A Mrs Ralph Pearsc,
M B A C. O. Perry, Coal
100 j Miss Edith Arey A Mrs. Jes
because of mystery. The whole per
Hope
_________ __ ____
2.00 Mrs Martha Clark ...........
10 00
50.00
Dept ----- --------------------2 .00 i sie M. Arey ........................
sonality would have to be born again
Mrs. Mary Fogler .............
Mr. A Mrs. H. P. Barrett.
INTERNATIONAL THREE-TON
too
1000
Rockland V. F. W.............
1.00 Mrs. Annie Boynton ..........
before one could enter the Kingdom
CHASSIS AND CAB
Union ............... —........ ~
2.00 Charles Hendricks
3 00
Mr. A Mrs. U. E. Leach,
1000 Mr. A Mrs. Arthur Skewes ...
of God.
185 in. wheelbase. Warranted Re
Olorla Temple. No. Haven ..
10 00 Mr. A Mrs. E. E. Ames
6 00
5.00
Rockport
................... .......
conditioned Motor.
New Paint.
too Camden W.CTU...................
Sunday morning Mr. Ferrin is to
Pratt Memorial M. E. Church
5100 William Fitzgerald .............
5.00
Harry T. Gushee ...................
200
Good Tires. Price Right.
Pleasant Valley Grange .....
2
00
i
speak on “The Lost Chord." Mr.
Mr. A Mrs. Edwin Pethick
Thomaston Branch:—
3.00
1.00
Mrs. Mary Flanagan ............
CHEVROLET lh-TON CHASSIS,
1.00 Mrs J. T. 8myth .................
Booth will sing "The Lost Chord,” and
McPhail Family ....... -...........
5.00 Eugene Thompson
too
Mrs. Oeorge Conant ............
5.00
CAB AND WOOD HOIST
A Friend ................... ............
the chorus choir will sing "He was
O. N Cross A Mrs. Oracc
Mr. A Mrs. Stanley R. Cush
too
Miss Elizabeth Conant ........
Low Mileage. New Paint, Good
1.00
Mr. A Mrs. R. F. Jackson ....
wounded." The subect of the ser
Anderson
..........................
1 00
ing
...............
~
....................
5-00
Condition.
500
Mrs Charlotte Dillingham ..
1.00
Miss Grace Lawrence ..... . ..
mon on Sunday evening at 7.15 will
100
Miss Robertson's Sixth Grade
2.00 A Friend ....................................
Camden A Rockport Lions
CALL 730
5.00
General Ice Cream Co ........
be, "Assurance—A Precious Posses
LOO
A. D Davis A Son ..................
5 00 Mrs. James Curtis ..................
1000
Club ...................................
2.00
Mr. A Mrs. Parker Worrey ..
sion." Among the musical selections
Ernest A. Heath .......................
1.00
Anonymous Collections per
Camden Rotary Club ..........
25 00 , wU(
ln yy „partby
45 12
Owl's Head Supper ...... . .....
Mrs. Louise C. Hewett.........
40 00 Mr. A Mrs Arthur A Barnes
2.00
Mr. A Mrs. Frank Morrow
° 1
Mr. A Mrs. W. T. White
'
Mr.
Booth,
and
"Hallelujah.
What a
and
Mrs.
Sarah
Barnes
....
1000
Mabel T. Amesbury ................
100
2 00
Mr. A Mrs. J. T Conley ....
25 00
(correction)
.....................
Saviour," by the choir.
David Wooster .........................
LOO
Rockport Branch:—
too
Mrs. John L. Tewksbury ....
6125
Union Red Cross .................
Monday evening is to be “Ninety
Mr. and Mrs. B. P. Wooster
1.00 Mr. A Mrs. Thomas W. Mc
J
Hugh
Montgomery
.......
too
540
Mr. A Mrs. W. F. Senter ....
and Nine Night." Ninety-nine men
Kay
...................................
5.00
Mrs. Blanche McDonnell ....
1.00
too
Mrs. Maud Carleton ............
• • • •
iv.’ill form a choir to sing "The Ninety
.
10 00 !
Helen Small .............. —...........
50 Dr A Mrs W F. Hart
Miss Laura Oborne ......... ....
too
and Nine." Mr. Booth will sing tha
Warren Branch:—
2.00
Mr. A Mrs. James Miller.....
1.00 Mr. A Mrs. Charles E. Lord
25 00
Camden National Bank ....
colored mans version of the “Ninety
5.00
.75 Mr. A Mrs. Bert Brodis .......
Mrs. Arthur Starrett ............
2 00 Mr. A Mrs. Carleton P. Wood
Mrs. Esther Simmons ..........
too
and Nine." Mr. Ferrin will preach on
LOO j
.75 Rockport Schools ..................
Fred P. Watte .......................
5.00 Miss Margaret Crockett ......
Miss Ethel Reardon ............
too
the “Ninety and Nine.”
2.00 Mr. A Mrs. Fred Cook...........
Mr. A Mrs. Maurice Hahn ....
2 00 Mr. A Mrs. Charles Cleve
Mr. A Mrs. C. Wilkes Babb
50 00 ;
Meetings will be held each night
land .......................................
2.00Mr. A Mrs. Oscar B. Annis ....
Mrs. S. E. Fuller ...................
200 A Friend ............................................ 50
5 00 j
this
week at 7.30.
Junior
Dept.
Baptist
S.
8
..
2.00
2.00
Friend ...................................
1.00 Mr. A Mrs. Ralph Nutt .........
5 00 I
Mr. A Mrs. Stanley A. Frye
Mr. A Mrs. Richard Howarth
10.00 The Dandylions ...................
1.00 Mr A Mrs. Everett HumphM. Orace Walker ...............
10.00 I
MRS.
1.00 !
1.00 Mrs. C. E. Walsh .................
1.00
Eda St. Clair ..........................
rey
..... .............................
Megunticook Orange No. 423
1300 YOUR FAVORITE POEM
50 F. A. Swan ................................
100George Conant .....................
HOME-MAKER
200 Mr. A Mrs. R. W. Studley
Edna F. Boggs .....................
1 00
VBCEVS EXIT
1.00 Herbert Pearse . ...................
3.00 F. W Miller ...... ..................
Ita the best place to flnd
1.00 Miss Theresa Smith ..........
Adelaide Norwood ................
too
I Intended an Ode,
,
unusual bargains . . . and
50
And
It
turn'd to a Sonnet.
Rev.
Wm.
Berger
...................
1.00
1.00 Mr. A Mrs. Chas. Maxey
H. E. Thomas .........................
100
I Arthur Melvin ......................
It began a la mode.
the best place to dispose
100 D J. Dickens ........................
10.00 Mrs. Frank Newton ....
Clara Anderson ................ ....
1.00 Capt. John Harkness ...........
I intended an Ode;
too
ot unwanted things.
But Rose crou d the road
2.00 ■ Harry Thuriow .....................
Susie Lowell ..........................
5.00 Mr. A Mrs. J. Crosby Hobbs
Mr. A Mrs. Maurice Cun
100
In her latest new bonnet;
1
2.00
I Intended an Ode:
2.00 Mrs. Daniel Dougherty ........
ningham ............................
200 Ralph Buzzell .........................
Aud it turn'd to a Sonnet.
1.00
George L. Howland
1.00 Mrs. B. L. Rider ............................. 50 Mrs. P. R. Keller .................
(Continued on Page Two)
. _ . _
—Austin Dobeofl J

KNOX COUNTY’S GREAT HEART

BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT
BENEFIT FLOOD RELIEF

True Spirit Of People Is Shown In Response To
Red Cross Plea—Today’s Total $2,712.71

TUESDAY, MARCH 31
7 p. M.—FACULTY v». A. & P.
8 P. M.—LIONS vs. LOCALS
9 P. M.—PLAYOFF—CITY CHAMPIONSHIP

R. H. S. GYM
ADMISSION—STUDENTS 10 JCKNTS; ADULTS 25 CENTS
38’lt

SAIL BOAT WANTED
A 16 or 18 foot round bottom sail boat. Please reply
immediately stating price, condition and age of boat;
also its location.
ADDRESS “A. F. H.”

Care of The Courier-Gazette

EASTERN’S BELFAST PLANT SOLD

SPECIAL SALE FOR MARCH

RYTEX GREYTONE
PRINTED stationery
in colors as soft as a Spring breeze—
with a restrained gaiety that makes it
correct for all occasions!
100 SINGLE SHEETS
50 ENVELOPES

or
50 DOUBLE SHEETS
50 ENVELOPES

Pontage

10c Extra

• Printed with Name and Address on
Sheets and Envelopes—or, Mono
gram on Sheets, Envelopes plain.
• Fine quality Greytone paper in ex
quisite pastel shades of Blue, Grey,
Orchid or Violet.

• Printing in Blue, Black, Brown or
Violet.

Unusually Low Priced!
Buy several boxes of this smart sta
tionery while it is specially priced at
only $1 a box.

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

TRUCK VALUES

The Courier-Gazette

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, March 28, 1936
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WAR TO THE TEETH

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

He that walketh with wise men
shall be wise; but a companion of
fools shall be destroyed. —Prov.
13: 20.

SAVING SOCIETY

Red Cross 'Fund Will Bene-1
fit From Extraordinary
Basketball Battles

At The High School
(By the Pupils)

Every-Other-Day
McMahon. James Moulalson. Stanley
Murray. Oeraldlne Norton. Eleanor
Porter. Barbara Robinson, Dorothy
Stearns. Mary Reynolds, Vernon
Studley. Vivian Strout and Ruth
Witham.

Backed kj'Pwfr!

FBir
rWIW

Hitherto unsuspected talents are
Tlie floods of raging waters will being brought to light In the re
Final plans are being made for the
have nothing on the flow of specta- j hearsals for the minstrel show which Washington. D. C. trip to be taken
tors expected to file into the R.H S Is to be given ln the auditorium on by Juniors and seniors next vacation,
WITH THE
gym next Tuesday night when the April 9 and 10 This annual event which begins April 18. The group,
local basketball season waves adieu which has been taking place for the numbering around 60. will be accom
Ideas for saving society have sprung up like mush
in a rousing tournament of local past five years Is being staged by panied by Miss Dorothy Parker and
teams—admission f «« to be used to Arthur F Lamb who has chosen for principal BlaisdeU.
rooms, of late, all over this land — schemes for dis
help swell the Rockland Red Cross the end men Francis Havener. Fred
Have any of this paper's
Instead of making book reports ln
Haining. Oeorge Huntley, Roger
tributing the wraith, for group security, colonies in
Flood Relief funds
readers,
gifted
with
the
Solomon the usual way in Miss Hellier's fresh
Perry.
Carl
8pear.
and
The fracas will start promptly at
Alaska — and what not.
noticing faculty, notioed—
man English class, interesting book
7 o'clock when Capt. Bowden will Cohen Taking part ln the specialty lets have been fashioned, which In
meets
♦ -$>
acts
are
Charlotte
Mattatall.
Felice
The big idea behind each of these
stake his renowned Faculty against
clude accounts of the author, pictures
THAT when the statistician pre
Perry.
Mary
Havener,
and
Bernice
STANDARDS FOR ‘
proposals seems to be to save society
Manager Work's AA- P. team made
of the characters, maps showing the
sents to you the more or less momen
up of a bevy of Mazzeos along with Havener, with Earl Cook and Harold location of the story, the plot, cli
by spending — not by sav ing. The
REFRIGERATOR
tous information that the.cost to
such stars as Barstow. Chatto John Dondis as pages. The dance choruses
question it, "Can it be done?”
max,
and
biographical
sketches,
enthis country of the world war to end
iBUTING
son of Thomaston and Treneer of will have as members Norma Hav * hanced
We doubt it Thrift, like Truth
by
clippings.
freehand
war ran close to forty-six billions of
ener. Barbara Murray. Stella Young,
Camden
At
8
o'clock
a
snappy
team
crushed to earth, will rite again, lai
sketches.
and
colorful
illus
real dollars, before the new deal
Come in and see the
of lions will take the floor agains: Mary Egan Barbara Derry. Virginia trations. Of particular Interest were
tbe old argument between the grass
clipped
them, your
considered
Haskell
,
Doris
Oattl,
Nora
Long.
PROOF OF AU FIVE!
a
mysterious
group
known
as
"Lo

hoppers and the ants, the ants
opinion of the whole business is that
Priscilla Brazier and Eleanor Porter, these made on "David Copperfleld." |
cals
”
whispered
to
contain
Raye
1. LOWER OPERATING COST
still win.
by Ruth McLellan; "War Birds." j
It wasn't worth it.
Carroll. Starr of Rockport. John with Barbara Derry directing the tap Ibra Ripley; 'The Rosary," Edith'
Hard work, with something to
♦#
numbers.
The
two
soloists
are
Ruth
2.
SAFER FOOD PROTECTION
Karl or anybody else home from
THAT If the friendly gentleman
show for your work during life's
Gray; “Beneath Tropic Seas." Vir
Thomas
and
Donald
Marrincr.
and
prep school or college who can be
3. FASTER FREEZING—MORE ICE
whose announcements on the radio
evening hours, is still the best way
ginia Rackliffe; "Captains Courage
the interlocutor Is Mr. McCarty.
shanghaied into the line-up.
are designed to cheer the lone
ous."
Donald
Chisholm;
“
lost
Hori

to save yourself—and society, too.
4. MORE USABILITY
By 9 o'clock excitement should be
watches of the night would take
zon," Maurice Johnson: ' Queen Vic- I
A
Jolly
sophomore
social
was
held
at top notch as the battle for cham
5. FIVE-YEAR PROTEC
under consideration that in reason
toria” Ione Louraine.
TION PLAN
pionship of Rockland will be waged last evening with alumni, faculty,
ably informed circles, as well as
parents, and student body attending.
Purthate price include! $5.00
between
the
winners
of
above
con

Yesterday
afternoon's
broadcast
dictionaries, there's found no such
/•r Ibe )• \9terPrutectf» Pl**.
tests. And broad fields are open for An entertainment presented ln the from the American School of the Air
word as AMACHURE. he would be
suggestions or even offers of suitable auditorium consisted of a tap dance on "When You Do What You •titled to an even larger meed of
trophies to be presented to the win by Barbara Derry; solo. "Get Thee Choose: When Work Runs Into I
BOCKLAND, CAMDEN, UNION, VINAUIAVEN. WARREN
applause from his kindly intentioned
ning
quintet. Rumors are rife as to Behind Me. Satan." Robert Saun Play' ' found many interested hear
listeners.
the
probable
winner but Manager ders; song. “I'm Putting All My Eggs ers. for It brought out the idea that:
♦♦
17 LIMEROCK STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
Work
Is
ready
to bet his best 10 lb ln One Basket,” by boys' quartet— everyone should have an avocation I
TWAT the artist desirous of con
bag of Bermuda onions it will be his Richard EUlngwood. Paul Barton or hobby which would serve as a!
veying to a waiting posterity his
Robert
Saunders.
and
Edward means of enjoyment during his
A JtP. boys.
views upon the acme of blissful en-I
Storer; playlet, "Hot News." with leisure hours; and it also gave a j
Joyment needs nothing further than
t 'cello, who spend their summers here.
ROCKRORT
Richard Ellingwood as editor and broader knowledge of hobbles.
to take for the subject of his canvas
This quartet is widely known both
(POULTRY OUTLOOK
Clarence Peterson. Edward Storer.
the pet dog ln the act of reviewing
Mrs. Louise Holbrook entertained ln Europe and America, having
and Lawrence Cole as reporters
the world and the citizens thereol
Tlie Egg Prices Are Apt To Dancing was enjoyed with Fred Some carvings which have ap- at supper and bridge Thursday Mrs made extensive concert tours. Last
from the side window of a cushioned.
peared in school this week was a soap, Hi Id red Rider. Mrs. Orra Burns and June they were invited to play at the
Fall ’Below Those Of Harden's dance orchestra, and sand model of a Roman general by 1 Miss Helen Small.
motor-car.
King's Jubilee exercises in London at
wiches, punch, candy, and ice cream Charles Toner, a model of Julius
1-,^ Pred A Norwood WRC wln the home of Lord nnd Lady Astor
«■ ♦
Last Summer
were sold throughout the evening.
THAT the immediate public de
Caesar carved from mahogany by celebrate Grand Army Day at Its and for the British Broadcasting
• • • •
mand of half a million copies of
Circulars issued by County Agent1
Russell Hewett, and an elaborate: meeting April 3. An Invitation has Co
Anne Morrow Lindbergh's "North to
R. C. Wentworth present the follow
By Nicholas Roosevelt
Announcement has been made this ship model of "The Bounty," made by | been extended Edwin Libby Post of
This winter, among tlielr many en
the Orient.” while rightfully de
ing summary of poultry situation:
week of the Fidac Essay Contest Bobby Hills.
For the National Republican Builders. Inc.
Rockland and each Corps member gagements they played at the White
scribed as a miracle of book-selling
Favorable—Business outlook; stor sponsored by the American Legion,
may invite a guest. There will be a House as guests of President and
Nothing so shocking has occurred since the New Deal came into power a,
Those In the 7-4 Division who re
occasions no special wonder; for the
age situation; feed supplies for re in which cash prizes and medals are
program
and the usual campfire Mrs Roosevelt. Next October and
the Black Committee's blatant violation of the fundamental right of privacy mainder of 1935-36 season appear
contents itself and the world-loved
offered. The subject this year Is: ceived all “l's" in the last ranking lunch of salt fish, crackers, sand- November they will make an exten
guaranteed under the 4th Amendment of the Constitution. Determined to
ample. Unfavorable—Probability of "How can American youth co-operate period were Priscilla Brazier. Mary
name associated with it make an ap
wlches. cheese, pickles, doughnuts sive concert tour in Europe.
hound down critics of the Administration, that committee has secretly in a sizeable Increase in number of chick-,
peal that the connoisseur in the lit
with Fidac to prevent propaganda of Lamb. Jimmy Moulaison. Geraldine and coffee Members are asked to
vestigated. the private telegrams of individuals and concerns known to be
erature of adventure finds impossible
hatched.
international hostility?” The essays Norton. Barbara Soule, and Vivian donate.
1
Church Notes
hostile to the New Deal.
Supply:
February egg receipts must be submitted to Winslow-Hol Strout.
to deny.
Baptist:
George
F. Currier, minThe
R.HS.
baseball
team
will
serve
,
♦♦
Not content with fool ourselves when, as a matter of were the lowest in recent years. Re-- brook Unit by April 10.
a
public
supper
Tuesday
at
Masonic
,
,ster:
Sunday
services
will begin with
The
third
quarterly
exams
will
fact,
fear
of
government
is
dally
ceipts
of
eggs
are
likely
to
exceed
THAT while the subject of oooks
« this utterly arbitrahall.
The
proceeds
will
be
used
to
church
school
at
10
o'clock
followed
take
place
next
week
with
the
those of 1935 during the spring and
seemed conveniently ln hand, you
! ry and unconstitu growing in this country?
There will be a basketball touma- j
by
morning
worship
at
11
with
serbuy
uniforms
Juniors
and
seniors
being
exempt
if
Business
men
are
afraid
that
the
early summer Since poultry receipts i ment for the benefit of the Red I
harked back to Bess Streeter Al
tional action it
Mrs Ralph Blakley leaves today to ’mon sub)ect "Salvation and Consethey
have
had
an
average
of
85
or
government
will
"crack
down"
on
are
usually
light
during
the
first
part
drich's “Spring Came on Forever,"
holds over
the
Cross flood relief fund next Tuesday
Join Mr Blakley at Eastport where crallon " Memory verses will begin
with its allusion to the old-time
heads of the Ad them. Individuals are afraid of the of the year, the main source of sup- i evening, with the faculty playing the over for the last quarter.
they will make their home
| wlth 'K ” Christian Endeavor at
tax
collectors.
Writers
who
have
ply
is
the
storage
stock.
Hatcher.es
"Come Where My Love Lies Sleep
ministration's opA&P. and the Lions playing the Lopj-of Kendall of the Education I
6, subject. "How Jesus Gave Him
ing"—questioning at that poln:
one nts the implied criticized the New Deal never know in almost every section continue to J cals. The two winning teams will; Department of Bates College visited j Thirty-five members of Harbor self for Us.” Evening service at 7;
whether the author, in making this
Chapter OES. attended the
threat of pillorying when they may be subjected to some report more interest in baby chicks then play a final game.
School this week ln connection with
meeting of Orace Chapter. Thomas- ! song service of old hymns, sermon
quotation from the once
familiar
tliem before the sort of Inconvenience by government this year than at any time since 1930
"Christ's Resolution for Confession."
the practice teaching of Miss Provost
Storage: Stocks of eggs were Just
song, hadn't slipped.
Senate investlga- agents. Worst of all, the average
All Junior High pupils have been Jnd Mlss Lovelace ln the civics. Eng- ton. Wednesday as special guests. prayer meeting Thursday at 7.
ting
committee
—
a
I
citizen,
confronted
by
this
sort
of
beginning
their
seasonal
increase
Supper was followed by initiation
♦♦
given the Gates Silent Reading Tests
Methodist: Forrest F. Fowle, min
process in which governmental Injustice, is. Inclined to March 1. Poultry holdings were low, this week, including four types: lish. and French departments Both the work being performed ln an im
THAT the cross-word puzzle mak
ister: Church School at 10; morning
teachers
will
finish
their
four
weeks'
pressive manner
er's cataloguing of “nut" as a fruit even- effort Is made to blacken the •:akf the attitude that the govern relative to those of earlier years.
Reading to appreciate general sig
worship at 11; Epworth League at 6
Prices: Market prices of eggs rose nificance. reading to predict the out course here next week, after which
Miss Mary Veazie entertained at
In no wise disposes the word of Its character and reputation of the ««nt will “get" him even if he Is ln
with Barbara Noyes leader; evening
time
they
will
return
to
Bates
College
bridge Tuesday night. Guests were
more essential association with a Individual and but scant regard b !right, and so he makes no fight in February, owing primarily to the come of given events, reading to un
service at 7; all-day session of Lato finish their senior year there.
What
has
become
of
the
tradi

severe
weather.
The
sharp
fluctifaj
form of citizenry frequently had in paid to his rights or to legal proced
derstand precise directions, and read
• • • •
, dies' Aid Wednesday, followed by a
tional American courage and Inde- tions in prices of eggs ln the big city ] ing to note details These tests were
mind.
ure.
The clever Jokes, gags and cross Clark. Mrs. Doris Graffam and Mrs i supper for members of the parish.
The men whose papers have been ! Pendence? Are we so softened by- markets during January and Pebru-: admlnls.ered by Mlss Thompson ini
♦♦
fire of the Junior High Boys' Glee Beatrice Richards.
The Trytohelp Club will meet Mon
THAT when the colliding car seized or examined are not charged 1 safe hving that we prefer to sit in ary are not reflected by any corre-1 the auditorium.
Club in their annual minstrel show
WITH THE BOWLERS
day
night at the home of Mrs. Syd
spread over the receptive roadway its with any crime. They have done isUenee whUe lhe government makes spondlngly large changes ln farm
presented before the Senior High
prices
of
eggs
reported
Jan.
15
and
I
hilarious group of occupants, the nothing illegal. Their offense lies a mocker>' of ou«- rKhts and liberLast evening at The Thorndike six School Tuesday morning proved a ney Snow.
At the Star alleys Thursday night
Are we unwUling to protest Feb. 15. Later in the spring and I essayists from this school, and the good entertainment for the student
An Easter pageant will be present- 1 Winslow's Wonders won a 30-pln vicquickly gathered side-line audience, in having exercised what all Ameri-1
remarking upon its displayed sign. cans prior to the New Deal regarded when the private messages of indi summer, egg prices are apt to be be girls' and boys' glee olubs and their body and faculty from start to cd b> th<> members of Harbor Light tory ovw the qUintet Irom Rockport
"Liquors Distributed.” softly mur as their inalienable privilege—saying viduals are secretly investigated by low those of 1935.
directors were guests of the Rotari- finish The end men. garbed ln very C!laPter OES as a feature of the j Stevenson started the game with a
Relatively short poultry receipts f ans for the purpose of selecting the 1 unique rigs, sang these numbers: program In connection with Its next1 whoOp. chalking up 130 for the highmured: "How Apposite ”
what they thought of the Adminis Federal agents ln direct violation of
that guarantee of "the right of the continue to strengthen poultry prices., wlnners ln ty,c annual Rotary Essay ' "Moon Over Miami,” Kenneth Post: stated meeting. April 7. after which a' ttt string of the game He also had
tration plainly, bluntly, publically.
A ♦
"Moon Over Miami.'
people
to be secure In their persons, The advance in poultry prices will
Little did they know that under
THAT on the whole you are not HiContest. This program was present- I ' You're a Cousin of Mine." Albert social hour will be enjoyed in the 1 hlgh total. The summaryhouses, papers and effects, against probably continue to mid-spring.
Rockpcrt-Whittler 447, Larson 414.
, ed: "The Brown Bird Winging." and ' pease; "Music Goes 'Round and banquet hall. At this meeting the
pleased to discover at the inside of the resolution of the Black Commit
unreasonable searches and seizures"
.
1716 bulldtngIndustry is one of the ,.sleepy Hollow Tune." by Girls' Olee Hound." Perry' Howard; "Lulu's Bacx I Easter baskets for shut-ins will be Stevenson 498. Simmons 433. Jarvis
you a gentle sympathy for the croon tee this plain speaking has become
Town „
.•Trcas. arranged and members are requested 449 totai 3324.
er of songs, realizing as you must a high offense, and that "efforts to specified in the Fourth Amendment major industries usingdurable goods. club; „Mark Twaln„ Ruth Rhodef.
that he has his living to make and influence or suppress or foment -a guarantee written into the Cons- With the increase in construction! „Jane Addams ■■ InM Bowley. Mark lire Island." Joseph Pletroski. The || to take donations.
Winslow's Wonders—Mason 480,
that always it lies within your public sentiment" (to use the words tltutlon for the express purpose of contracts awarded, indicating an ln- Twain." Dorothy Munro; "The Peii- tap dance by Paul Stevens, and the ' The G. W Bridge Club was enter Brault 471. McKinney 477, Roes 477,
citizens
from
just such | crease in building activity to be car-, can ., and •••pjckjn' cotton ” Boys
at the home of Mrs.1 Olidden 449, total 2354.
of the Senate resolution) may now protectlng
province to shut off the radio.
brisk dialogue between James Mou- tained this week
---------------------------------political inquisitions as the Black ried on for the next one to three: Olee
laison.
interlocutor,
and
the
end
men
Allce
Oarriner
At
next week's meet-1
be
prosecuted
by
that
committee.
___
Club;
"General
Henry
Knox,
”
♦+
What does this mean In plain I Committee has been carrying on? i years, there Is an excellent prospect j Haro]d
..Jane A(Wams " which was aimed gt members In the ln« Mrs Annle Hodgman will be ,
THAT the shop-keepers of Miami,
English? That any Individual who
M
are 110 longer wiIhng 10 n«hl
a" improved demand for choice Helen MUb.
Man of audience, made this show of profes- hostess at her home on Elm stre«-1
in the manifested skill and ardor
expresses himself in such a manner1 (° Pc0^1 these rights, then indeed ( feeds, such as eggs.
Moods." Dorothy
Frost; “Hear the slonal quality. Miss Bird, director Camdcn
!
Dorothy
with which they turn to the decora
have we forfeited the claim to be the
The Baptist ladies' Circle will
(Banjo Play," and "The Soldier's J of the glee club accompanied at the
tion of the show-window, give elo as to arouse public sentiment against
land of the free. Then, also must KNOX COUNTY'S
meet Wednesday afternoon at the
1 Life," combined Glee Clubs. Dlrec- piano.
quent testimony to the value in the Administration may be hailed we admit the defeat of Democracy at
home of Mrs. Josephine Wall.
i tors of the musical units were Mrs
which they hold this easily acquired before the Black Inquisition, and if the hands of reaction.
GREAT HEART ! Esther Rogers and Albert McCarty
The annual business meeting of
he
fails
to
“
tell
all
he
knows"
may
be
and engaging art of publicising the
the Epworth League was held Thurs
punished
by
imprisonment
for
con

I
Judges
of
the
essays
were
Principal
business sections of a progressive
The Black Committee, while not
(Continued from Page One)
| Clayton Smith of Rockport, and F. F
day at the Methodist vestry and
tempt of the Senate.
community.
: appointed by President Roosevelt. 1
—^Quickly cheeked
these officers elected; President,
1 Richards and Milford Payson of
♦♦
100
has given active shape to the Ad-' John Stahl _.........................
1
without "dosing"
Maurice Miller; vice presidents. Ern
i Camden.
Gone is the old freedom of speech. i ministration's well known attitude Harry Richards ....................
THAT the elevator “going up!"
1.00
• • • •
est Crockett, Lots Burns. Beatrice
should shoot past the closed door of Gone is the American tradition of | towards criticism, which Is to try [ A F. Kelleher ......................
LOO
Members of the cast of the one-act
> on > VapoRuo Richards; secretary. Helena Upham;
it at the identical moment of your fearless criticism, honestly spoken.
1.00 play “Old Walnut” went yesterday to
to stifle or terrorize or malign its Carroll Burrill ......................
treasurer, Ernest Crockett. A social
Henceforth we must whisper when critics.
hurried arrival there, seems to illus
Mrs Ada Dyer ....................
200 Bath to participate in the district
hour followed.
trate a realizable cross section of we disapprove of the New Deal. Each
But this is much graver than a Mr & Mrs. H. W. Libby &
preliminary contest. Those making
It Is with satisfaction that the re
time we send a telegram we must partisan issue. It Is more even than
Life as you have found it.
Mrs Mabel Burrage ........
300 the trip were Virginia Gray. Barbara SAVE FUEL
sult of the Red Cross canvass for
realize that a Senatorial Committee j a national issue.
Mrs Georgia Hobbs ............
«> *
5.00 Orff, Frederick MacDonald. Robert
BAKE QUICKLY
{ flood sufferers, as reported by First
5.00 i Crane, Eleanor Look. Winifred Stan
THAT the flair of visitors for a 1 may wish to read it in secret and use
It is a great crisis in the history of William P Kelley ...............
Selectman Arthur K. Walker, shows
Put
In
your
kitchen
one
of
the
new
Methodist Ladies' Aid ........
4 00 ley. and Miss Parker, dramatic coach.
certain wide-spread Southern deli jit against us. Even the mails may no human liberty.
t that this town has greatly exceeded
cacy recalls the forgotten stage story 1 longer be secure.
• J • •
How many miles have we des Mr. & Mrs. George T Hitch
i its quota of $160. the amount col
ing --------------------------- 200
of the famous tragedian. Forest, who 1 This brutal attack on American cended into the valley of despotism
About 25 pupils from this school
lected to date being $234.78.
500 aided the Rockland Masons in selling
boasting of his strictness in adjust li'oerties is bad enough by Itself. But since Abraham Lincoln urged us to Mrs. Jay Potter ....................
The February and March meetings
100 tickets Thursday for the Red Cross
ing diet to the character he was to what Is even worse Is that the bind up the nation’s wounds, “with Mrs. H. E. Woster ...............
of the Omar Club were held with
1.00 benefit dance held that evening.
present, and queried as to his selec American people apparently are wll- malice towards none with charity for Mlss An8ie Drinkwater
Mrs. E B Putnam, and Mrs. R. B.
100 This work ln charge of Miss Hellier
tion preceding the famous “Lady of ; ling to take it lying down.
, all.” Malice, spite, oppression— Mrs Fred Hanson ................
Magune. At the first meeting Mrs. |
“
They
will
put
me
in
Jail"
one
of
,
lhese
#n
,
the
weapong
Qf
(hc
N<
,
w
■ Mr. & Mrs. Henry Woodard
1.00 was carried out by Elizabeth Till.
Lyons.” and his loverlike Claude
Doris Graffam used as her subject
Stanton Dearborn .............
1.00 Glenrta Rankin, Kenneth Morgan,
Melnot. answered with majestic voice the critics of the Administration, j Dealers.
"Modern Persia." and at the latter
whose
pape.-s
have
been
investigated,
2.00 James Accardi. Barbara Perry. Edith
and footlight gesture: "Waffles, sir,
Surely the country will refuse to Mrs. E G. Wiley .................
session Mrs Nellie R. Ballard gave
said the other day. "They have
Dr. & Mrs. L. W. Hart .......
5.00 Dondis, Rose Malburg. Stella Young.
waffles!"
bow down without protest.
a paper on “The City of Tehran. ’
copied my private correspondence
A Friend ..............................
100 Eleanor Barnard. Jack Huke. Don
Miami. March 25
At the April assembly Mrs. Fannie
with leading Republicans. If they
...............
100 ald Marriner. Betty McAlary, Muriel
Radio? “There Is nothing finer Mrs John Dailey
I Thompson will be hostess.
5.00 McPhee, Frederick Bartlett, Eleanor
"So the magistrate -fined you five call me I am obliged to testify, even than a Strombcrg-Carlson.” Maine Mrs. George Mixer .............
. . . »
1.00 Hall. Charles Toner. Reginald Mc
pounds for assaulting Casey. Mick?” as to privite conversations. Other- Music Co.
33-tf ‘ Mrs. L. E. Setter ................
Summer
Residents
in Concert
Mrs. A. F. Sherman ............
1.00 Laughlin. Dick Harden, Dick Marsh,
said his friend, meeting the Irishman wise they can break me."
Friends here listened with pleasure
This is the way bloodless revolu1.00 Bernard Thompson James Hanley
Mrs. George Mutch ............
the day after the fight.
•
to the program broadcast by the Cur3.00 and Leland Turner.
Mary E. Haines ...................
"Begorra he did. ' smiled Mick, i tions are successfully made. Minor
| its String Quartet Wednesday after
Total
........................................ $2712.71
“And it was a proud moment in my rights are first whittled down and
noon over the Columbia network.
the citizens are frightened into
Mary Richards has teen school
life when I heard the sentence."
The beat range that can be made.
The program consisted of "Quartet
silence.
Then,
as
terrorist
tactics
are
stenographer
this
week.
Clcslcd sole* lo prevent dipping
“Why, how's that?” asked the
There are beetles In the AmeriTrade In Your Old Range
In D major.” Mozart; “Allegretto.
Increased, major liberties are flouted.
other.
[ can tropics so luminous that it Is
Those in the 7-4 Division who were
! Andante Allegretto;” “Quartet in D
‘Tt showed which of us had the Once the people are cowed Into non346 Main St.,
Rockland
1 possible to read a newspaper in the not absent during the last ranking
Priced from
flat major, Opus 15;" “Andanti, alleup
best of the fight,” explained Mick. resistance ;he way of the “reformer"
dark by the light of one beetle.
period were Grace Blethen, Priscilla
i gro Plesto acciacato;" “Molto Adagio,
) is easy. He can do within the law
—Montreal Star
Brazier. Clarence Butler, Pauline Pay only $1.04 each week if you wish ! Anlmato,” Dohnanizl.
(hose things which flout the law.
In a theatrical magazine a crooner Carroll, Maynard Green. Ruth Ham
The members of this chamber
A junk shop near a railroad cross Freedom is strangled, democracy
advertises that he is at liberty. This mond. Elmer Havener, Madeline
music
organization arc Jascha Brod
1
killed.
ing in Denver carries a sign with
ROCKLAND, ME.
just goes to show what a tolorant Hurd. Mary Lamb, Marguerite Ma
sky, violin; Charles Jaffe, violin;
Why pretend that we in America
this hint to motorists; “Go ahead;
llltf
people we are.
honey, Shlrlene McKinney, Douglas
Max Aronoff, viola; Orlando Cole,
take a chance. We'll buy tlie car.” | are immune from this danger? Why
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MCLOON SALES & SERVICE

New Deal Imitation ot
Russian OGPU Methods
Now Threatens Freedom
of Speech in America
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Burpee Furniture Co.
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Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, March 28, 1936
A remarkable news reel on the re
cent flood Is showing today at Strand
Theatre The pictures are Intensely
Interesting and cqver the disaster
from Maine to Pennsylvania in gen
erous length.

EAST WASHINGTON

BRADLEY KINCAID
IN PERSON ON STAGE

TUESDAY, MARCH 31
ON THE SCREEN

“SHOW THEM
NO MERCY”

The Bucksport Lions Club recently entertained the members of the
193* - MARCH <' 1934 i,1 Bucksport High School basketball
team. Among the speakers were
I i Z 3^4 5? 6r 7
Charles C. Wotton and Earle Oowell
S 9 IO II 12 13 14
of Rockland.

15 16 17 18 19 10 11
ZZ 13 24 15 26 17 18

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
March 30—Annual meeting of Com
munity Chest at Chamber of Commerce
rooms.

William T. Smith, Jr., son of Mr.
and Mrs. William Smith of Thom
aston. a freshman at Tufts College, is
a member of the bass section of the
Tufts College Glee Club. Mr. Smith
has been pledged to the Beta Mu
chapter of the national fraternity,
Delta Tau Delta.

NEWS AND COMEDY

Watts Hall, Thomaston
You can Bank
on a good t‘me Tuesday Night
37*38
At the meeting of ICncx Lodge.
I.O.O.F., Monday night there will be
a rehearsal ot the third degree.

Capt. Isaac Johanncssen com
manding officer of the Kickapoo. will
recount his sea experiences at Mon
day night's meeting of the Klwanls
Blin W. Page of Skowhegan has Club.
accepted the Woman's Educational
Club invitation and will speak at
A RAY OF HOPE
the next meeting, April 3, at 7 p. m.
Sailing orders for the Icebreak
Mrs. Jennie Allen Wilson and Mrs.
er Kickape;, presumably fated
Helen Carlson are leaders ln the gen
far decommissioning at Baltimore
eral afternoon discussion on "How
next month, have been held up,
can get the most and best out of
according to unofficial but ap
life?"

March 30- Washington town meeting.
March 31—Democratic State Conven
tion ln Lewiston.
March 31—Rockland Oarden Club
meets with Mrs. Lester Sherman, Beech
Street.
April 1—Camden—Annual meeting of
Board of Trade at Y M. C. A
April 2—Republican State Convention
In Bangor
April 3 (2 to 9:301—Educational Club!
meets at Grand Army hall.
April 5—Palm Sunday
Aug 6-6- Rockport -Carnival-Regatta.
April 6- Shakespeare Society meets aV
--------The Thorndike.
The Younger Adult Social Group
AprU 9-10—High School minstrel show , ..
_
, _.
.
ln auditorium.
a of the Congregational Church, asA$! 'lb^Smerock^Valley Pomona, sembUn“ Tuesday ln the vestry, will i
Orange meets with Megunticook Orange. I begin activities with a covered dlsll j
C*Aprun 12—Easter.
supper at 7, this to be followed by a

parently reliable information re
ceived by The Oourier-Gaxrtte

this morning.

The significance

of this step is not known here,

but it is fair to presume that
Washington

will

proceed

cau

Edward Lt igher of South Liberty
was a caller Tuesday afternoon at
Charlie Overlock's home.
Harland Ripley is expecting em- 1
ployment at the portable saw mill
now being operated on the John
Hibbert lot a short distance from
Razorville.
Mr. and Mrs. Bertrand Hayward
and daugh;er Joan who have been
enjoying a weeks vacation with Mrs
Hayward's parents, have returned
home.
Perley Boynton of Liberty was a i
recent visitor at the home of W. M.
Prescott.
Perley Overlock, James Belcher
and John Light are cutting wood for
A. E. Johnston.
Mrs. Blanche Rokes of North
Burkettvllle was a caller recently at
the home of her parents Mr. and Mrs.
W. W. Light.
Mrs. Gladys Cunningham, Miss
Muriel Cunningham and Berkley
Cunningham visited Mrs. Clara
Overlock recently.
Mrs. Inez Cunningham was at the
home of her parents Sunday after
noon.
C. E. Overlock who has been 111
with a cold for the past week, Is
much Improved.
Harland Ripley, Harriett Ripley
and Clara Ripley attended the dance
Wednesday at Cooper's Mills.
Ulrlc Peabody, patrolman, was
recently ln this vicinity to work on
Route 220 which was badly washed
by the heavy rains.

distPconiereEmrAU<U*t*—M‘lD# Metho* I program
program of refined entertainment | tiously in view of the tremend
April 17- Thomaston—"The Smiling' provided by Dr. and Mrs. Charles'
ous pressure which has been
S1Apr?iCf27 bMusi£j tnS dramatic enter-1 Thurlow and Miss Nathalie Jones.
brough, to bear from Penobscot
th1.n,?miis™iit.te JXtJS011’00*116 Co"
Comrades of the Way will be guests
Bay and Penobscot Valley ports
May 10- Mothers Day.
Sunday night of the Alpha Omega
within the past few days. It may
l1aJnUV„,R1,nPlSl'.n?ttoD‘1 Conw’Society at the Universalist Church, j be las hinted) that Uncle Sam
McPherson was to be married.
"Ye'll be givln' us a send-off?" he
andUn.nie*d *b^.«U.n R^kfand” ° * “ Comrades are asked to gather at the - eventually plans to give us some
inquired of his best man.
June is—Primary Election.
Congregational Church at 6.30 and
thing better than the Kickapoo,
"We will"
will go in a body to the host church
but Penobscot folks have no de
Miss Mabie Greeley of Belfast was at g 45
"With rice and ribbons?"
sire to swap icebreakers in mid
a visitor in the city yesterday.
_____
"Aye."
stream. It wants to see some
-------Members of Fales Circle, Ladles of
“And old shoes thrown after us?"
thing better before it parts with
Mrs Mary Sistaire is chairman of q a. R. attending the anniversary
"Oh aye. Of course."
the good old “Kirk."
public supper at Legion hall tonight, celebration of Joel Keyes Orant
"Well—I wear tens, and Janet
5 10 7.
( Circle of Camden Wednesday were
Roland Philbrook. doorman at takes sixes!”
------: Mrs. Bernice Jackson. Miss Edith
Strand
Theatre, who has been a pa
Mr. and Mrs. Fred W. Wight are J Jackson (president), Mrs. Mary
reoccupying their residence on ClareMrs Mary sistaire. Mrs Ella tient at Knox County General Hos
mont street, after a winters ahsence. ( pjye a gift of a potted begonia was pital, following an emergency opera
tion for appendicitis, returned home
presented from the Rockland organi
se energetic members of Blue zaUon
Mrs
whosc Thursday.
MABEL I . LAMB
Bonnet Troop. Gir' Scouts, are con- birthday was ^mg celebrated also
TEL. 1026 ROCKLAND
ducting a cooked food sale Saturday Dlnner was
at noon and
A piano is sadly needed at Grace
37-38
at the Senter Crane store.
beano furnished afternoon diversion. street school, yet no funds are avail
able
for
the
purpose.
If
any
citizen
Among attendants was the departThe Auxiliary to Anderson Camp. ment president Mrs Ulu Nichols of has a used piano to donate or lend it
meets Wednesday, with a card party Bel(ast
will be thoroughly appreciated. Tele
at 2 p. m.. supper at 6. and evening
_____
phone 324-M and the Instrument will
business session
burning of dead grass is the be called for.
-------■ principal outdoor sport just now—
The dance given by local Masons
Spies have been much in evidence albelt a dangerous one if the wind
al the sheriff's office the past week—
hlgh
the flre left unwatched for the Red Cross Flood Fund netted
delicious Northern Spys provided for
LewUton journal, on the other $100 The hall furnished free, the
the Court House family from Ray- hand advlses lte readers not to burn only expense to the promoters being
mend E. Thurstons fine orchards in
grass, and supports that rather the music. There was a large at
Camden.
r surprising statement by saying that tendance, but many bought tickets
agricultural specialists, the agrono- with a desire to help rather than
Mr. and Mrs. Kennedy Crane mistg and grass experts declare dance.
have returned from Pinehurst, N. C„ agalnst that method The j0Umel
after a stay 01 several weeks. They say, .^g
grass of
year<
Charged with Issuing a check for
encountered some unexpected thrills what ,he farmers ca„ ..old fog..
$7441 with insufficient funds, H.
on the homeward trip dua to flood ture's manure for the grass. But Kaler of Washington, was before Re
conditions around Washington.
man ln his great wisdom (?) goes corder Otis yesterday, upon com

50 CENTS
1-2 Hour Piano Lessons

March Special!

over his lawn and rakes off this plant
The Rockland Free Baptist Sun food and bums it; then goes and
day School increased their lead over buys plant food to take Its place. 1
Kennebunk Baptist Sunday School You can't beat old Mother Nature.
last Sunday to 42 in the attendance All the raking that a lawn needs In
contest between the two schools. y,e spring is Just to take off the rubThe score is flow Rockland 1130, and j hish; the sticks and stones that will
Kennebunk f088. Tliere are only ( interfere with the lawn mower. Let
three Sundays more, the contest ,
dead grass remain; add some
eliding on Easter Sunday.
I more plant food ln the way of cyna-------1 mid, nitrate of soda, complete ferIt is an interesting fact that $2500 j tlllzer. or manure in the fall. If you
was donated direct to the American are going to put on more grass seed.
Red Cross in its flood relief plea by|and lt Is about always necessary
the Oreat Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co scratch the dirt a bit with the rake
This of course did not include the, to get the seed into the soil and part
personal contributions by company protection from the birds. Roll the
executives and by the hundreds of, ground to pack the soil back because
store managers and employes In the , it has been lifted and opened by the
flood section or elsewhere.
water and frost."

Friends of Howard G. Philbrook.
ton-in-law ot W. O. Fuller, will be
Interested in this paragraph from a
Fall River newspaper: "Howard O.
Philbrook. assistant State WPA ad
ministrator. is to be named assistant
regional administrator for New York
and New England, lt was announced
today. He is on a month’s leave, and
when he returns Ray C. Brannlon,
the regional work relief director, will
ask him to leave the State unit and
work in the larger field."

Ralph Ulmer Camp and Auxiliary
held their respective business meet
ings Wednesday night, each donating
$10 to flood relief. The two groups
Joined In celebrating the 6th anni
versary of the Auxiliary, under the
chairmanship of Mrs. Emma Dick.
Pour past presidents were present—
Mrs. Dick. Mrs. Ella Hyland, Mrs.
Laura Ranlett. and Mrs. Myra Watts.
There was a birthday cake, and as
a birthday observance for Mrs. Adan
Roberts, president, she was presented !
with a festive cake. In beano hon-'
ors were won by Miss Mary Bye. Mrs.
Velma Clark Mrs. Jennie Tibbetts
and Henry Wall. Ice cream and
cake and coffee were served. The
next meetings will be April 8.
VF.W. dance at K. P. hall every
Saturday night. Don't forget to
come.—adv.
Ladies’ night, Elks Home, April 1.
Dancing 9 to 1. Admission 50c. 38-39

Public card and beano party. Leg.on hall, Monday, March 30, at 7.30.
Auspices American Legion Auxiliary.
Admission 15c.—adv.

VF.W dance at K. P. hall every
Saturday night
Don't forget to
come.—adv.
If you care to save 20% or more on
your automobile insurance Insure
with me in a $3,000,000 company . M.
P. Lovejoy. 140 Talbot avenue, tel.
1060-J. Rockland.
35-S tf

Using the

Ambulance
Many people think of an
ambulance only in connec
tion with a serious, sudden
emergency. However, it has a
much wider, field of usefulness
in moving invalids, taking pa
tients to and from the hospi
tal, or doing any other errand
which calls for gentle, ultra
safe transportation. Our new
modern Packard ambulance,
ln charge of thoroughly capa
ble attendants, is available for
such service at any time.

A. D. DAVIS & SON
TEL. 192 OR 143

THOMASTON, MAINE
14&26&38
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plaint of Archie Lenfest of that town
He was fined $25 and costs a Jail
sentence of 10 days being suspended
because of restitution. Mr. Kaler
appealed from the fine.

LIGHT BLUE
TWEED-WEAVE

PRINTED STATIONERY

$ J00

CLARK ISLAND
Carl Nelson, Victor Blomberg and
Axel Magnuson have employment ln
Fitchburg. Mass.
James Harrison and Harrison Colbath returned home yesterday from
New Durham. N. H.. where they have
been working the past winter. They
were accompanied by Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Cameron who will spend the
weekend here as guests of Mr. and
Mrs. James Harrison. Mrs. Cameron
Is the former Catherine Colbath of
this place.
Mr. and Mrs. ESkiel Petterson are
being congratulated on the birth
Wednesday of a daughter
Ralph Caven Is home from Lin
colnville Center where he has been
employed for the fall and winter.
Mrs. Lucy Johnson Is a patient at
Knox Hospital.
Erland Swanson was a visitor ln
town last Saturday, having motored
from Hingham, Mass ; he returned
Sunday by bus.

Postage 10c Extra

200 SINGLE SHEETS
6x7 inches

100 ENVELOPES

or

100 MONARCH SHEETS
7x10 Vi inches

100 ENVELOPES
• Printed with your Name and
Address on Sheets and Enve
lopes in Blue or Black ink.

March Only
• Remember you can get this sta
tionery only during March. Buy
plenty.

The Courier-Gazette
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SERMONETTE
The Last Hours of Jesus

Now before the feast of the
passover which Jesus desired with
desire to eat with his disciples he
knew his hour was come that he
should depart out of this world
Into his fattier. The conscious
ness had been growing upon him
for days. Since, ln fact at the
feast of rededication, when he
walked In the temple, he had de
clared to the Jews that "he and
his father were one;" they had
sought to kill him; to stone him.
Tlie chief priests and Pharisees
had laid down a commandment
making guilty any person who
harbored him, but after Lazarus
had been raised from the dead
Jesus’ life was forfeit, and La
zarus' life so recently restored was
ln deadly peril.
Assured ln his mind that the
supreme test of hts physical en
durance was at hand, as the last
supper ended, Jesus, the Master
did a commonplace thing, a
humble act He took a basin of
water and washed his disciples'
feet, and so relieved the tension
of his mind. Many a man and
woman in time of great distress
have done just that sort of thing
Some women knit, sew or do
cross-word puzzles. Some men
work Intensely on some physical
task—saw wood or split kindlings
to relieve the stress on mind and
heart But Jesus did more. He
did it as an example that we his
followers might do as he had
done. He said, "If ye understand
these things, happy are ye if ye do
them.”
Happy indeed, under pressure, if
we can think of some simple act
to help another.
William A. Holman

At First Church of Christ Scientist. comer of Cedar and Brewster
streets. Sunday services are at 10:30
and the subject of the Lesson-Ser
mon tomorrow will be "Reality."
Sunday school is at 11:45. Wednes
day evening testimony meeting is at
7 30. The reading room is located at
400 Main street, and open-week days
from 2 until 5 p. m.
• • • •
"God’s Eternal Recovery Program"
will be the theme of Mr. Olds' ser
mon at the Congregational Church
at 10 30. The children's story will be
"God's Plumb-Line." Sunday School
will be at 9 30 and Comrades of the
Way will meet at 6.30 p m. at the
vestry and will go ln a body to visit
the Alpha Omego Society at the
Universalist Church.

ices for tomorrow will be appropriate
for Passion Sunday; Holy Com
munion at 7.30; church school at j
9.30; Holy Eucharist and sermon at
10.30; Stations of the Cross at 41
p. m.; vespers at 7 30. Week day j
services: Daily celebration of the
Holy Communion at 7.30 except Mon
day and Saturday; dally Vespers at'
5 except Saturday at 7.30; Wednes
day Devotions and sermon at 7 30.
The preacher will be Rev. Tom G.
Akeley of Christ Church. Gardiner.
• • 9 *
Services at the Prat), Memorial
Methodist Church next Sunday will
begin with the Friendly Men's Bible j
Class at 9 30 a. m. At the morning j
service at 10 30 the pastor's topic will
be "The Humiliation and Exaltation
of Jesus Christ—Our Great Example"
Tlie Baraca Class and the Church
School will meet at noon and the
. young people of the Epworth league
will hold their devotional service at
6 15 p. m. Glad Gospel service at
7.15 with special musical numbers
and the sermon topic "False Rcfu-1
ges." Prayer meeting oil Tuesday J
evening.

The Jolly Islanders At th) latest
meeting conducted business with
eight members present, Ass'stan t

Leader Alton Calderwood being ln
charge. The croup had a merry lime
in playing gomes and also formulated
plans for future work.
» e • •
Republican Caucus

The Republicans met ln caucus
March 19, Frank Beverage presiding
and Lloyd F. Crockett acting as
secretary. Lloyd F. Crockett and
Parker R. Stone were elected dele
gates to the State and District Con
vention to be held AprU 2 ln Bangor.
Alternates arc Roy M. Beverage and
Leon B. Stone.
It was voted to endorse the candi
dacy of Lloyd F. Crockftt for Repre
sentative to Legislature. The town
committee met immediately after
the caucus and organized with this
slate of officers: Lloyd F. Crockett,
chairman; Hanson T. Crockett, vice
chairman; Vonie Brown, secretory;
Frank Beverage, treasurer.

As a suitable background for
quiet, dignified and reverent serv
ice, the Russell Funeral Home is
all that one may desire. Use of (lie
Home is available at all times, and
is but one of the many facilities
that help to maintain a high stand
ard of service.

Russell Funeral Home
I

TBL. 66$
CLAR&MQNT ST„ BOCKLAND

1855

1936

E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
Waldoboro, Me.
122Stf

ArtUtic Memorials in Stone

Two Tickets Free To Each Theatre
First Prize—Marjorie Richardson, I 2 High St., City
Second Prize—Evelyn Carver, West St., Rockport
SHOWING AT STRAND THEATRE
SUNDAY. MONDAY AND TUESDAY

Eddie Cantor and Sally Eilers in “Strike Me Pink”

M'lOON
SAltS
and
SERVICE
mfr»nn\(I.g
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r»nn\Jt g >10-7^1
rao-yai
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•

The "Grandmothers" were enter-1
tained Thursday afternoon by Mrs
Carrie Mank.
Mr. and Mrs Paul Jones and Deane j
Webber were guests last weekend of
Mrs. Emma Jone$.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester McFarland '
j ere building, a new house nearly op-!
j posite the Carroll Heald property.
Mrs. Henry Simmons is a patient at!
Knox Hospital.
1 A day session of Seven Tree Grange
will be held April 11. with Pioneer. I
White Oak and Evening Star Granges |
ir.vited.
The Farm Bureau meets Tuesday
at the home of Ada Merriam for the 1
study of the topic. "Let’s Fix It."
Mrs. Edward Alden was dinner
hostess Wednesday to Mrs. Edward
Mathews, Mrs. WilLam Gleason, Mrs
| Arthur Parris.. Mrs. Wilbur Abbott.
Mrs. Lucius Barker and Mrs. Earl
Butler.
• • • •
Community (Tub Notes

Members numbering 23. together
with ten guests enjoyed the 12th
meeting of the Community Club held
in the High 8chool auditorium. It
was voted to forego the annual guest
night program this year and to do
nate the money usually spent for
that purpose, to flood relief.
A fine program was presented by
Supt. Frank Rowe, each teacher giv
ing a five-minute talk on some phase
of her school work. The subjects as
treated are here listed; Mrs. Eva
Starrett. "Method of teaching pri
mary reading;” Miss Edith Hawes,
“What I Did ln English Today," sub"Are We Pooling Ourselves?" will j Ject. "Holland." Mrs Mnxlne Heath,
be the subject of Dr. Lowe's sermon "English Lesson For Today—Lan,1.

morning. Church school will meet
at noon; Dr. Lowe's Class in the au
ditorium and Mrs. Glover's class at
her residence. In the vestry at 7 00 |
p. m. the Alpha Omega young peo
ple's society will entertain the Com
rades of the Way from the Congre
gational Church. Miss Eliza Steele,
local Red Cross nurse, will be the
speaker.
• • • •
At the Littlefield Memorial Church
Sunday morning at 10.30 Rev. C. A.
Marstaller will use for his subject
"The Grandeur and Dignity ot
Christ's Humanity." There will be a
ermonette for the children; Church
School will meet at 11.45; Intermedi
ate C. E. at 5 p. m. and Senior C. E.
at 6.15 At 7.15 the subject of ser
mon will be "The Most Perplexing
Moment ln the Life of Christ." Prayer
meeting Tuesday evening at 7.30. The
Indies' Aid supper will be held ln the
vestry Wednesday evening.
• • • •
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal)
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the serv-
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NORTH HAVEN

NEED RANGE OR FUEL OIL TODAY?
CALL US FOR
VERIFIED PRINTED METER SERVICE

d«pt<
Mr and Mrs Dudley Mears n son.
Dudley, Jr.
HODGKINS At Jefferson. March 12. to
Mr and Mrs, Ralph Hodgkins, a son.
Wallace Richard.
died
PAUL—At Searsmont. March 20. Clara
widow of 8 W Paul, aged 8t years
CURRIER At Thomaston. March 27.
Cora 8.. widow of Walter Currier,
aged 67 years. 1 month. 23 days [
Funeral services Tuesday at 2 p ni
from 33 Green street.
BLACK—At Razorville, March 7. Eva V .
wife of Lester Black, aged 3( years. 10
months. 12 days.
WALLACE—At Bath. March 26. Gertie,
wife of George Wallace. Burial In
Swan's Island
DONNELI,—At Damariscotta. March 26.
Annie A. wife of Walter Donnell of
Nobleboro. aged 44 years, 27 days
Funeral Monday at 1 o'clock from tlie
residence
Interment ln
Dunbar
cemetery.
OSBORNE At Buxton. March 25. Wil
liam Henry Osborne, aged 76 years, 7
months. 5 days. Funeral Sunday at
1:30 o'clock From his residence. In
terment ln Eastern cemetery. Gorham
SIMMONS—At Friendship, March 28.5
Delora A., widow of Melvin Simmons,
aged 79 years. 9 months. 27 days
Funeral Monday at 1 o'clock from
residence.

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our sincere thanks
to our friends and neighbors for their
many acts at kindness during our recent
bereavement, also for the beautiful
floral tributes.
Mrs. Annie Mundle. Mrs. Emily
Brown. Miss Florence Odlorne, Jessie
Odlorne and Mrs. Roy Gephard.
•

Messer, "Work ln the Seventh and
E:ghth Grades—What we have been
doing this year in English;" Miss
Mildred Merrifield. "Hobblcs-two pa
pers written in connection with Civics
and History Classes."
"Hobbies." Quilt Making." Eleanor
Simmons; "Hobbles." Writing. Louise
New bert; Mrs. Addie Mitchell, "Short
story cf character;" "And He Did
Dit,"
Virginia
Howe;
William
Thomas "Intelligence Tests, kinds
and uses.” (Club members measure I
Iheir Intelligence with three different
tests!). The meeting closed with the
singing of America.
Hostesses were Mrs. Bessie Stephen
son and Mrs. Edith Cameron. The

sist Mrs. Ooss as hostesses Mrs. Lowere appointed.

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL SERVICE
AND

FUNERAL PARLORS
Established 1846
Licensed Embalmers and
Attendants
John O. Stevens
Alden Ulmer
Emily JV. Stevens, Arthur Andrews

Day or Night Telephone

450
Representatives in all large cities
in the United States and Cpnada

M
A

. OMf-rf o

■

21
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V
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REFRIGERATION - OIL HEATING ENGINEERS
DISTRIBUTORS
OF
FINEST
FUEL
OILS

LIMEROEH STREET

ROEKEANO. MAINE

Prepare
for Easter!
Use Our Reliable
Dry Cleaning Service

MEN’S SUITS
49c
LADIES’DRESSES 29c
(Plain—One Piece)
HAVE THE BEST AT THE LOWEST PRICE

FREE DELIVERY

PEOPLE’S LAUNDRY
17 LIMEROCK ST.

ROCKLAND

SPECIAL LOW PRICES
EXTENDED FOR THREE DAYS
We are going to extend our special
<3 Ihoae calling its during

Day or Night Telephone
450
361 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
20-tf

the next

three days, the same privilege of hav
ing—

$7.00 STEAM OIL PERMANENT WAVE
ANY TIME BEFORE EASTER

$5.00
Call Early For An Appouitment

AL’S HAIRDRESSING SALON
286 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 82C

REDUCTION IN
PRICE <OF

son ciDAL
Household Soft Coal
Now per ton

AMBULANCE
Service is instantly available.
Experienced attendants on dutv.

TEL. 170

Screened Soft Co<d
Now per ton

$fj

(All Lumps)

W. E. Dornan & Son,
INC.

150SII

Distinctive Memorials in
Granite and Marble
Thomaston. Me.
East Union, Me.
Phone 114-3
Phone 13-31

HL B. & C. 0. PERRY
517 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

TEL. 487
32-39

Every-Other-Day
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SCIENCE POINTS WAY TO PERFECT ROAST

TABLETS DISCLOSE
DEEDS OF XERXES

/^SNAPSHOT CUIL
FIRE AND SMOKE MAKE

New Finds Tell How Per
sian Crushed a Revolt.

any uncertainty as to when the roast has reached
the proper degree of doneness. The steps In Its use
are simple, as shown by the pictures.

ES, even Friend Husband can now turn out the
perfect roast. The experienced cook has no ad
vantage over the beginner.
AH because today roasting meat has become a
matter of mechanical precision. A better knowledge
of cookery acquired through thorough research, plus
the very latest ln kitchen gadgets, has put this busi
ness of roasting on a scientific basis—and It’s as
easy as falling off the proverblnl log. say the experts.
In the upper left-hand corner of the Illustration
above is the meat thermometer which plays a big
part in this story of roasting, because it elimiuates

Y

1. Inserting thermometer in the center of the thick
est portion of a lamb roast.

2.

Placing roast, with thermometer inserts*
moderate oven (300 -350 F.)

3. Removing

reached

4.

roast from

oven

when

in

has

plate.

The perfect roast—a delight to the appetite and
to the eye.
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Oldest Metal of Commerce

Protects Historical

Edifices

I The BRASS j
I POUNDERS I
♦
+
WIFNBI
+
+*+<•♦♦ <By
♦
A
4--:-«->*-><-fr+4-++->++++
We are glad to hear that Vinal Daily
WIT— is returning home shortly. 1
Viral was one of the pioneer members
of our Radio Club and has been serv
ing a hitch in Uncle Sam's army as
r radio operator in the Philippine
Islands.
W1FNS is going to take a 5-meter
rig in his fishing boat this summer j
i to keep in touch with the home flre| side while he pursues the wily gadus I
Morrhua. A chance to communicate I
with shore is something which is often }
of invaluable service to a fisherman J
at times when he has a breakdown
with no tow in sight, as any ol them j
will tell you. As you can easily I
imagine. It is a great comfort to be I
able, when stormbound In some iso- ,
! 'ated harbor as W1FNS recently was.
j to call the home folks and relieve
I their worries as to whether the boat
may have had disastrous experience
I or not.

EARS before America won its that has given repair-tree service
independence from British Rule for almost 200 years and a group
of Philadelphia architects who re
Christ Church. Philadelphia, was
constructed. Thc charter dates back cently examined it expressed the
to 1859 and the present building opinion it would undoubtedly give
begun In 1727 by Dr. John Kt
satisfactory service for centuries to
ley, was completed ten years later. cotne, because copper cannot rust;
Perhaps the oldest copper roof in
George and Martha Washington,
Betsy Ross, the Marquis de Lafay all the world is that on the Ca
ette, Benjamin Franklin, Robert thedral at Hildesheim, Germany.'
Morris and/ other distinguished The Cathedral was started In 1320
patriots whose names are blazoned and the towers covered wdth cop
on the pages of American pioneer per. The metal is it^" almost as
history worshipped within its por good a condition today as when It
tals. When the churrh was built was put on that historical edifice
H was covered with a copper roof some 616 years ago./

Y

UNUSUAL FACTS REVEALED
..

Ak

-by “Movie Spotlight”

D. Rots letterman, (

dtrotor of 'The Cott t
of the Mistituf Matt,
itu had a varied
career- property
nievt, da-etle, stunt
man,camettiati,
actor.

i

Due/an was the first attar to stutter into
nucrophone in a film tn-cduced in

Ticw

I

,

WlJAA has been very worried the
last few days, as his supply of B bat
teries has given out. as you all know
that W1EJS and WlJAA have been
working on some kind of a new in
vention which uses cld batteries, and
they are having a hard time to get
them Wat sa boys? Why not send
your old ones to them, as they are
working hard every evening on the
new invention, and they need our
help
Samuel H Beverage of North
Haven writes me that he reads every
column of the Brass Pounders and
he says that lt is a 100 per cent with
the boys there. In one issue he saw
that W1EJS was going on flve meters
ar.d talk with the boys on the island
in the Penobscot Bay. Wat sa
W1EJS? Why not write our friend
in North Haven. He would like to
hear from you.
WEST WALDOBORO

Miss Eleanor Thibcdeau of Friend
ship is visiting her aunt Mrs. Alton
Winchenbach.
Mrs Walter Kaler and son Bennie
have been confined to the house by
Illness.
Mr. and Mrs George Hilton who
spent the winter with their son
Henry in Springfield. Mass., have re
turned home.
Miss Ida Winchenbach of Augusta
passed last weekend with her par
ents. Mr. and Mrs Dewey Winchen
bach.
Mrs. Fannie Waltz and Miss Mary
Waltz were recent guests of Mrs. Al
den W^ltz, Gross Neck.
Miss Rosalind Kaler who has em
ployment ln Friendship spent Sunday
with her parents. Mr. and Mrs Wal
ter Kaler.
Miss Esther Aulis was a visitor
Monday in Augusta.
Mrs. Ralph Eugley. Misses Pauline
and Christine Eugley of Gross Neck
] visited recently with Mrs. Walter
Stover.
Miss Althea Kaler was a Portland
visitor last Saturday.
Miss Evelyn Winslow has been
visiting relatives in Warren the past
week.
Eugene Winchenbach. a student at
the Maine School of Commerce ln
Bangor, is with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Alton Winchenbaeh, for a few
days.
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OR drama aud action take your Their “lurid glare" from behind
camera along tc the next good windows or as they shoot skyward
fire In your vicinity. Nothing offersfrom the roof becomes a reality on
the alert snapshooter a better op your film. You get mostly silhou
portunity for vivid, interesting pic ettes. but just the same they tell you
tures. Day or night, It doesn't mat vividly the dramatic story of “Fire!"
With a tripod, or with the camera
ter, and be at the fire as early as
possible. Don't forget a couple of held on some solid support, time
extra rolls of film, else you will re exposures of night fires are easy;
turn regretting scenes you had to without a tripod or some support,
supersensltlve film wlll be needed
miss for lack ot ammunition.
Think what you have to "shoot” if you are to get the spectacle in
at. Billowing smoke with its weird a snap. With a fast lens (f.6.3 or
formations, the glistening streams faster) you can make 1/25 second
of water rising aloft from the fire snapshots of brilliant blazes.
Some amateurs are regular "fire
men's hose, the firemen putting up
their ladders or precariously bugs." They make a hobby of fire
perched on them as they play their pictures and at every alarm dash
hose into windows belching with to the scene. They climb trees and
smoke and flame, the street turned scramble up porches and roofs for
into a lakh and reflecting the action, viewpoints slip through police lines
silhouettes of the fire engines, the for “close-ups" and do other peril
Jingled hose lines, and later per- ous things ln their enthusiasm. But
one doesn't have to take chances.
oaps the gaunt ruins.
Chances are best, ot course. In There are always good pictures at
the daytime, but at night, although a good fire from any point of view.
"Clang! It's a triple alarm!
you get lesa detail, your pictures
are likely to be more spectacular. Gimme my camera!”
JOHN VAN GUILDER.
You work by the light of the flames.

F
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HORIZONTAL
1-Turklsh official
5-The choice part
10-A military title
(abbr.)
14- A flower
15- To meet an unex
pected foe
16- Patron saint of
Norway
17- Bunch of willow
twige
18- One time
19- Put emphasis upon
21-Sea-robber
23- Recline
24- Foot covering
25- Paper containing
blemishes
28-Rotating rode
31- Made a mistake
32- Meta I money
33- Superlative suffix
34- Juet
35- ldle talk
36- Combining form.
Veaael
37- Suffix to denote
nouns of agency
38- To run away and
marry
39- A number
♦O-Useless

57
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bo

VERTICAL (Cont.)
11- Volcano in Italy
12- Recelpt (abbr.)
44- Mineral springs
13- Surgical whetstone
45- Elevated
20-Plsnt
48-A loosely woven
22-Atomi bearing an
fabric (pi.)
electric charge
52-Combining form.
24- Vex
Fire
25- Placee where sugar
53- Loafer
it purified
56-Klln for drying hope 26- Rub out
56- Charming
27- Common
57- A number
28- Lathers
58- Father
29- Depart
59-Open space in a
30- Pruttian city
32-Out of humor
wood
60- Killed
35- Begging
36- Tranelatione
38- Old form of elf
VERTICAL
39- Fitaure
41- Wieh
1-Greek god of love
42- To scatter
2- To shed feathers
44-To spring (Prov.
3- Rlver in the Tyrol
Eng.)
and Bavaria
46- The god of fir*
4- 0ne who allude*
(Hind. Myth)
5- A lacrotte-etick
47- lntraneitive (abbr.)
6- To tet again
48- Pen-n*me of
7-Girl'e name
Charles Laml>
8- High card
49- A claw
9- Bitter narcotic
50- Serf
10-Breathed noisily
51-Boll slowly
54-Slx hundred fifty
while asleep

A great god Is Ahuramaxda
who created the earth here, who
created the heaven yonder, who ere- |
ated mankind, who created peace
for men, who make Xerxes king, one
king of a multitude, one law-giver
of a multitude.
2. I. Xerxes, the great king, the
king of kings, the king of the lands
of many tribes, the king on this
wide, far-stretching earth, tbe ton
of Darius tbe king, the Acbaemenld.
a Persian son of a Persian, an Ar
yan of Aryan lineage.
3. Sayetb Xerxes, the king: B.v
the will of Ahuramazda, these are
the lands beside Pars over which I
was king; I ruled them; they
JEFFERSON
brought me tribute; what was or
dered them by me they did; my law
The State Grange lecturer. Hart
SEARSMONT
SWAN'S ISLAND
held them; Media, Elam. Aracboala.
well Stewart, of Houlton, visited Wil
Zranga, Parthla, Arela, Bactria.
low Grange last Saturday night and
Summer residents of this commun
No longer is there a sawmill here
Sogdla. Cborasmla, Babylonia, As
gave an address on methods of Im
ity,
now
located
ln
various
parts
of
syria. the Sattagydes, Sardis, Egypt,
Parts of It sunk and the remainder proving the Grange and ways to lnthe Ionlans that dwell ln the Sea the State, were referred to several floated down Georges River a total
1 terest the younger members. Mr.
and those that dwell beyond the times during the flood disaster and
wreck
Stewart was guest while in town ol
Sea. Oedrosla, Syria. Gandara, the much anxiety felt for them.
Clara, widow of S W Paul, died I Worthy Master Oeorge Ogilvie
Indus-land, Cappadocia, the Dahae.
the Amyrgian Sacae. the Orthokory- i William Freethy was recently March 20 at thc age of 81.
| John Ames ls recovering from a
The Ladies' Aid devoted an allbanthlan Sacae, the Macedonians, called to Brooklin by the death of his
serious Illness
the Akaufaclya, the Punt, tbe Ciarl- sister. Fanny which occurred after a day session Wednesday to tacking
Mr. and Mrs Ralph Hodgkins are
ans, the Kush.
long Illness of pneumonia A few A picnic lunch was partaken of at
4. Sayeth Xerxes the king: When weeks ago Mr Freethy was sum noon by the 16 members attending.
the parents of a son born March 12.
I became king, there were among
The Infant has been named Wallace
• • • »
moned there by the sudden death of ,
those lands, which are written
Richard
his
brother.
Community
Churrh
Notes
above, some who rebelled; then.
Adin Turner has returned from a
Ahuramazda helped me; by AhuraCapt Andrew C. Smith Is confined : Rev Alfred H Ives pastor: Morn
business
trip to the eastern part of
mazda's will, such a land I defeated, to the house with a severe cold.
ing worship. 1030, subject, "God's
and to their place I restored them;
the State having visited Eastport,
Capt Elden Colbath and family re Sacrifice " Church School at 1145:
and among those lands were such
Calais and Bar Harbor.
where, before, the Dalvas were cently moved Into the house of Mr Epworth League at 6.30 p. m.. lead
The Harden Bible Class meets
er. Richard Ratten; adult forum at
worshipped: then, by Ahuramazda'* and Mrs Roscoe Joyce.
|
Friday
night to enjoy a social pro
will, of such temples of the Dalvas
Mrs. Charles Harding of Bernard 7 45 p m. leader. George Bishop,
I sapped the foundations and I or passed last week with her parents. subject. “What Courses Should be gram by home talent.
dained "the Dalvas shall not be wor
Waldo Clark and family went to
Taught in Our High School?"
Mr and Mrs N. B Trask.
shipped !”
Gardiner Sunday to view the havoc
Special
Sunday
evening
services
Maurice Freedman of Stonington
Worshiped Ahuramazda.
are being planned for April 5 and caused by the flood
has opened his store lor the spring
Mr and Mrs. Wendall Frasier
When the Dalvas had been wor
April 12. Tlie stereopticon picture
shipped, there I worshipped Ahura- season
machine which was given the church spent Monday in Newcastle.
mazda together with 'Rtam the ex
Leila Stockbridge. Irma Morse and by a deceased friend. Mr. Horton,
The High School ls on three weeks'
alted. And there were other things Norman Staples are home from
vacation. The principal. Mr. Hussey,
will
be
used
to
show
pictures
loaned
which were done wrongfully, auch Charleston for the Easter vacation.
by the Christian Civic League of is visiting at hts home ln A'.blon.
I righted. This what I did, I did It
Judson
Smith
is
confined
to
hls
Sanford Duffel and daughter Jessie
Maine, and slides hired from one of
all by the wlll of Ahuramazda.
Ahuramazda helped me, until I had home with an injured knee.
the Boards of the Methodist Church. are ln Augusta for an indefinite stay.
Pheasants have been very tame tc
performed the work. Thou who art
School began Monday after a fort If enough people show interest ln
of an after age, If thon thinkest, “I night's recess.
these pictures it may be possible to this section and flocks of them have
wish to be happy In life, and In
Mr and Mrs. Frank Sprague of arrange to hire sets taken from some been "neighborly" all winter.
death I wish to belong to ’Rtam,”
abide In those laws which Ahura Minturn are staying with Mr. and of the more famous moving pictures.
On Good Friday, April 10 towns
GLENMERE
mazda has established and worship Mrs. Edward Scott for a few days.
Ahuramazda together with 'Rtam
people are invited to attend a spe
Mrs. Lewis Taylor recently saw two
the exalted! The man that abides
cial service at Rev Warren Messier's
moose
ln the C. B. Davis field.
In the law* which Ahuramazda
APPLETON RIDGE
Church in Morrill. Rev. Mr. Messier
Mrs 8. J. Davis is in ill health.
1
has established and worships Ahnrhas invited several of the neighbor
amazda together with 'Rtam the ex
Mrs. Frank Wiley was ln Rockland
The recent heavy rains washed the ing ministers to assist in the service. recently to consult a physician
alted, that one wilt be happy In life
A church committee will hold an
and will. In death, belong to 'Rtam.
roads badly in this section.
V. T. Johnson has been suffering
5. Sayeth Xerxeg the king: Ahur
Preparations are being made for entertainment and social April 3 at from a severe cold.
amazda shall guard me from the
an Easter Concert by the Baptist the Victor Grange hall to raise funds
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Taylor passed
evil of my house and this land! It
to help meet thc financial obliga
Monday evening at the McLellan
Is for this that I Implore Ahura Sunday School.
J. F. Moody and family were guests tions of thc church.
I home.
mazda, it Is this that Ahuramazda
shall grant me!
Sunday of hls parents.
Stillman Taylor. Jr. is visiting hl*
Ada Proctor is 111.
Xerxes' empire, the greatest the
grandparents ln this community.
world had seen up to this time, ex
Mrs. Elonia Tuttle of Rockland
Road repairs are in progress.
tended northeast to the region was a visitor Sunday at the home of
L. H Seavey was a Tenant's Har
northeast of modern Afghanistan, her son Dr. Irving Tuttle.
bor
visitor Tuesday.
southwest through ancient Kush to
Maude Fuller, assistant at AHS.
Several men from Port Clyde have
the borders of modern Ethiopia,
been engaged ln digging clams at
southeast to the Indus river In has been 111 the past week. Mrs.
northwestern India, and northwest Helen Gushee substituted for her.
Turkey Cove.
through most of Asia Minor. In the
new inscriptions Xerxes claims, on
the west, “the Ionlans that dwell
tn the sea and those that dwell be
yond the sea.” This indicates that
the tablets were Inscribed during
the flve years between Xerxes’ ac
cession In 485 B. C. and the battle
of Kalamls, 480 B. C-, when the
Persian attack on Greece ended in
dismal failure.
1.

51

55

5b

Amsteur cameras blazed away at these two flres. A time exposure of 3
seconds was used for the picture of the night fire (left), with the lent set
at f.8; a 1/25 second snapshot speed for the day fire, alto at L8.
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colun-n

point marked "Lamb” on metal

a

Chicago.—Seven stone tablets, on
which the great Persian Emperor
Xerxes recorded for posterity the
state of hls empire some 2,420 years
ago, have been discovered In Iran
(Persia) by excavators for the Ori
ental Institute of the University of
Chicago.
The tablets were found stored In
a room of Xerxes’ army garrison
east of tbe Great Palace Terrace at
I’ersepolis, the “Versailles” of an
cient Persia, now being unearthed
and restored by the Oriental Insti
tute.
Three of the tablets bear Inscrip
tions new to historians, listing for
the flrst time the provinces Xerxes
ruled, and more important, relating
Xerxes' success In putting down en
emies of the religion of Zoroaster
nfter an uprising, hitherto unknown,
which occurred In the early days of
Xerxes' reign.
Announcement of the find ts made
by Dr. John A. Wilson, newly-ap
pointed acting director of the Ori
ental Institute and successor of the
late Dr. James H. Breasted. Dr.
Erich F. Schmidt, field director of
the Iranian expedition, reported
the discovery.
Written In cuneiform characters
ln the Elamite, Babylonian and Old
Persian languages, the tablets ap
parently were made for use as “cor
nerstone*' foundation deposits. As
translated by Prof. Ernst Herzfeld
the three "new” tablets read as fol
lows:

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE]

Greets Summer Sunshine or Shower

Slice, Move Home

Newell, Iowa.—A residence, pur
chased by Dr. F. C. Foley, was cut
Into sections and hauled five miles
overland to a new location. The
division was made necessary be
cause the sections were moved
across several bridges along the
route.

(Solution to previous puaale)

□□nnnon

Vegetables

WHETHER INFLATION or
something else, one thing we
know—the cost of living Is In
creasing and the answer to the
problem lies ln the home gar
den.
•

•

s

•

A VEGETABLE garden 30 x (0
feet wlll furnish a summer's
supply of vegetables for * family
of six. When space is limited,
specialise on favorite vege
tables. The cost of tbe seeds ln
a full alied garden abould be
leaa than five dollar*.
• • • •
THE 8AVING of the average
garden Is one hundred and fif
teen dollars a year. In addition,
it produces a liberal supply of
vegetables that would not have
been supplied If they bad to be
purchased .
*

e

•

*

VEGETABLES keep better In
the garden than In the refrige
rator. Gather them a* you need
them. It takes only a very
short time for them to lose the
sweetness that Is so large a
part of the desirableness of
fresh vegetables.
tees

THERE IS no reason why the
vegetable garden should not be
attractive. Borders of alyssum
or lobelia or any low growing
annual wlll add much to the
appearance.
• e e e
IT

IS

IMPOSSIBLE

to

buy

strawberries that have tbe same
delicious flavor that la In ber
ries fresh from the garden,
e

•

•

e

TWO STRAWBERRY PLANTS
to each square foot will give the
maximum yield. Closer planting
restricts the quantity of produc
tions. The fruit too are smaller
ln size.
• see
BROCCOLI which Is an Italian
vegetable Is becoming more and
more popular. Served with but
ter much as asparagus Is served,
It has a delicious flavor of Its
own. It ls often planted In
place of spinach.
*

e

e

e

WHILE MEDICAL MEN differ

March Is Tweed-Weave month. The
Courier-Oazette has this Rytex Spe
cial on sale during this month only.
A most attractive shade of blue pa
per that has a smooth writing sur
face. Two hundred sheets 6x7 inches
and 100 envelopes, all printed with
your name and address (or $1.00.

The LaFayette cabriolet or convertible coupe Is built to produce open car thrills in spring and summer
driving. The flexible top is so easily and quickly adjusted that showers or broiling sun constitute no
problem. Smart and luxurious, the cabriolet appeals to younger people. This year it Is available with
automatic cruising gear which makes driving more delightful and saves gas and oil.

on many points, there Is one
thing In which they are all ln
accord.—that fresh vegetables
are the beat source of supply
for the vitamins so necessary to
the human system. As a general
rule the leafy vegetables are
preferable for vitamins.

Every-Other-Day
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THE ALLKMANN1A EIRE INS. CO. ■■■
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania
ASSETS D0C. 31, 1835
Real Estate ................... ,..... $7661,119 W
Mortgage Loans ................... 1.268 028.
Stocks and Bonds .............. 2.834.051 83
Cash In Office and Bank
421,448.23
Agents' Balances .................. 154 819 78
Interest and Rents ....... <....
33.397 62
AU other Assets ........... ........
21,579 46

THE RELIANCE INSURANCE CO.
Ol Philadelphia
ASSETS DRC.JI, 1335
Real Estate ................. .'......... 3188.777 40
Mortgage Loans ..................... 186.180 64
Stocks and Bonds ................. 3.038,654 58
Cash ln Office and Bank
263.489 71
Agents' Balances ................. 210.448 20
Interest and Rents
19.231 59
All other Assets
61.493 86

Gross Assets ..................... 33,499 446 88
Deduct Items not admitted .
308 979 64
Admitted ............. .............35,190.467 24 j
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1935
Net Unpaid Losses ............. 3161.114 53
Unearned Premiums ............. 1.390 590 71
All other Liabilities ..... .... 177 432 75
Cash Capital
1.200.000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities 2.261.329 25

Oross Assets ............. ...... 33.966.275 98
Deduct Items not admitted
80,617 74

P

MASSACHUSETTS INDEMNITY INS. CO.
632 Beacon St., Boston, Mass.
ASSETS DEC 31, 1935
8tocks and Bonds ............ 4 $541,198 56
Cash ln Office and Bank
150.227 63
Agents' Balances ,.................
1.682 04
Interest and Rents ..............
6 300 14
All other Assets ....................
20,000 00

STAR Waldobm

Gross Assets ..................... $719,408 37
Deduct Items not admitted ..
33.879 99

TUESDAY, MARCH 31

v

THEATRE

F

A RAIDING PARTY

Skippers Stage Surprise At

SHOWS AT 8.00 P. M.

tack — Vinaihaven

Be

comes Naval Conscious

About 9 o'clock Wednesday eve
ning The Courier-Oazette received
Admitted ___________ ___ $3,885,658 34
I
the following wireless, relayed by the
LIABILITIES DEC 31, 1935
I
gas station VHME on short wave. It
Net Unpaid Losses . ............. . $83 261 00
Unearned Premiums ............ 746 943 81 |
way short, to the point and very
THURSDAY, APRIL 2
All other Liabilities .............. 273.619 29 ,
Cash Capital ......................... 1.000.000 00 ’
military, and was as follows:
“We’re Only Human”
Surplus over all Liabilities .. 1.779.834 34 ' Total Liabilities and Surplus $085 528 38
"We have the enemy and they are
__________ __________________ 38-8-44
PRESTON FOSTER
Total Liabilities and Surplus 35.190 467 24 Total Liabilities and Surplus $3,885 658 24
ours,
one Goose, four Qanders, and
MILL
OWNERS
MUTUAL
FIRE
INS.
38-S-44 i
38-8-44
and JANE WYATT
CO. OF IOWA
e.gars for the crowd. Details later."
Des
Moines,
Iowa
THE BALTIMORE AMERICAN INS. CO.
THE TRAVELERS FIRE INS. CO.
Signed. Captain Skip.
ASSETS DEC 31. 1935
New Vork, New Vork
Hartford, Connecticut
SATURDAY, APRIL 4
Real Estate ............................ $851,872 99
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1935
ASSETS DEC 31. 1935
The
details
were embodied in his
Mortgage Loans .................... 150.510 62
Real £ tate .................. ........ 3122.147 90 8tocks and Bonds ........... „.$17.537.199 48 Collateral
“Call of the Prairie”
| report in full which was received the
....................
1.250 00
Mortgage Loans ..................
72.500 00 Cash In Olllce and Bank ----- 1.848.254 93 Stocks andLoans
............. 1.029,985 79
Collateral Loans ......
. 4 940 00 Agenta Balances ................. 1.427.639 14 Cash In OfficeBonds
WILLIAM BOYD and
next day. and we believe we are vioand Bank
207,768 46
Stocks and Bonds
4.595.102 23 Interest and Rents ..........
126.440 13 Agenb, Balances
88
Caah tn Office and Bank
488.535 59 All other Assete ..........
JIMMY ELLISON | la ting no military secrets when we
407.003 79 Bills Receivable .......... ......... 205 065
200
00
Agents' Balances ............ .... 504 293 89
and Rents ..............
33 454 92
■ publish it Just as it came to the desk
Interest and Rents .........
20 037,00
Oroee Assets ......................$21446.640 47 Interest
All other Asset* ........... ........
1.361 67
Matinee Saturday at 2.30
AU other Assets .... . ............. 315.638'42 Deduct Items not admitted .,
6 887 05 I
; of our intelligence department.
News and Comedy Each Show
Gross Assets ...................... $3,481,470 33
Oross Assets ........................$5,923 338'03
To the Commanding Officer, CcuAdmitted ......................
$21,339 753 41 Deduct Items not admitted ..
7.729
50
Deduct Items not admitted . 168 281 06
SPECIAL—$10 given away each
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1935
riei-Oazette. Rockland, Me. Sir:
Saturday night in three prizes
Admitted ...............
$2,473,740 83
$951 021 00
Admitted ...........
$5.755 038 97 Net Unpaid Losses ______
On the evening of March 25. a party
Unearned Premiums ........... 10.908 226 39
LIABILITIES DBC 31. 1935
38-39
LI ABILITIES DEC 31. 1935
Special Reserve ...................... 2.543,682 43 Net Unpaid
__
of flve with the undersigned in charge
Losses
..... $69,343 20
Net Unpaid Losses ..........
$242 427 00 All other Liabilities
”iwooot 00 ' ’’“•"'“rt" Premluni
..... 1.180.286 69
staged a raiding party on a place
Unearned Premiums .......... 2.116.120 00 Cash Capltsl
other LlabUltles ... __.....
72.308 55
All other Liabilities ..
129 023 02 Surplus over all LlabUltles 4.221.725 33 All
WALDOBORO
Surplus
over
all
LlabUltles
.. 1,151.802 39
known as the Cascade Bowling Alleys
Cash Capital
-..... ....... 1,500 000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities ... 1.787.486 95 Total Liabilities and Surplus $21,339,753 4, Total LlabUltles and Surplus 42.473 740 83
•'Captain Blood." one of the big hits formerly held by the enemy for a
28-8-44 ____________ _
_
38-S-44 of 1936-36. comes to Star Theatre period extending some weeks back
Tout Liabilities and Surplus $5,755 05«M
N AT ION VI I 1111 RT Y IN'St RANCE ( O. Tuesday. It is a first line picture
38-8-44
THE TRAVELERS INDEMNITY CO.
As these men are a)l sailors and hold
---------------------------------------------New York. New York
Hartford, Connecticut
where presented thus far. On Thurs master's papers, their exploit on land
BRITISH AMERICA ASSURANCE CO.
ASSETS DEC 31. 1935
ASSETS
DEC
31
1935
OF TORONTO. CANADA
Stocks and Bonds .......
$21,537,757 50 Real Estate ------------ ....—. $25 000 00 day. Preston Poster is featured in is all the more remarkable.
Crnm and Forvter, U. S. Managers
30.800 00
Cash ln Office snd Bank
2.389.576 90 Mortgage Loans ...................
0, S. Branch. 110 William St.,
In the party were Leslie B. Dyer,
Agents' Balances .....
1.844.038 73 Stocks and Bonds ............. 17 076 660 42 •‘We're Only Human." while Saturday
New Vork City
Cash In Office and Bank
918.937 67 brings another of those delightful I formerly a Lieutenant in the Marine
Interest
and
Rents
..............
92.027
35
ASSETS DEC 31. 1935
Agents' Balances ...... -........ 1.105 696 41
3.4 *6 S9 Hcp-a-long Cassidy pictures with Corps, and now attached to my comStocks snd Bonds .......
62.774 9941 40 '
Gross Assets ................. 425.853.400 68 Bills Receivable
54,530 M
Cash In Office snd Bank
332 238 44 Deduct Items not admitted .. 116.704 38 Interest end Rents
930.135 11 William Boyd ln the stellar role,! mand; Ambrose A. Peterson, formerly
AU other Assets . ....
Agents Balances ........... ..
95.610 45
All other Assets ..................... 23.619 18
Admitted ............. ......... ....$25,736,696 30
“Call of the Prairie."
of the steenth Engineer Corps and
Oroee Assets ................. $20 160.006 20
LIABILITIES DBC 31. 1935
Mrs. Ronald K. Somes is attending I r.ow Chief Engineer of my ship;
Deduct Items not admitted .. 561.044 20
Oross Assets .................. 13 226 451 47
Deduct items not admitted . 490 464 40 Net Unpaid Losses ___ ..... $1.313 945 00
Bosun’s Mate O. V Drew, in charge1
Unearned Premium* .....
6.539 836 43
Admitted ............
$19,778,965 94 the Flower Show in Boston.
Admitted
92 735 996 07 •All otber Liabilities ... .... 8.587 088 50
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Robertson of communication; a new hand Hop
LIABILITIES
DBC
31,
1915
Cuh Capital . ...... ........... .. . 3.000 000 00
LIABILITIES DEC 31 1935
Surplus over all Liabilities . 8.285.826 27 Net Unpaid Losses ............ $853,296 00 huve been visiting friends ln Malden. kins by name who only recently en
Unearned Premiums ----6.013.93, 00
Net Unpaid Losses ........
$105,752 00
listed and of whom little was known;
Unearned Premiums ......
749 839 63 Total Liabilities It Surplus $25,736,696 30 All other UabUlllea . ..... — 643 068 59 Mass.
AU other Liabilities
59.029 54
•Includes $7,419,346 47 Special Reserve Caah Capital ................... 4. 4 000.000 00
Prof.
Jasper
J.
Stahl
of
Pottstown.
and myself. Anchor Man Eugene M
Statutory Deposit . ......
200 000 00
38-8-41 Surplus over all Liabilities .. 8.468.648 33
Pa., is at his home here for the j Hall was to have participated in the
Surplus over aU LlabUltles
1.820.376 90
Total LlabUltles It Surplus $19,778,963 94
THE TRAVELERS INSURANCE CO.
38-45-44 Easter recess.
foray. but at the last moment was
Total Liabilities and Surplus $2 735 998 07
Hartford, Connecticut
38-8-44
Telephones have been installed in excused from duty by doctor's orders
NORTH AMERICAN ACCIDENT INS. CO.
ASSETS DBC 31. 1935
Chicago, Illinois
| Real Estate .......................... 858.250.725 15
thc residence of Charles Freeman and given sick leave on account of a
CITY OF NEW YORK INS. CO.
ASSETS DEC 31. 1935
Mortgage Loans...... ............ 66.222.088 59
New York, New York
cold. He had been exposed to a ter
Stocks snd Bonds ..._....... 405.381185 24 Real Estate _____________
822.700 00 Fred Boggs and Leslie Feyler.
ASSETS DEC 31. 1935
Cash In Office snd Bank .... 10.405 577 98 Mortgage Loans . ..............— 739.017 88
Clarence Reed of New York haa rific bombing that day and was a bit
Secured
Agents
Balances
..
119.169
22
Collateral
Loans
___
___
___
8.000
00
Stocks and Bonds ........ . .... $4.503 357.28
Cash ln Office snd Bank
. 762 413 09 Interest and Renta .......... 8.741.428 44 Stocks and Bonds ......... *._ 1.588.619 86 been at hls home here a few days.
shell-shocked.
Assets.
Casualty
Cash In Office and Bank — 150.764 IS
.. 291.670 38 Oroas
Agents Balances .
Miss Leona Rines of Portland la
Dept................ —............... 101.722.825 22 Agenb Balances -------.---4 238 $5
BlUs Receivable ................ .
19 440 00 All other Assets —______ 139.363.726 66 Interest and Rents --------Interest and Renu ...........
voting her aunt. Mrs. Fred L. Burnes.
... 444 882 72
All other Asseb--------------All other Assets ....—
We had received a report from j
Mrs Mary F. Creamer who was re
Oroee Asseb ------------- $790407 527 50
Oroas Asseb................ - $2 724.882 GO cent guest of Mrs Ralph Benner, has scouts that the enemy would be 1
Oross Assets
$5,026 007 52 Deduct Items not admitted 2496.535 79
Deduct Items not admitted .. 203.506 52 rt turned to Oardiner.
90 290 83
Deduct Items not admitted
" I (ound
the ab°ve mentioned place
Admitted ....... .... ............ $787.910 991 71
Admitted ................... . . $2.521473 48
95 935.711 39
Admitted ---- ----------LIABILITIES DBC 31. 1935
at about seven ln the evening, so !
Sam
Stahl
has
returned
from
a
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1935
LIABILITIES DBC 31 1935 It
Net Unpaid Losses __ __ _
$148,471 99
disdaining any disguise or subterfuge
3 825.160 48 Net Unpaid Losses
8350.757 20 motor trip to New York.
$363 369 00 Unearned Premiums..........
Net Unpaid Losses
. 1475.679 00 LlabUltles. Casualty Dept 70 222 829 75 Unearned Premiums —..... — 1.009.599 35
Uearned Premiums ---Prof Allen R. Benner of Andover we boldly marched into the place and
673.648 744 93 AU other Liabilities ---------- 381.642 02
476 900 98 All other Liabilities ___
AU other LlabUltles
-- 20 000.000 00 Cash Capital ........................ 400 0.70 00 is at his home here for the Easter e«Wed in a hand to hand struggle
$1.500000 00 Cash Capital
Cash Capital
Surplus over all LlabUltles _ 1.719.782 41 Surplus over all LlabUltles 20.067.784 56 Surplus over all Liabilities .. 379471 91
: with them. No quarter asked. None
- recess.
Total Liabilities and 8urplus 95.935.711 39 Total Liabilities and BurTotal Liabilities and Surplus $2,521 371 4A
Oeorge Kuhn, now a senior, has re- f expected. The skirmish was divided
plus
38-S-4I
$787,910,991 71
38-8*44 ,
ceived additional honors by being1 " » three parts, and it might be said
38-S-44
FIREMEN S INSURANCE CO OF selected as a member of the Spring I that we won all three of the en
HOME FIRE A MARINE INS. CO.
WESTCHESTER FIRE INS. CO.
NEWARK. NEW JERSEY
Ol California
119 William Street, New York
Day Committee at Brown University, gagements.
ASSETS DEC 31. 1935
ASSETS DBC 31. 1935
ASSETS DBC 31. 1935
It was my good fortune to emerge
Real Estate ......................
$4 496 367 23
being
one of the ten boys chosen from
.... $14,801 06
Mortgage Loans
1.6*4 261 21 Real Estate --------------------- $57,897 96 Real Rtate ..... ,
the
school
During
hls
Junior
year
’
Ith
the best score of hits of any in
...
270
227
54
Mortgage
Loans
-----------377.735
00
Mortgage Loans . ......
Stocks and Bonds —........... 26 323.618 54
8.500 00 George won the coveted honor of be- ‘he encounter, as the lists below will
Cash ln Office and Bank
535.016 30 Stocks and Bonds_____ .....16.871 543 54 Collateral Loans
1.885.767 71 Stocks and Bonds -----------... 5482 450 09
Agenb' Balances ............... 700 516 36 Ca-b In Office and Bank
915 732 32 Cash ln Office and Bank ....... 280 942 90 lng named one of the most popular 1 substantiate. The new man Hopkins
Bills Receivable
23.367 al Agenb' Balances ... ........
115.925 17 Agenb' Balances-----------... 424.773 10
Interest and Renb
86 981 60 BlUs Receivable ..............
I was next and his work was so out996 58 students of the University.
Interest
and
Renb
......
82 611 69 Bills Receivable
AU other Assets ........... ......
19.857 52
57.570 73
AU other Asseb ......... ..
105.896 37 Interest and Renb --------.....
Mrs Nettie Nicholson was in Port standing that I shall recommend him
_
1.585 86
All other Assets ------933 829 986 68’
Oross Asseb
Oross Assets ............ .........$20,412,909 76
241.947 10
Deduct Items not admitted
land Wednesday where she broad for the TJB.M medal and advance
Deduct Item* not admitted . 2 547 080 04
Oroas Asseb ....—------ ...... $6 341 648 44
.
132
827
45
casted
over WCSH. Mrs. Nicholson's ment. He was formerly connected
Deduct
Items
not
admitted
Admitted ........... ............... $33 386.019 58
Admitted
with the Headquarters Scoring Com....
$17
965.829
72
LIABIIJT1ES DEC 31. 1915
86406 820 99 beautiful voice is much enjoyed at
Admltbd
LIABILITIES DBC 31 1935
I pony, so had a good insight in th's
Net Unpaid Losses
$1 557 199 29
LIABILITIES
DBC
31.
1935
affairs
in
town
and
her
friends
were
Unearned Premiums
12.163 481 110 Net Unpaid Losses _____ ..... 41.288.273 00
form of warfare. Closely following
AU other Liabilities
.. 938.553 65 Unearned Premiums —..... ...... 5.306.974 95 Net Unpaid Losses ................. $737 979 91 pleased to hear it over teh air.
Cash Caplbl ..........................9 397 690 00 All other Liabilities . ..... ---- 993 507 18 Unearned Premiums .......... 2.069 967 31
or, our heels came Lieut. Dyer, so
Miss Barbara Benner has been
1 000 000 00 AU other Liabilities --------- 194 803 98
Surplus over all LlabUltles ... 9.329.112 59 Cash Capital
Surplus over all LlabUltles .. 9477.974 59 Cash Capital
. 1.000.000 00
with three of our men ln the front
Surplus over all Liabilities 2 606.069 89 guest of friends in Portland.
Total Liabilities and Surplus $33 386.039 56
rank, shooting with deadly accuracy,
Tobl
Liabilities
A
Surplus
$17,865
829
72
Harold O Grindle. Camden
Naming the Trees
Total LlabUltles and Surplus 96408.820 99
_________________________ 38-S-44
Charles Adams Perry. Camden
there was nothing for the enemy to
H
O
GURDY.
Agent
8 £ Norwood. Warren
Due to the storm, the meeting «>f! d0"b'ut Tui^iid^" after a feeble're
THE FRANKLIN FIRE INS. CO.
38-6-44
38-S-44
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
the Community Oarden Club was
COMMERCE INSURANCE CO
sUtance.
ASSETS DEC 31. 1935
THE PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE CO.
Glens Falls. N. Y.
postponed until Thursday only to en
Real Estate --------------------- 9167.120 52
There was one fellow ln their
OF AMERICA
ASSETS
DBC
31.
1935
Storks and Bonds .. ............ 16 892 229 80
Newark. New Jersey
counter another stormy night. This ranks, a Captain, who answered to
$50 000 00
Cash In Office and Bank
1.100.293 70 Real fttate _____________
ASSETS DBC 31 1935
Agenb' Balance* --------- --- 11457.164 11 Mortgage Loans ..... ........... — 155.350 00 time, however, flood conditions did the name of “Goose" who did con
Real fetate ___________ $268,772,106 58 Interest and Renb ______
28.451 49
66495 00 Collateral Loans --------------Mortgage Loans
791.914.654 42 All other Asseb ____ __ ___ 1 788.966 86 Stocks and Bonds
3.419.046 52 not prevail and there was a good siderable damage to our cause, but
Cash In Office and Bank ...... 156 664 14 representation of members at the
Collateral Loans. 1 Policy
his efforts were smothered by our
Loans and Premium
Gross Asseb ....
$21.272 069 99 Agenb' Balances ....„........ — 144.577 95
304 254 344 13 Deduct Items not admitted 311.581 21 Interest and Renb ..............
Notes) ............._
9.311 19 home of Mr. and Mrs. A. L. 8horey sharpshooters and after a brilliant
1 565.604 805 07
All other Asseb ......--- - ----26.268 93 for what .proved to be one of the most
I 130.628 403 64
Admitted ____ __ ____- 920.960 488 78 j
flanking movement whereby we cut
1 463 28
Agenb' Balances
Oross Asseb ........................ $3,989,670 22 enjoyable meetings of the year
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1935
oil his supplies of soda pop and ciga53 323 942 50
Deduct Items not admitted .. 37,767 24
Interest and Renb
— 9822.640 00
A. L. Shorey had charge of the pro 1 rettes. he accepted the inevitable and
80 760.559 69 Net Unpaid Losses
AU other Assets .....
Unearned Premiums ______ 5.700.503 00 1
Admitted ..........
$3,951,902 98 gram and with the assistance of
13.195.260 280 31 All other LlabUltles .............. 2.068.355 54 (
Gross Assets
hauled down hls colors.
LIABILITIES DBC 31. 1935
Cash Capital ........................ 3 000000 00 1
Austin Winchenbach arranged a con
65 785 013 14 Surplus over all LlabUltles 9.348.990 24 Net Unpaid Losses ................. $165 917 00
. 85
ted
Unearned Premiums .............. 1.119.471 65 test to determine who could identify
284.858 08
Admitted
—...__ — t3 129 478.287 19 Total Liabilities and Surplus $20,960,488 78 AU other Liabilities ...........
We noticed quite a number of duds
Cash Capital ....................... 1 000 000 00 thc greatest number of trees. It
______________________________
38-8-44
IIABILITIES DBC 31. 1935
Surplus over all Liabilities 1 381 656 25 sounded simple enough for there was
THE HOME INSURANCE COMPANY
being shot by the enemy, and came to
>28.950 629 04
Net Unpaid Losses . .....
New York. New York
13 667 C»1 11
Un"jrned Pr rotums .
Total LlabUltles and Surplus $3,951,902 98 hardly a member present who, seeing the conclusion that their powder must
ASSETS DEC 31. 1935
. 3.012.323 603 57
•All other LlabUltles
H O GURDY. Agent
2000.000 00 Stocks and Bonds ..............978.438.854 50
38-8-44 a tree with or without foliage, could have been all wet. Some of them
•Cash Capital
Surplus over aU LlabUl
Cash In Office and Bank ...... 11.153.403
51 II BERKSHIRE MUTUAL EIRE INS CO. 1 not have given its name but with only looked rather emaciated as if they
o
im
non
72.3’4.0’3 47 Agenb Balances ___ __ ___ 9.193 989 31
tles ---------- ----------- *
Pittsfield. Massachusetts
| a twig to go by, it was surprising how had not eaten too well lately, their
Bills Receivable .....................
28.126 24
ASSETS DBC. 31. 1935
Tobl
LlabUltles
and
Interest and Renb .............. 256.779 00
Captain, the one referred to as
Surplus ............ ....... $3.129 475 467 19 All other Asseb ....... ............. 16.701.291 36 i Real Estate ----------------------- $60 000 00 difficult it became.
•$1.970 762 00 par value <d capital stock
13.020 00
Mortgage Loans
There
were
46
different
specimens,
"Goose" was especially thin and
18 000 00
of the Company ha* been purchased
Gross Asset*
$115,772 443 92 Collateral Loans
pursuant to the provisions of Chapter Deduct Items not admitted .. 2.565.581 76 | Stock* and Bond*
648.542 00 a great number from familiar trees, looked as if he had not had a square
99 of thr Laws of New Jersey for thc
162 318 09
I Cash In Office and Bank
80 383 45 others not found often in this locality. meal since they stole our supplies of
year 1913. and Is now held by Vivian M
Admitted ... ................... $113,206,862 16 ' Agenb' Balances ....
Lewis and Arthur J. Slnnott. trustees
5.381 75 Henry P. Mason received first and fish and potatoes. There was another
Interest
and
Renb
LIABILITIES
DEC
31.
1935
for the policy holders of the Company
5.101 10
AU other Asseb ....
Mrs. Fannie Brooks second honors. of the enemy who bothered us some,
38-S-44 Net Unpaid Losses ............ ..... $4,468 844 00
Unearned Premiums ....
37 $32 162 OO
Oross Asseb ........................ *141,858 57 j The next meeting will be April 9 with
UNITED STATES EIRE INSURANCE CD. All other LlabUltles ......
a small red headed gentleman, who
4.685.991
50
Deduct
Items
not
admitted
..
119 William Street. New York City
Cash Caplbl .................... ....14.500.000 00
----------------1 Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Mason.
wore spectacles, who persisted in
ASSETS DEC 31. 1935
Surplus over all LlabUltles .52.549.864 66
Admitted ......... ......... ........ $850,877 82
sticking
his head up above the ram
Real Ehtate ............................. $557,032
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1935
Mortgage Loans .................... 596.518 46 Total Liabilities It Surplus I113.206.8S2 16 Net Unpaid Losses ------------- $32,050 93 I
parts and spoiling our aim by wig
.
I
38-8-44
Collateral Loans ....................
3.000 00
ROCKVILLE
Unearned Premiums ............. 561.369 94;
Stocks and Bonds ............... 25.645.373 14
MASSACHUSETTS ACCIDENT CO.
All other Liabilities .............
20,409 39
Wilson Moon who has been 111 for wagging his red thatch in the line of
Cash In Office and Bank .... 2.242.171 59
87 Kilby St., Boston. Mat*.
Surplus over all LlabUltles .. 237.047 56
Agenb' Balances ................ 1.133 732 61
two weeks ls improving and able to fire. After a while we tired of this
ASSETS DEC 31. 1935
Bills Receivable ..................
166.004 12
ano I ordered Engineer Peterson to
$7,900 00 Total Liabilities and Surplus $850,877 82 I be out.
Interest and Rents .............
83.421 55 Real Estate .............. ..............
H O GURDY. Agent
All other Asset* .................... 224.256 06 Stocks and Bonds ............... 2430.905 81 _______________________________
silence
the intruder, which Comrade
38-8-44
Miss Mabel Oxton has been spend
Cash ln Office and Bank ...... 188.773 97
Peterson did by shooting the cigar h?
...............$30,651,511 62 Agenb Balances ...................
Oroas Asseb
*2
217
74
■
AMERICAN
CENTRAL
INSURANCE
CO.
ing
several
days
this
week
with
the
Deduct Item* not admitted 529 268 98 Bills Receivable .....................
ASSETS DEC 31. 1935
i family of her niece. Mrs. Alden Perry. was smoking, right out of hls mouth.
Interest and Renb .............. 28.756 63
12.700 00 Stock* and Bonds ................ $6,564,473 69
Admitted ........ .................$30.122442 64 AU other Assets ...... ............ .
The sum of $7 was collected in the After that he was much less in evi
538.110 17
Cash In Office snd Bank
LIABILITIES DBC. 31. 1935
Gross Asseb ....................... $2,484,224 15 I Agents Balances ................... 311.918 73 ! village for the Red Cross Fund which dence. but after the bombardment
Net Unpaid Losses ............. $1 646.300 00 Deduct Items not admitted
70 060 49
80.789 89 Bills Receivable
Unearned Premiums
9.128.550 18
62.117 00 was a substantial donation consider popped out of a hole to invite us
Interest and Rents
All other Liabilities .......... .
834.665 61
Admitted ..................... .......$2,403,434 26 All other Asseb .....
163.831 24
ing that more than this amount had back next week and promised to rub
Cash Capital ........................ 2.000.000 00
LIABILITIES DEC 31, 1935
Surplus over all LlabUltles ..16.512.726 75
Gross Asseb .......... ..........$7,710,511 32 al’.eady been contributed by indi- cur noses in the dirt if we would
Net Unpaid Losses ................. $1.048 983 31 Deduct
Items not admitted . 306.608 54
but come Before leaving, we signed
Total LlabUltles & Surplus $30,122 242 64 Unearned Premiums .............. 361.453 24
, vlouals through the churches.
_____________________________ 38-6-44 All other LlabUltles .............. 742 997 71
Admitted
...................... ..... $7.403,902 78
a weeks armistice with the enemy ar.d
Cash Capital .......................... 125.000 00
Indications
of
spring
manifested
UNITED 8TATE8 FIDELITY AND
LIABILITIES DBC. 31. 1935
Surplus over all LlabUltles .. 125.000 00
set
Friday night the 3d of April as 'he
GUARANTY COMPANY,
... $199,071 00 here are the cheery voices of the song
Net Unpaid Losses
Baltimore, Maryland
Tobl LlabUltles and Surplua $2,403 434 26 i Unearned Premiums
2.345.175 01 J sparrows, the burning of plots of date of reopening hostilities. Below
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1935
.... 336.831 24
__________ _ __________________ 38-S-44 All other LlabUltles
Real Estate ....... . ......... . ....... $3.675472 39 METROPOLITAN CASUALTY INS. CO.' CashCapital ............................ 1.000,000 00 ground to remove the old grass, and you will flnd the casualty list.
Surplus
over
all
Liabilities
. 3 522.825 53 the buzz of the saw as the woodpiles
Mortgage Loans .................
323.010 43
Respectfully submitted,
OF NEW YORK
Collateral Loans ............ .
2.069.595 77
ASSETS
DEC
31.
1935
Capt. Skip Arey, Skippers No 1.
Total
LlabUltles
and
Surplus
$7,403,902 78 have been converted into firewood.
Stocks and Bonds— Book
EDWARD W BERRY It COMPANY
....................... $361,758 66
Values ............................... 32.163.256 52 Real Estate
Ganders—Sanborn 267. Grimes 251,
Vesper Hall lost hls horse this week.
No. 40 Broad 8treet
Rockland. Me
Cash In Office and Bank
4.271 000 55 Mortgage Loans ..................... 1,825.611 97
38-S-44
Agenb Balances ...
5.943.753 62 Stocks and Bonds ................. 5 462 455 47
Goose Arey 271, Grindle 221, Little
Rev.
Philip
Tolman
of
Whitinsville,
Interest accrued .................
245.929 32 Cash ln Office and Bank ...... 136.037 50
MERCHANTS It FARMERS MUTUAL
field 266. total 1276
......... 4... 847.301 75
All other Asseb ..................
921.529 73 Agenb Balances
is visiting his father, C. P. Tolman.
Bills Receivable
..................
76.660 52
FIRE INS. CO.
8kippers—Drew 256, Dyer 281, Skip
Interest
and
Renb
.................
69.158
41
Gross Asseb ................... $49 613.348 33
Worcester, Mass.
AMERICAN ALLIANCE INS. CO.
•Deduct Item* not admitted 4.070406 11 All other Asseb ..................... 278.184 20
Arey
289. Peterson 257, Hopkins 288.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1935
1 Liberty St., New York City, N. Y.
total 1368.
$35 300 00
Oross Asseb ........................ $8 856.968 48 Mortgage Loans ..............
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1935
Admitted ........................... $45,543,142 22
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1935
Net Unpaid Losses ............. $18,130,930
Unearned Premiums ......... 13.270.148
All other Liabilities ............. 4.078.421
Cash Capital—Common $2,000.00000. Preferred 800,-'
000 00 .................................. 2.800.000
•Surplus over all LlabUltles 7473.841

Deduct Items not admitted ..

64
67
60

“Captain Bkod”

Admitted ............................ $685,528 38
LI ABILITIES DEC 31. 1935
Net Unpaid Losses ............... $94,987 31
Unearned Premiums ............ 193.872 15
All other Liabilities ...........
34.194 98
Cash Capital
100.000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities .. 262 473 94

528.607 24 Stocks and Bonds ..........
Cash In Office and Bank
Agenb Balances ............
Interest and Renb ......
All other Asseb .............

•Admitted .....................
$8,328,361 24
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1935
Net Unpaid Losses .......... ..... $4425.595 69
Unearned Premiums ..... ..... 1.879486 50
697.677 42
00 All other Liabilities ......
.... 1.000.000 00
31 Cash Capital
•Surplus over all LlabUltles 525,801 63
Total LlabUltles and Surplus $45,543,142 22
The preferred stock represenb 800.000 Total Liabilities and Surplus $8,328,361 24
•On the bast* of December 31. 1935
shares, par value $100 per share. Issued
at $5.00 per share, and redeemable at market quotations for all bonds and
stocks owned, this company's total ad
$5.00 per share.
•Based on amortization of bonds, and mitted asseb would be Increased to
all of the company's stocks and all of (8 433.45648 and surplus to $630.896 67.
COCHRAN. BAKER It CROSS
lb bonds, not amortised, on market
Rockland
38-S-44
valuations.
38-8-44

396.940
27.596
34.398
5.267
478
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ERROL FLYNN and
OLIVIA DE HAVILLAND

02
16
91
54
50

Stocks and Bonds ..............
Cash In Office and Bank ....
Agenb Balances ...............
Interest and Renb ...........

$8,995 214
340.498
134.126
49.329

SIXTEEN-FOOT

A

tape won’t

The Buick Special is “a big pack- \

age” — it offers much in measur
L measure lhe bumper-tohumper stretch of a Buickable things.

Special and a yardstick Jtcts
lust in its back-seat headroom
space.

But what yardstick have you
for power so smooth, so quiet,
so effortless that only the song of the wind
in your ears tells you how swiftly you are

flying?
How can you measure steadiness, and that
down-to-earth sort of road-hugging travel
that makes you feel so much more secure
in a Buick, no matter what your pace?

But it has an extra edge in thc eloquent
(act that it’s a Buick— and we’d like to
show you how that makes it bigger than

its inches.

EASY PAYMENT
PLAN

X/J about tht

unu CMtIC

to $ 1915 art tht
pn,n oj thr unu Bui,
ST
lubif t
tothau^tivitbouluoliet.
StauJarJ anJ tferial acitiioriet groufi ou all
moJtlt al txtra mt.
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h

What gauge have you for• pride of ownership,
or your wife’s delight
in a car that is more
manageable than hcr
knitting needles?
............................. A GENERAL MOTORS PRODUCT.....................*......................

C. ». HOPKINS,
TEL. 1000-W
712 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.

VINALHAVEN

NORTH HAVEN

In Air Play

Mrs. W A Smith and daughte’
Emery Wooster recently underwent
Nathalie who have been guests the in appendix operation at Knox Hos
past two weeks of Mr. and Mrs O C.
pital. Friends calling on him Sunday
Lane, went Wednesday to Presque
found him making a record recovery.,
Isle.
Mr. and Mrs Ernest Olidden and Rev. H. F. Huse went Tuesday to
Mrs. Abbie Creed arrived Friday. Mi Providence where he Joined Mrs Huse.
and Mrs. Olidden have spent the win After two days in Boston Mr. and
ter ln Boston.
! Mrs Huse returned to the island.
Mrs, Walter Ingerson was •» Ro:kMarjorie Huse arrived last Saturday
land visitor Thursday.
1 in Rockland by bus from Calais after
Miss Doris Hopkins went Thursday
an eight hour ride. The week's recess
to Boston.
she
is spending at the parsonag? home
Donald Poole is home from U. of M.
(
of
her
parents.
for the Easter recess.
Lawrence
Beverage ts home from
Mrs. Ralph Brown and daughter
Ruth are guests of Dr. and Mrs. F F Knox Hospital well recovered from
1 hls recent operation for appendiBlown in Rockiand.
| cit la.
Miss E F. Roberts and MLss Eliza
Your correspondent has never seen
beth Weiderhold returned Wednes
NA CLAIRE, famous star of the
day from Boston where they spent the i the rapids below Niagara Falls. He 1j
j sure these rapids, however, have
legitimate stage and motion plopast season.
nothing on the Androscoggin as he ture fields, wlll be beard on the
Herbert Morton is home from
watched it at Brunswick Friday aft “Magic Key” program to be broad
Pockland.
ernoon tearing its wild and turbu cast over an NBC network at two
o'clock. E.S.T., Sunday afternoon,
The Willing Workers 4-H Cluo met lent, destructive flight to the ocean
Monday with nine members and three Three men in a row boat were sucked March 29th.
Noted chiefly for her work on the
visitors present. The county agent into the main stream and lost their
legitimate etage, Ina Claire has also
will (be in town Thursday, will take up lives in Che raging river. The Bruns appeared on the silver screen, but
project matters and at 7 o'clock will wick-Topsham bridge was closed to] to date her appearances on tbe air
show a film on 4-H Club activities. traffic. It was badly washed out it waves have been Infrequent To
Anyone ten years old or over, inter the Topsham end and the water gether with Brian Aherae, Osgood
ested in poultry and garden subjects, poured over the span. The towns lost Perkins and Charles Coburn, ell
stellar lights of the theatrical world.
is invited to toe present.
their rallrcad bridge and also a foot Miss Claire wlll be heard In the
Mrs. Lora Hardison will entertain bridge. The water system was pol
fan scene from Sheridan's classic,
the Washington Club tonight. Sat luted and the lights were out a pait “School for Scandal.”
urday.
In addition to these stars, the
of the time. Bowdoin closed early
Mrs. Robert Arey is guest of her and will not reopen until April 7.
Magic Key program will present
daughter. Mrs. Franklin Hopkins, In The train into Rockland last Sat Prank Black and hls NBC Orchestra.
John B. Kennedy. Milton Cross, end
Rockport.
urday morning was delayed one and
Mr. and Mrs. Emil Coombs and one-half hours because of flood con other outstanding bi tract lone for
the listening audience.
■
sor. Elmer have returned from Rock ditions and the unloading of freight
land.
at Winslow.
ur.der the leadership of Barbara
Mrs Fred K. Coombs was hostess
Vernon Beverage was operated upon Stone, la giving splendid service. Sunto thc Bridge Eight Wednesday night
lor appendicitis Monday at Knox Hos jday school at 10 a. m. The Easter
at her home.
pital. Reports indicate he is gaining | committee is planning exercises under
Dancing at Town hall tonight.
satisfactorily.
I thc auspices of the Sunday school.
Music by Stafly's orchestra.
The Fox Island 4-H Club met Mon The pastor will preach Sunday I Thc Unity Guild met Tuesday for an
day at the home of Mrs. A. A. Peter morning and night. There will toe ali-day session with dinner at neon
son, featuring work on cutting and singing by the chorus choir, which I There was a good attendance.
making buttonholes.
Mr. and Mrs. E H. Andrews re
turned Tuesday from Cambridge,
Mass., where they attended the funeral
of Mrs Andrews' father.
RATES:
At her home Tuesday afternoon
to Your hotel in BOSTON
Jane Libby, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
0*,W.h»-4»4O
Everett Libby, celebrated her ninth
<U aoo*u wna tan
500 Rooms
birthday anniversary by entertaining
!»•«••i
MtM
Ruth Carver, Joan Johnson and Ruth
RADIO
Arey. Supper included a large deco
VINALHAVEN It ROCKLAND STB’T CO rated birthday cake. Monopoly fea
SERVIDOR
Service to Vinaihaven, North Haven,
TUBS SHOWER
Stonington, Isle au Haut, Swan’s
tured the evening's entertainment.
Island and Frenchboro
Ruth
Arey
receiving
the
prize.
Effective Oct. 1, 1935

$9,519,167
Gross Asseb ......................
Oross Assets ........................ $499,981 13 Deduct Items not admitted
662.392
Winter Service 1935-1938
21.258 45
Deduct Items not admitted
Dally Except Sunday
....
$8,856,775 (8ubject to Change Without Notice)
Admitted
.....................
TENANT'S HARBOR
Admitted ....................... .... $478,722 68
LIABILITIES
DEC
Eastern
Standard Time
31.
1935
LIABILITIES DEC. 31 1935
Read Up
......
*167.523 Read Down
Net
Unpaid
Losses
Net Unpaid Losses
....
$9,854 68 Unearned Premiums ...........
P M
1.898.615 A. M
Mrs Amelia Taylor and daughter,
Unearned Premiums ....
229.866 94 All other Liabilities ............
Ar. 6.00
137.500 5.30 Lv. Swan's Island.
All other Liabilities ............
7.067 06 Cash Capital ..........................
Ar. 4 40 Mrs. Edgar Brown of Rockport, are
3.000.000 6.30 Lv. Stonington.
Surplus over all Liabilities 231.934 00 Surplus over all Liabilities
Ar.
330
3.653.137 7 JO Lv. North Haven.
Ar. 243 guests of Mrs Frank Sholes of South,
815 Lv. Vinaihaven,
Lv. 130
Total Liabilities and Surplus $478 722 68 ; ToU, Liabilities And Surplus $8,856,775 «J0 Ar. Rockland,
Portland.
J3-O-41
... »
32-8-38

I

NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/

«’ NORTH STATION
•< STEPTRAIN*

ROOM "

Page Six

TODAYS
Soli Dttm ftesw

Legal Notices

WARREN

ASSESSORS’ NOTICE
The Assessors ot the Town of Owls
Head herrby
to allthat
persons
llab!r
taxattogive
„ ln notice
said Town,
they
wlll be ln session at Town Hall ln said
Town, on the first day of April 1936 at
2PM until 5 P M for the purpose
of receiving lists of the polls and estates
taxable in said town
All such persons are hereby notified
to make and bring to said Assessors true
and perfect lists of their polls and all
their estates, real and personal, not by
law exempt from taxation, which thev
were possessed of. or which they held
as guardian, executor, administrator,
tiustee or otherwise on the first day
of April. 1936. and be prepared to make
oath to the truth of the same
When estates of persons deceased have
been divided during the past year, or
have changed hands from any cause, .
the
executor,
or other
---------- ------ -administrator
---------------- persons Interested, are hereby warned !
to give notice of such change and ln
default at such notice will be held
under the law to pay the tax assessed
although such estate has been wholly
distributed and paid over
Any person who neglects to comply
with this notice wlU be DOOMED to a
tax according to the laws of the 8tate.
and be barred of the right to make ap
plication to the Assessors or County
Commissioners for any abatement of hls
taxes, unless he offers such lists with hls
application and satisfies them that he
was unable to offer it at the time hereby
appointed.
HAROLD W JONES
J. DANA KNOWLTON.
OBOROE W HASKELL^
Assessors
Date Posted March 24 1936

In Everybody’s Column

FOR SALE

*
*
*

Advertisements in this column not to
txceed three lines Inserted once for 25
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
tional lines five centa each for one time
TEN tons 'early cut hay for sate.
day at the 'April meeting of the War
10 centa for three tlmee. Six words FRANK E GRINNELL. Union.
make a line.
ren Women's Club, her subject,
HORSE for sale or trade for something
else Weight 1400 lbs . color black F.
■'What People Are Reading." The
T. MORRIS. Tenants Harbor.
37*39
CAMBRIDGE TAILORING CO, cus
program will be well rounded with
tom
made
suits,
overcoats
$18
to
450.
*
i selections by Gabriel H. WlnchenWill call at your home or office. 400
4
samples to select from A perfect fit
taugh of Waldoboro, teacher of the
guaranteed Tel. 435-J. H P. FOWLIE.
violin, who studied five years with
SMALL zipper pocket-book lost. Satur 2_Orange St. Rockland. ______ 36*38-tf
day
evening
between
trotting
park
and
THIRTY-SIX foot power boat com
Maurice Kaufman of New York, in
St. Oeorge. Reward. Tel. 770.
36*30 plete with scallop gear for sale, suitable
ternationally famous soloist and
for
all around fishing. Bargain If sold at
Notice la hereby given of the loss of
37-39
teucher Mrs. Winchenbaugh will be
savings book numbered 307 and the once. Tel. 385-21.
TOMATO plants, early ond late cab
owner of said book asks for a duplicate
special guest. Refreshments will be
in accordance with the provisions of the bage. and cauliflower for sale FRED 8.
38*40
iaw THE THOMASTON NATIONAL KENNISTON, Union. Me
served at thp conclusion of the pro
38*40
BANK by H. F DANA. Cashier. 38-8-44
COCKER spaniel puppies for sale 111
gram.
37-39
NOTICE— Ir hereby given of the lose of Pleasant street. Tel. 904-J.
The Congregational Ladies’ Circle
deposit books numbered 1493. 1572 and
SOME cracked cabbage would be nice
1601 and the owners of said books ask for hens and chickens at 1 cent per
Ls striving to get a mile of pennies, a
for duplicates ln accordance with the pound.
und. E. A. DEAN Rockland. Tel.
provision of the State Law SECURITY 671-J.
______________________________ 37-39
novel way of making money for the
TRUST CO. Warren. Maine, ENSIGN
DRY HARD WOOD for sale; long "or
circle.
Each member distributes
OTIS, RECEIVER
32-8-38
fitted—delivered or at wood yard—long.
among friends ten slips, each of whicn
46 at wood yard. Tel. Camden 8317, R I
OXTON, West Rockport
38-40
will hold 15 pennies. Each who con
GREEN fitted hard wood for sale.—
tributes is given the credit. Slips
alao 5 H P Bull Dog engine with hoist
ing winch and drum We repair refrigera
will be turned ln at the mid-summer
tors. Now ts the time to get them In
shape. Call 792, Havener's Ice Co.. Ior
fair in August. Mrs. W. H. Robinson
service.
37-tf
HEAVY buffalo hoop shave, also used
and Mrs Fred Campbell are the com
RESIDENCE at 4 Free St. Camden for
stoves. C. E OROTTON. 138 Camden
mittee.
street. Tei. 1214-M.
36-38 sale, 10 rooms and bath, two car garage,
three-fifth acre land Bargain lf aold at
37-39
Arnold Teague and family have
GIRL wanted for mother's helper. once. LEROY 8. ALLEY. East Union.
Apply MRS SMITH. 15 Summer St
37*39
__________________
ASSESSORS' NOTICE
moved frem the Ida Stevens house to
38* lt
t pit
CITY OF ROCKLAND
Mrs. Ella Caler's property.
Thomaston.
Me
Tel.
150-11,
A. VOSE,
The subscribers, Assessors of Taxes, of
ATTENTION—Young man 21-30. wil Thomaston, Me.
33-3.4_
Dinner guests Tuesday of Mr. and thc City of Rockland, hereby give notice ling to work hard for good pay. No
__________________
to
the
Inhabitants
of
said
City
and
experience
but
fair
education
and
car
A
three-piece
wicker
set
ln
excellent
Mrs. O. B. Libby were Mrs. Ada Spear, other persons having Taxable Property necessary Apply Monday from 3 to 51 condition for sale, priced right.
Call
921-R.___________________________ 38-38
her house guest Mrs. Jennie Harvey j within »atd city, to make and bring in p m. MR YOUNO. Hotel Rockland
t0 “ld Assessors true and perfect lists -------------------------------------------------- A hen-pen. 12x30. for sale, also a
Of Rcckland. and Jerry Libby of Souti) j of their poll* and all their estates, real
awsr. ' Frigidaire.
If sold st
EXPQUENCED stitchers on
__ ,------- ~ . Price reasonable
__ .
Warren
i and Personal. In writing Including I machines
ERN ' once
once.- T
381-J.
36-38
wanted at once MODERN
~el forenoons 361-J.
nuriru.
Money On Hand Or At Interest, and ■
_____
Mrs. H. C. Moody has returned to' debts due more than owing, and all SPORTWEAR CO. Tel. 742, Rockland.
SOLID____________
MAHOGANY buffet and gilt
36-38 j Colonial mirror for sale. MRS M R.
v .
.
. - property held in trust as Ouardian. Ex • I
Thctnas.onafter being guest a few j ecutor. Administrator, Trustee or other- 1 RAWI.EIOH ROUTES OPEN for re PILLSBURY. Tel 287-J.
35-38
days
at
the
Congregational
mrsoniEi*
a
ise
t
except
as
ls
by
law
exempt
from
COAL-WOOD-COKE; dry hard wood,
cays at tne congregational parsonage. taxatlon) whlch
werc po^sr^r of liable Men Oood profits for hustlers.
410
cord.
41
25
ft.
Furnace
Junks
41
25
it.
th. first day of April. 1938. and to be
CO£f?.\n.y„,
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Thompson on
prepared to Make Oath to the truth of ence necesaaiy. Pleasant, profitable, Tel. 84-2 Thomaston. J. B. PAULSEN
dignified work. Write today. RAW______________________ 32-tf
anc Roland Thompson of Friendship the tame
And they are particularly requested to i LE1GH' DEPT MEC-73-P, Albany. N. Y
BEST dry hard wood under cover;
visited Sunday night Mr. and Mrs. notify
36*38 fitted.
the Assessors of the names of all
49; Junks. 49; soft wood and
j slabs, 47; kindlings. T. J. CARROLL.
Leland Philbrook.
Mrs. Thompson, persons of whom they have bought or
to whom they have sold taxable property »
.
_
R F D . Thomaston. Tel 283-21 Rock,
v ho accompanied them, was guest of since the first day of April 1935
land.
U
la
27-tf
And for the purpose of receiving said 1 ’
hei sister. Mrs. M. R. Robinson.
FINE modern cottage on Oeorges River
lists und making transfers of all prop- I
at Wallston. 11 acres, fine bathing. 4
The Stanford Watts field which was erty bought or sold, the underslgneed will
Price right. A C. Hocking.
be In session at the Assessors' Room. No. I 9t***************M bedrooms.
Tel. 21-3 Tenant's Harbor 56-31.
16-tf
Eddie Cantor and Ethel Merman in “Strike Me Fink.” the comedian's not mowed last summer, was burned 7. City Building, from nine to twelve I
POWFR
cider
press for sale, complete
ln the forenoon, and from one j A NEW 7 room house to let. electric
ever Thursday afternoon, by order of oclock
■ixth annual screen musitU for Samuel Goldwyn.—adv.
to four o'clock tn the afternoon of each | lights, at Ingraham Mil Inquire 14 with motor and shafting. O. W. MAY
26*37
,____
the selectmen, the fire department in day
Main St.. Thomaston. MARTIN LEON HEW, Camden.
WEDNESDAY. THURSDAY. FRIDAY,
ARD____________________________ 37*39 | —
charge. A bad fire hazard has been
APRIL 1, 2. 3, 1936
THREE tenements to let at 68*. Main R
Special Notice to Executors, Admini
Eddie is a timid little Caspar Mil cavorted through the funniest situa removed.
8t J. H MELVIN. Tel 273-W 31 Oay s
strators. Trustees or Guardians
quetoast who adores Joyce Lennox tions he has ever had. including a
St.
36-tf 1 1
The statute provides that you must 1
Mr. and Mrs O. B. Libby were sup
bring ln to the Board of Assessors a true i
i Ethel Merniam. a glamorous night- side-splitting roller-coaster chase that per guests recently of Mrs. Ada Spear. aud
TWO
furnished
apartments
to
let.
perfect list of all taxable property
27-tf
your possession to date of April 1. Call 79B
1 club singer. Through a prank of fate had last night's audience roaring with
Mrs Chester Wyllie. Mrs. 8. C. Co- In
1936 otherwise It will be taxed as the :
U88 I
Le becomes manager of Dreamland mirth. Parkyakarkus Is a real screen turn. Mr Edward Seavey, Mrs E. i statute provides, and any personal 1
plot, modern Improvements 66
_
.
„
,
,,,
,
.
examination
property by the Assessors garden
Amusement Park and gets mixed up find and Miss Merman. Sally Eiler. V Oxton and Mrs Howard Welch will not be ofconsidered
as a waiver of Rankin street. MRS W A KENNEDY
_________________________________ 37-tf
with a ruthless gang of crooked slot and William Prawley lend Cantor were supper guesU Thursday of Mr> Xtt
r^T.aw
FIVE-ROOM bungalow to let; fluah.
machine racketeers, upon whom he superb support.
Ida Patterson and Mrs. Helen KnowlAny person who neglects to comply lights.
furnished
or
unfurnished ;
Adams
St Tel. 1188-M. E H. PHIL
| uses hk magnetic finger, super-magHandsomely mounted and studded ton at Rockland. They attended tht tax according to the laws of the State
BRICK__________________________ 37*39

THE COURIER GAZETTE

Mrs Henry Webb, librarian at Wis-

ensspt
bo cups!
sneaker Thurscasset. will
win o.
guest speatter
tnura

Will Be On Sale At

WARREN DRUG STORE
ON AND AFTER APRIL 2

AT STRAND SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY |
-—-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- - —■

MEAL OF THE MONTH

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, March 28, 1936
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LOST AND FOUND

WANTED

B

♦

TO LET

: EGGS AND CHICKS•

whole. Slice each can Into 5
slices. Place a little lard or butter
ln frying pan, and fry corned beef
OW would a "double deck din hash slices to a golden brown on , nttic eye, etc., with varying degsecs with sidesplitting gags and some swell
Ferrin-Eooth evangelistic services at plication
and
barre<1
ot the
r‘«ht “ make
either
to the Asaesaors or
FURNISHED.
second-floor
heated
ner” strike your fane; (or a both sides. Serve 2 slices together , of success. When he learn that Joyce song hits by the team of Harold Arlen
the First Baptist Church, as did manv County Commissioners for any abate- . apartment to let. 14 MASONIC ST.
new and Interesting Idea (or to like a sandwich with a generous
ment of ta-es. unless such person offer 1
37*39
I
is
the
decoy
of
the
gang
he
ls
propard
Lew
Brown.
“
Strike
Me
Pink
'
ls
others from this town.
portion of sauce between. Top with
such Hat with hls application and aatla- .
night's menu?
APART
MENT
available
ln
the
LAUlies
the
A-seswors
that
he
was
unable
I
erly
disillusioned
and
finds
himself
a
riot
of
fun
that
moves
at
roller
a
strip
of
green
pepper.
The "double deckers” are made
RIETTE April 1. Copper Kettle, Tel 405
to offer lt at the time appointed
To make tne sauce, melt 4 ta able to take vengeance by bringing coaster speed. It's Cantor at hls hil(rom your old (avorlte—corned
37-39 I BARRED-ROCK and R. I. Red Chicks
J E STEVENS. Chairman
Drowning Narrowly Averted
H
W
KEEP
beef hash—cut ln slices, (tied blespoons cf butter In a double
every last one of the racketeers to arious best—and that's plenty funny,
TWO small apartmenta to let. fur from sturdy, vigorous stock Bred to lay
TYLER
M
COOMBS
Mrs. W A. Creamer, 55. had a nar
and unfurnished, also room to large numbers of large eggs. Every
crisply brown and served one on bolle{ and add 4 tablespoons of
Assessors of Rockland nished
justice. Not. however, before he has —adv.
State accredited pullorum
let. MRS A H I'lIJ-SBURY Thomas breeder.
row escape from drowning Thursday I Rockland. Maine. March 2, 1936
top ot the other with an egg-and- flour. SUr ln 1 cup of evaporated
ton
37*39 clean Write for open dates. FOSTER
____________________________
3SA
38A40
D
JAMESON.
Waldoboro. Me
27-tf
milk
and
one
cup
of
water
mixed.
r.lght as she, Mr. Creamer and Einoj
ptckle sauce between ln a thick
MODERN apartment to let at 80
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
BIO HUSKY CHICKS FROM PUL
street Sunporeh and garage,
creamy layer. It ls the Meal ot Stir until thickened and season
THOMASTON
APPLETON MILLS
Henderson were about to get into a I Whcrea- Robert A. Stevens of Rock Pleasant
LORUM tested flocks White rocks 414.
for electric stove. Tel 958-J.
with salt, mustard and Worcester
the Month (or March.
ln the County ot Knox and State wired
beat for a return trip from Friend-1 land
_________________________________ 36-38 I Reds 411 per 100 Discount on large
of
Maine,
by
hls
mortgage
deed
dated
I
100% live delivery guaranteed.
Two one-pound cans of Hash can shire sauce, add two eggs, boiled
Mrs. Emma Burton has employment
Mrs. Amy Esancy is recovering ship.
TWO houses to let. 1 large and 1 small orders
January 12. 1934. and recorded in the
Tel 33-11 Quality chick farm. V R.
provide 10 good slices and serve bard, peeled and sliced, 8 sweet
on Rockland street D SHAFTER. 15 1 WOODMAN. Winterport. Me.
Knox
County
Registry
of
Deeds.
Book
in Camden.
32*43
from her recent Illness.
Stepping into the boat at the alto 235. Page 475. conveyed to Home Owners' Rockland street Tel, 888 __________ 35-tf
5 generous portions. The servings pickles cut Into small pieces and
DAY
old
Hall
Cross
pulleta
and
R L
Loan
Corporation,
a
corporation
duly
Mrs.
Frank
Grant
has
been
sub

THREE apartments to let. 1 upstairs. 1 Reds Tested stock, order now. CARL
may look big when you see the one half green pepper chopped
A public bridge party was held of the Friendship end of the dam , establlahed under the laws of the United
1 furnished MRS I .KOLA ) NELSON 310 Llmerock St. Tel. 714-W O.
stituting a few days for Mrs. Winfield Wednesday at thc Grange hall. spanning the Georges River, carried States of America, and having lte office downstairs,
platter, but they'll disappear ln fine. Allow to beat before serving
ROSE. Cor. Grove and Union streets
and principal place of business ln _________________________________ 35-tf '____ _____________________________ 27Xf
no time, once tasted, and tbe cost over hash.
Brackett who teaches the third grade oySter stew was served.
cut in the flood. Mrs. Creamer lost Washington. D. C
POULTRY wanted 1. POUST, 134
Garnish platter of hash with bot
FURNISHED tenement to let. all
is but a few cents per person.
the following described real estate,
Mrs. Burton Smith and son who
Rebekah Circle will hold a half- her balance, falling Into the swiftlymodem, hot water heat, nice and warm, Llmerock street, Rockland. Tel. 377-W
situated ln Rockland, ln the County
Chill the cans of hash. Open asparagus tips run through green
27-tf
rent reaaorable. at FLOYD SHAW'S 47
of Knox, and State of Maine.
have been at the Lucette two weeks, day meeting Wednesday with a fish flowing water, at the same time capboth ends and push contents out pepper rings.
North Main St Tel 422-R_________ 28-tf ’
A certain lot or parcel cf land, with
have returned to Rockland.
chowder supper. All members not sixing the craft.
the 'buildings thereon, situate ln
EIGHT room tenement wtth modern
said Rockland, and bounded and
Mr. Creamer, who was about to fol
conveniences at 11 Union 8t. Apply Pements fliidff^!
The pupils of grades 4-7 will pre solicited will take pastry. Tliere will
described as follows, to wit; Begin
LAWRENCE MILTER, 26 Rankin street.
ning on the east line of Pacific
27-tf
Tel 692-M
sent "The Smikng Sixpence" by Oeof- be a public beano party ln the eve low her Into the boat, crawled out on
so-called, at lot of Susan
the embankment and seized her hand, : Street,
ning.
FURNISHED apartment to let. Call 792 ■ ■LLUUIH fcrrnrra '?'
Bryson's;
thence
running
by
said
frey
O'Hara.
April
17,
at
Watts
hail
Cottage Cheese Takes Fish
_________________________________ 27-tf |
north 6 degrees west seventy
At the meeting of Oolden Rod holding until Henderson came to hts! Street
with Miss Alcada Hall director.
(701 feet to a reserved street or way;
TWO apartments of 4 and 5 rooms
thence by aald atreet or way north
REDS. Sired by pedigreed males.
Snowdrops and crocuses are bloom- Rebekah Lodge, past noble grand and aid..
with bath, heater, garage and garder
* 82 degrees cast sixty 160) feet more
Heavy layers, grow fast, feather
Form In Unique Lenten Dish
Inquire 12 Knox Bt. Tel. 156-W
27-tf
Mrs.
Creamer
was
taken
to
thc
ing in the garden of Mrs. R. O Eliot, roll call night will be observed. There
or less to A. C. Spaulding's lot;
1 well Pullorum Clean 30 years ex
ROUSE
of
six
rooms
for
rent,
recently
thence
by
said
Spaulding
lot
south
perience. Oet our Catalogue We
ter. days earlier than last year.
will be a penny lunch, for the bene- heme of Mrs. Benjamin Perry,
renovated, furnished or unfurnished, at
6 degrees east seventy |7O| feet to
give free feed on ordera three weeks
Spruce
Head.
Plenty
of
firewood
’
or
the
Miss Olive Rowell will play a trum- fit of the "Mile of Dimes” project, | wrapped in blankets andthen brought
said Susan Bryson lot: thence by
■
ln advance
We use Shenandoah
cutting. Rent reasonable. TEL ROCK
said
Susan
Bryson
lot
south
82
de

wood burning brooder stoves;
LAND 793-W. alter 4 D. m.
12J«tf
pci solo, "Call of Worship," Sunday Mrs. Evelyn Pitman . Mrs. Carrie j heme by way of South Union.
grees west sixty (60) feet, more or
ample heat for coldest weather,
less, to place of beginning. Being
coat less to run and take leas care
-------------------morning at 10 45 at the Baptist Cummings and Mr: Helen Paul to
the same premises conveyed by
than coal brooders
Burn green
Daniel
c
Haskell
to
Morton
A.
wood. Ask for Information and
Church.
serve as a committee.
WEST WASHINGTON
Blacktngton. by Warranty Deed,
prices.
e
Services at the Federated Church
Miss Maud Fuller has resumed he.’
dated July 1, 1865. recorded In Knox
<
Registry of Deeds. Book 12. Page
CLEMENTS BROS. FARMS
Mrs. Fannie Northey of Chelsea ls
Sunday will be: Church school at duties as assistant teacher at the
542
<
RFD
No. 9. WINTERPORT MAINE
|R.»«*****«*****«R
The
said
Morton
A.
Blacktngton
visiting
her
daughter
Mrs.
Cleo
9 45 a. m ; morning service at 11, sub- High School, after being ill with the
dying Intestate, Emma E BlackingLADIES - Reliable hair goods at Rock
ject. "The Acceptance of the Task." grippe. During her absence, Mrs. Bartlett.
ton. hls daughter, sole helr-at-law.
land Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall orders
conveyed said premises to the widow.
solicited. H. O. RHODES. Tel. 519- <
Mrs Mae Hibbert and Mrs. Clara
The anthem will be “More Love To Helen Gushee substituted.
Mary C Blacktngton by deed dated |__ ______________________________ 27-tf
June 23. 1890. recorded tn said
Thee.” by Hlne. There will be no, Thomas Williams and family are Turner were callers Tuesday on Mrs
/Af AlfMl Mf
I 't Ml
PAINTING, papering and carpentering
Registry, Book 77, Page 434. and
recovering from grippe.
at estimated cost CHARLES L COI.IJN8.
5 Catherine Wellman.
1 evening service.
Mary C Blacktngton devised the
155
Pleasant
St
City
38*40
same to Emma E Blacktngton who
Mrs. Lina Bartlett and son Ken
subsequently married John A. StavNOTICE TO MARINERS: The name
DAY OLD CHICKS for xale, also
ens. by wlll of the said Mary C.
neth were dinner guests Tuesday of
of the Auxiliary Yacht "Mahdee ' official
one week old and two weekx old
Blacktngton approved and allowed
Protect Body Against Infection!
number
230693.
haa
been
changed
by
chirks
all from Pure Bred Blood
■ Mrs. Grace Bartlett.
October 17. 1905, abstract of said will
permission of the Director Of Navlga-1
Texted, Heavy Laying Breeding
being recorded ln said Registry. In
tion to "Pandora 11.” R L. IRELAND.
Mr. and Mrs. John Babb and
Stork.
Our Rhode Island Red
Book 133. page 75 At thc death of
JR.. Pemaquid Harbor. Maine.
37-40
Chlrki are the beit money can
! children and Ernest Wellman visited
Emma E Stevens, formerly Emma E.
buy and rome from the largest
MOTICE Thls ls to notify all peretns
By GEORGE F. REDDISH. Ph. D.
B'acklngton. sa'd premises descend
Red Farm in the Eatt, rontalnlng
! Sunday ln Augusta. Hallowell and
that I wlll pay no bills after this date
ed two-thtrda to her son. Robert A.
Prominent Itacteriolofiit, St. Louie, ito.
40.000 Breeder'. We tell all breed'
tontracted
by
my
wife.
Katie
M.
Seavey.
Stevens
and
one-third
to
the
widow

I Gardiner.
and rolor' at greatly redured
JAMES A. SEAVEY. Rockland. March 74.
er, John A. Stevens, and the said
prlre«. Day old' 10c ea., week
1936.
36
33
I
ACTERIA are everywhere—on
John A Ctevens conveyed hls Inter
Mrs.
Mae Hibbert,
daughter
old 13c ea., two week' old lie ea.
----------------------------------------------------------------- j
est In the premises to Robert A.
the skin and membranes of the
Parrel Post Prepaid to any ad
Georgia and Miss Katie Kennedy
Stevens by deed dated March 17.
dress In Maine. See our inick'
nose and throat, and sometimes in
1927. recorded In Knox County
RADIO SETS ADJUSTED,’
passed Sunday with Miss Anna HibIn
our Electric Battery Brooders
Registry of Deeds. Book 211, Page
food and water. Under ordinary
3.000 to select from. Improve yonr
498
'
bert
ln
Rockland.
flocks
and 'ave money besides.
Repaired,
and
Custom
Set
Building
conditions persons in normal health
This Instrument Includes all heat
Full line of Poultry Equipment at
by expert engineer
Mrs. Bessie Webb* of Coopers Mills
ing. plumbing and lighting fixtures
can cope with infectious microbes,
13%
discount
during Jan. and
and equipment now or hereafter at
CROCKETTS GARAGE
Is visiting her mother Mrs. Lottie
Feb. Call, write or phone for
but when body resistance is low
tached to or used In connection with
Rockport. Phone 2380-Camden member
Catalogue STOVER’S, Rockland
these germs ordinarily present may
Bowmen for e few days.
the real estate herein described.
National Radio Institute,
86 Park St. Phone 1200.
14-tf
And whereas, the conditions of said
Washington, D. C.
assume unusual activity and cause
Mr. and Mrs. Edson Wellman and mortgage have been broken; now, there
Housewives Should Not Overlook Cottage Cheese When Making Out
7-21-U
disease. If on the other hand, the
by reason of the breach of tho
List of Lenten Dishes.
daughter Elsie called Sunday at the fore.
conditions thereof the said Home Own
number of such disease germs are
ers'
Loan
Corporation, owner of said
home
of
Miss
Mary
Bradstreet.
HE Lenten season once again and please their families. Cottage
reduced In any way. Infection may
MONHEGAN
mortgage by Edgar F. Corliss. Ita at
STATE OF MAINE
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Aubert
Lelgher
and
torney
duly
authorized, hereby claims
finds the busy housewife care Cheese is a food which may be
be avoided even though resistance
County of Knox, as.
March 17th 1936
a foreclosure of said mortgage
children
dined
Sunday
with
Mr.
and
fully checking her file ot recipes forserved as the main part of the meal,
is low. When large numbers of
Miss Josephine Davis returned
Takin this seventeenth day of March,
Dated thia twenty-sixth day of March
in
salads
too
numerous
to
mention
on
Execution
dated
March
4th. 1936. Is
meat substitutes. Fish and other
1936
Mrs. Edson Wellman.
bacteria are present the danger is
home Tuesday.
sued on a Judgment rendered by the
HOME OWNERS LOAN CORP
types of sea food, of course, come to and as desserts such as Cottage
much greater than when those
Court for the County of Knox,
By Edgar F. Corliss. Ita Attorney.
The Busy Bee Club met this week Superior
at the term thereof begun and held on
mind first. Cottage Cheese ls one Cheese pie or pudding.
numbers have been reduced.
38-S-44
the
»econd
Tuesday of February, to wit,
with
Mrs.
Marie
Foss.
Ice
cream
The
recipe
for
Cottage
Cheese
delicacy, however, which should
Tbe unbroken skin is tbe first
Procurement Division, Public Works
on the eighteenth day of February. 1936.
Branch, Washington, D C.. March 23. and cake were served.
In favor of the CAMDEN NATIONAL
not he overlooked by the housewife fish mold is especially appropriate
line of defense against infection.
1936
BANK, a banking corporation with Ita
when she makes up her list of meat tor serving during the Lenten sea
When this protection has been
Sealed bids ln duplicate, subject to
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Brackett re principal place of business at Camden,
son. It presents an Interesting and
the
conditions
of
bulletin
No
51
(re

substitutes.
ln said County, against HAROLD B.
destroyed even in small injuries,
vised) of the Federal Emergency Ad turned home on Tuesday's boat.
KALER. of Washington. In said County,
Perhaps one reason for the rising attractive wajt in which to serve
infectious germs readily gain en
ministration of Public Works, will be
Ninety-three Dollars and Two Cents
Earl Field and family made a trip for
popularity of Cottage Cheese came this food in such a manner as to
publicly opened ln thia office at 10
trance. The prompt use of a suit important single Item in the home
1493 021 debt or damage, and Ten Dol
A M.. April 13, 1936. for furnishing all Thursday to Rockland to visit lars and Ninety Cents (410.90) costa of
about during the world war when appeal to the artistic taste of the
able reliable antiseptic is thc best medicine cabinet. The greater life
, labor and materials and performing all
suit, and will be aold at Public Auction
Americans learned more than ever housewife as well as to her sense
preventive measure in such minor expectancy today as compared to
I work for insect screens, ln the new friends;
on the premises In Washington. Maine,
of
economy.
:
extension
to
the
U.
S
Custom
House
to the highest bidder, on the twentieth
before how to conserve food. It ls
injuries. When antiseptics render that which existed during the Mid
Stanley Young of New Harbor took day of April. 1936. at 2 o'clock ln tha
and P . O at Rockland Maine drawings
Spears
of
pineapple,
slices
ot
pi

one food that may be classed as a
germs harmless injured tissue rea dle Ages, or even the last century,
I end specifications, t c, exceeding one
afternoon, the following described real
ret. may be obtained lt'm the custodian Mr. and Mrs. Brackett to Port Clyde estate, and all the right, title, and In
real money saver because, lt is not mento, dates or stuffed prunes to
dily heals without difficulty. In Is due in no small measure to our
j
ot
the
building
or
at
t
its
office
In
the
and came out to the Island for an terest which the aald Harold B Kaler
most cases lt ls easy to prevent in knowledge of and use of antisep
only Inexpensive but also there are gether with a few sprigs of parsley
1 discretion of the Asr'-tmt Director of
has and had. in and to the same on the
Procurement. Public Works Branch. W added sail.
fection by the prompt use of anti tics and disinfectants.
first day of November. 1935. at eleven
no waste portions. Cottage Cheese and crisp lettuce leaves provide per
E
Reynolds,
Assist
:it
Director
ot
fect
garnishments
for
this
delec

o'clock
In the forenoon, the time when
A reliable antiseptic should al
septics, but lt ls dilllcult to cure
left over front one meal may appear
Lewis Day and Everett Carter are the same was attached on the writ ln
Procurement. Public Work; Branch.
table
Cottage
Cheese
dish.
Order
a
38-40
an infection once It has started. ways be handy for use ln first aid
the
same
suit, to wit:—
in a new and equally tempting guise
Those rythmic clicks of
expected home soon with their new
jar of Cottage Cheese from your
Land and buildings situated In Wash
Considering the potential hazards and lt should be used promptly
at the next one.
boat.
ington.
In
said County of Knox, and
our presses will be encored
milk man or grocer and prepare
which may follow neglect of even when needed. Since the "prick of
The food value oi Cottage Cheese
bounded and described as follows:
this recipe for Cottage Cheese Fish
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Townsend arc BEGINNINO at a stake and atones
later by the tinkle of the
minor wounds, the Important part a pin is the open door to death"
is also an Important factor in Its
standing In the Union (old line) soMold. It ts perpared as follows:
antiseptics play In everyday life antiseptics should be employed
ln Portland for a few days.
favor. It contains a larger amount
c.-.lled. at the corner of Lots No. 25 and
cash register. For The
whenever
the
skin
is
broken,
no
thence North 65 deg. West to the
cannot
be
overestimated.
Antisep

Cottage Cheese Fish Mold
of protein than most meats and fur
Mrs. Floyd Singer is in Thomaston 26;
Highway road; thence Southerly by
Courier-Gazette
printing
matter
how
small
the
Injury.
tics should be considered the most
nishes this material at lower cost.
2 lbs. Cottage Cheese
satd
Highway road to the said Union
is the kind that produces
2 tablespoons plain gelatin
(old line); thence Northerly on said
And other rectal diseases for a short stay.
In addition to the food value of
ti cup cold water
Mr. and Mrs. Ford Davis returned Union (old ltne) to the first mentioned
Cottage Cheese, with Its liberal sup
1 cup pineapple juice
sales. Experience proves it.
bounds; containing three acres more or
Treated Without Pain
home from Rockland recently.
less, and being the premises described
ply of protein and Its calcium and
Combine gelatin and water, dissolve
Walter Simmons and Billy Orne In deed of Laforest Hannan dated May
or Loss of Time
phosphorous so essential for the in the pineapple Juice which has been
Call 770
16. 1931. and recorded In Knox Registry
heated to the boiling point. Cool. Add
made a trip to Boothbay Tuesday of Deeds, Book 229. Page 110.
bones and teeth, we have Its re mixture to Cottage Cheese that lias
ROBERT A WEBSTER.
for
Estimates
been
forced
thru
a
potato
ricer
or
sieve.
with Earl Field.
markable versatility ln the way of
Deputy Sheriff.
The one spot a person looks who wishes to hire a
Pack Into a areased fish- mold. Chill
38-8-44
possible uses.
The Sewsomknitsome Club met
until firm. Unmold and outline with,
room
or
a
tenement
is
the
‘
‘
To
Let
”
column
of
The
TEL. 1070
tinted creamed cheese forced thru a
It may be served ln so many at pastry
this week with Mrs. Myra Orne.
tube. A slice of stuffed olive may
33 LIMEROCK ST., ROCKLAND
Courier-Gazette. Nuff sed. Phone 770.
tractive and delicious ways that It he used ns an eye. The salad plate Is
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Wlncapaw
I
127Stf
garnished
with
lettuce,
pineapple
has a unique and special appeal to spears,
++.;.++4.+++.;.+4.+4.+.},.j.+4.++++.ji.*.
have arrived home.
parsley and dates. Mayonnuias
the housewives who like to surprise mav he served from a side dish.
By MARIE GIFFORD
Armour Food Economist
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RUBINSTEIN CLUB

OCl ETY
In departures
addition to
personal notes regard- [
and
ad arrivals, this depart-I
ment especially desires Information of j
social happenings parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent by mall or telephone wlll be
gladly received.
telephone
- nt en fm j
lng

Winners

at

the

Card

PMty

Maine Composers Dominat
ed the Program By Local
Artists Guest Night

R

EALM OF
M

Gracious Informality and distinc

USIC

at tion radiated the atmosphere of a

Grand Army hall Wednesday after
,
,,
.. .__ .
, quaint, livable Maine home last
noon under the auspices of Auxiliary
by Gladys Si. Clair Margan
l0 Anderson Camp, 8.U.V. were Mrs. night at the Universalist vestry
jQhn Thompson, Mrs. Streeter Web- where a "Musical Maine” offering by
In a recent issue of the Bangor at the Plymouth, scored a 10-year
ster, Mrs. J. P. Kelley, Mrs. Mae the Rubinstein Club mirrored the
Mrs E. F. Olover entertained In
Reed. Mrs. Belle Lewis, Mrs. Willis progressive nurture of melody ln this Daily News appears a picture of Mrs. record, running more than 16 con-1
formally Wednesday afternoon in
H, Anderson and Mrs. Mita Moore. State. Realism in a setting of yes Dorothy Chandler Ford, organist, secutive weeks. No touring show'
honor of Mrs. William A. Walker of
Mrs Nellie Achorn was ln charge and teryear was complete to the cornered who participated in a program pre since "Little Accident,” starring
Castine, who is spending several
the party was particularly happy so spinning wheel of grandmother's sented by pupils of the Northern Thomas Mitchell, in 1930. has lasted
weeks at-the home of Miss Caroline
cially. There will be another party day. braided carpet and mantle hear Conservatory of Music. Mrs. Ford ls more than six weeks ln Boston j
Littlefield. Honors at cards went to
Wednesday at 2, with Mrs. Grace ing the faithful tlck-tock flanked by J the daughter of the late Olennie With the completion of its 17th week,
Mrs. Oeorge Blaney and Mrs. John
twin sconces. A huge brass bowl Brown Chandler and Ls a niece of s the gay comedy scored over all the I
Keller as hostess.
I. Snow, and guest prize for Mrs.:
fronting the fireplace held seasonal gifted Rockland pianist, Mrs. Nettie visiting Broadway plays and non- j
Walker.
musical shows booked in Boston;
Chester B. Jones of Waldoboro was pussywillows, mlngied with forsythia Brown Averill.
• • • •
since Oct. 5, 1925. That was the date |
a guest Wednesday of Mr. and Mrs and to bear them company there re- !
Mrs. Gena Atherton, who has been
Mrs. Foster L. Haviland of Port "Abie's Irish Rose" opened Its his
posed nearby, ln mobile dignity, a
R. L. Jones.
suffering from ear trouble, ls much
land. chairman of religious music of toric run of 30 weeks at the old
vessel of red tulips.
Improved and able to be out.
Affable to the point of inserting the State Federation of Music Clubs, Castle Square Theatre. The only
Tliere will be circle supper at the
infectious
drollery, Mrs. Ruth San- and known to many members of the runner-up to "Three Men on a'
Congregational vestry Wednesday at
Mr and Mrs. Boynton Maxey and
6 15. Miss Eleanor Bird as chairman bom supervised the program, briefly Rubinstein Club, is conducting a de Horse" since that time was “Broad-1
daughter Joan of Warren were the
will be assisted by Miss Alice Gay. sketching the growth of music and ] partment in the Portland Sunday way" in 1927. with 15 weeks to Its
guests Sunday of Miss Mildred
Miss Margaret Hellier, Mrs. Francis its sponso-s from that dark past j Telegram under the heading of credit. But when one compares the
Moody.
Orne Mrs. Joseph Doyle, Mrs Stan when stern forefathers deemed the [ Hymns, Old and New." It is excel- prosperity of that period with pres
ley C. Boynton. Mrs. Edward Barn art "frivolous.” Down through the ently presented and serves to ac- I ent-day showdown, thc 16 weeks of
Miss Vivian Qrlnkwater of Brewer
ard. Mrs. Theodore Bird. Miss Kath decades graced by Cary, Nordica and quaint readers with the more •••phr(,c jjen on a Horse" looms
lias been visiting relatives and
erine Veazie, Miss Faye Hodgkins, Eames, on to the (years famed familiar and beloved hymns, which monumental.
friends in this city and Olencove the
, , , ,
Miss Virginia Snow, Miss Alice through the achievement of W. R. are apt to rntiain only hymns, with- (
past week.
Chapman of music festival repute, out the background that such intro
Hodgkins.
Alex Yokel, the producer, John
and finally touching upon contem duction gives. "There's a Wideness Cecil Holm and George Abbott, its
The Flying Needles met recently
poraries whose works are classics— in God's Mercji' was recently cited. authors, are rolling up a consider
Mr
and
Mrs.
Perry
E
Demmons
with Eleanor Ames, sewing and
a wideness ln God» mercy.
all these and more met with illumi There's
and
daughter,
Miss
Mildred
Dem

able fortune. Thc first company is
Like the wideness al the sea
Refreshments
music the diversions.
There's a kindness In Hls Justice,
nating
reference.
mons
have
returned
from
nine
weeks'
now ln its 55th week in New York.
were served.
Which ls more than liberty.
Glorifying the Pine Tree State ln For the love of God ls broader
sojourn ln St Petersburg. On the
Another went through a record 37
Than the measure of man's mind.
Miss Elizabeth Snow vacationing I homeward trip stops were made at renditions of its composers, the And
weeks in Chicago. The third com
the heart of the Eternal
Is most wonderfully kind.
from the Bouve Sc hool of Physical ■ Miami Washington. D. C . Montclair. finished vo.:al soloists, Mrs. Carleen
pany has been a box office winner'
The lines were written by Fred I west and south. The Boston comEducation. Boston, is visiting MLss N J.. Providence, and Lawrence. Nutt, Mrs. Agnes Witham. Mrs.
Esther Berman, Mrs. Nettle Nichol erick W. Faber, an English poet of ; pany brought the total in the country
Mass.
Sally Edge ln Downington, Pa.
son, Mrs. Lydia Storer, Mias Ruth ' the past century, whose poems have ! up to four. The fifth company Is
Owen
and Miss Margaret Simmons becn more frequently quoted than now in London, where it opened on
The American legion Auxiliary Is
Miss Ruth Davis was hostess to
S 3S. Club Wednesday night. Last1 sponsoring a card and beano party j transferred thc essence of tonal many others from tliat period. Many FCb. 17.
week's meeting was with Miss Eve- | at Legion hall Monday evening, with qualities lo a receptive gathering. single lines from his poems have be
• • • •
l.vn Morse. Monopoly is engaging | Play to begin at 7.30 Mrs. Mary Mrs. Nathalie Snow. Miss Edna come almost proverbial, although
Those who enjoyed the Lily Pons
the Interest of the members al pres- Sistaire and Miss Margery Jackson Gregory and Mrs. Ruth Collamore many who make use of them are ig- picture at Tiie Strand this week wil!
ithe composer of two selections play- norant of their origin. He got more
ent.
I will be in charge.
find it Interesting to know that the
ed) contributed piano solos wholly j out ot language than any other diminutive songstress finds picture
Mrs. Margaret Adams of Bath is delightful. Miss Bertha Luce, gifted hymnist, which entitles his work to making hard work When making
Mr. and Mrs. G. A. I^iwrence who
His
guest
at the home of Mrs. Carl O. 1 violinist, played by request one of more careful examination.
have been with Mr. and Mrs. E. M
“I Dream Too Much" she was up
Lawrence at Cocoanut Orove. Fla., Nelson, and also visiting other friends her own compositions. She also writings show Imagination, vivid every morning at six and at thc
served as accompanist to Mrs. Ber- power, yet usual in its arrangements ,
for several weeks, are expected home ln the city for thc week
ready for make-up at 6.45.
man and Mrs Sanborn in VCselection where spiritual and natural elements j She finished work every night at 6
this week. They have been visiting
The Itooevik Club will meet Tues- | composed by the latter. Among the meet on common ground. He was a and after a short rest and dinner
in New York enroute. Mr. and Mrs
E. M Lawrence are on a motor (rip, day afternoon with Mrs. Sumner creators drawn upon for the wealth voluminous writer of both prose and spent two hours at the piano with
of beauteous gems, besides the club poetry.
to California, visiting in Kansas »nd Perry. Talbot avenue
her maestro and Andre Kostelanetz.
The hymn here cited, expresses ad
members who executed their owr.
other places before coming to Rock
who directed the music of her pic
There will be an Important meeting works, were numbered: Mana-Zucca. mirably the faith of today regardless ture Usually on Sundays when she
land for their summer sojourn.
of Oarden Club Tuesday, at the home William R. Chapman. Haiiette Gil- of creed or form of worship. To corn- had guests, her mother and Mar
Among those attending the Ballet of Mrs Mabel Sherman.
berte. Kate Vannah. Rupert Nealy, pare God's great love to the "wide gherita TirindeHL her secretary, did
Frank Bibb. Abram Chaslns, Whit ness cf the sea" is not only a fine the honors in entertaining while she
Russp in Portland Thursday night
were Warren Davis. Mrs. Elise Allen
The Sleeper Bible Study Class will ney Coombs. George W. Marston, poetical metaphor, but tiie expres- stayed in bed and rested.
of a truth that needs to be em- ,
.....
. _ .,
. .__ „„
Corner and Miss Florence Molloy.
meet Monday afternoon with Mrs. Cecil [3urk*igh and Carrie Burpee 'lon
,
, ,
„
In addition to making pictures
ph as zed in songs as well as sermons ...
„
,
. .
. V
,
Shaw.
------Louis Fickett on Rankin street.
_ __ Miss Pons has had regular broadMiss Freda Searles, with Mrs j
_____
------I Closely allied to the study of music in our day.
I casts, concerts and performances at
Oladys S. Morgan as her guest. Is In
Doubtless thc most popular tune I the Metropolitan Opera
High scorfr in auction bridge was , is the kindred muse, poetry, in the
In the
Boston for thc weekend, to attend HazeI Curtis whpn WIN Club met | field of which homage was paid for tills hymn is the tune “Wellesley 1
middle of February she made a fly
thc opera "Rigoletto Saturday night. ■ jaf.t njght at the home of Mrs. Carl! through thc lucid readings of Mrs composed by Lizzie Tourjee Eastaing trip to Monte Carlo for five per
and also the Flower Show. Sunday pyeemgn, Glencove. Second and Blanche Morton. Of a trio associated brock <I858i daughter of Dr. Eben
formances of opera. The end of the
they will be guests of Mr and Mrs (^ird positions in card honors went indelibly with Penobscot's rugged Tourjee. the founder and director of
season will be spent at her home in
Richard Tonseth iRagnhlld Heistadi
Mrs Qardner French and Pauline shores, the selections In recital were- thc New England Conservatory of
Connecticut, while completing broad
ln Reading. Mass.
1 Schofield, respectively. A tasty re- "Grandmither" by Mrs. Alice Lawry Music. Boston, in 1867.
casts and concerts, then in June and
When Lizzie was a Newton. Mass.
------— ■ past was an added delight to the Gould whose first poem was printed
July no engagements will be accept
Members of the NlUumsosum CJub 1
pleasurable assembly.
In The Courier-Gazette; "The Case high school girl of 16. she was asked ed—that is set aside for rest and
and husbands were happily entik-1
of Aunt Cal," penned by Wilbert to compose the music for a gradua recreation She wlll probably go to
tained Monday night by Mr
Theodore Votoc of Augusta was a Snow, the immortalizer of Spruce tion song. She took the poem tor Canada. Next August takes her to
Mrs. Clarence Munsey.
_____
business visitor Thursday in this Head; and "Knots of Straw" by the which the music was desired to her Hollywood for a second picture.
’ beloved instructor of youth. Anna E. father, who directed her to sit down
Garden Club will meet Tuesday at city.
! Coughlin, whom President Sills of at the piano with the words before
2 30 at thc home of Mrs. J. Lester
CAMDEN
Mrs E W. Peaslee lias as guests Bowdoin College says is "one of the her and set the music as best she
Sherman. All members who have
could, the resulting tune was a happy
I
loremost
educators
in
the
country."
for
a
few
days
Mrs.
Leonard
Bishop
the interest of thc club at heart arc
Garbed in flaming liusd shorts, joyous one and he named it "Welles
The next meeting of the Oarden ,
asked to be present as there is im and daughter. Carolyn, of South
bodices and kippy caps, two pupils of ley" after the new college for women Club will be at the home of Mrs
Portland.
portant business to be discussed.
Mrs. Elise Allen Comer were pre in the adjoining town. Dr. Tourjee Pearl O. Willey, High street, Tues
sented
in the persons of Misses included this tune of his daughter's day, at 2:30. Several members are
Mrs Kendrick Ubby and daughter
Miss Adelaide E. Cross who has
and
Dorothy In tiie Methodist Hymnal of which in in Boston attending the 65th annual
been spending several weeks at! Katherine, are passing the weekend Pauline Havener
Havener who supplied a sprightly 1878 he was the musical editor.
Flower Show of the 'Massachusetts
Sarasota. Fla., leaves about April 1,' with Mr Ubby in Portland.
May I inquire of Mrs J. R. Five Horticultural Society and will give
dance num'oer, accompaniment being
to visit in New York and Boston on '
A board meeting of the Home for i furnished by a harmonica sextet if Lizzie is the Tourjee daughter a report.
the way home, arriving ln Rockland
early in May Mr. and Mrs. Free Aged Women is called for April 8 composed of George Robishaw, whom she knew so well and vho Mrs. E. L. Taylor, son and daugh
man S. Young who are also at Sara at the home of Mrs. Lester Sherman. Maurice Johnson, Dudley Harvie, visited in Rockland one summer?
ter of New Haven, Conn., inembers of
• • » •
Barrett Jordan. Bobby Paul and
sota are extending their stay thate Beech street.
the summer colony, have been spend
Another
department
in
the
Port

-------( Osmond Palmer.
for some weeks yet to come.
ing a few days in town.
Chapin Class will meet Tuesday ' A vocai ensemble, with Mrs. Strout land Sunday Telegram which inter
Mrs. Geneva Puller entertains the
directing, was the concluding num ests me is that known as "Through
C. Carroll Hdwc of Winchester. with Mrs. H. P. Blodgett.
Lend-A-Hand Club Monday night.
the
Stage
Door."
written
by
Phyllis
Mass., is arriving Monday to open
ber, therein honoring Carrie Burpee
Mrs. Charles A. Emery opened her gnaw, the composer of tbe selections Schuyler Thaxter. It is informal Thc Board of Trade will hold its
the Butman home on North Main
street, and will be joined Tuesday by home on Pacific street Wednesday sung Mrs. Shaw was also thc recipi- chatter of stage doings and is most annual meeting Wednesday night at
Mrs Howe and her mother, MR. aiternoon for a card party for thc enj 0( a iOvely bouquet gracefully entertaining. I was particularly in the Y. M. C. A. A full attendance is
benefit of the Red Cross flood relief bestowed by a tiny participant in the terested to note what she said about desired as matters of Importance arc
Adelaide Butman.
Several women joined Mrs. Emery program.
Accompanists for the the comedy "Three Men on a Horse” to be discussed.
Henry A. Howard who hasbecn ln , jn forming tables. Tiie sponsors and mUsicale were Mrs. Nettie Averill, which has had a phenomenal run Comlque Theater attractions: Sun
Mrs. Thaxter says: day and Monday, "King of Bur
St. Petersburg for the winter ls leaf- the prizewinner for each tabic were: mrs Faith Berry’, Miss Irene Young, this season.
Ing there Monday forthc homeward Mrs. John I. Snow, with Mrs. Rich- Miss Ad?lla Morse and Mrs. Ruth : I" ‘Three Men on a Horse- has appar- lesque," with Warner Baxter. Jack
! ently captured London. The pro Oakie, Arline Judge and Alice Faye;
trip
ard Lufkin winning; Mrs Stanley C. Sanborn.
Boynton, Miss Viola Anderson; Mrs,
"Merry Moods” is the captivating gram has a glosssary to explain to Tuesday, Edmund Lowe in "Thunder
Mrs. Carl Christo! fersen was John O. Stevens. Mrs. Cleveland
title for the club's assembly, the com thc English the American racing In The Night;" Oet-«ich-Nite, $60
hostess to T Club Thursday night
slang. They are fascinated by the given away; Wednesday and Thurs
Sleeper; Mrs. Scott Kittredge, Miss ing month.
leading lady's voice which they say day, "The Dark Angel."
Mary Bartlett of South Thomaston;
Norma Philbrick was a charming
sounds Tike thc wrong end of a
Miss Margaret Snow, Mrs. E. B War
Mr. and Mrs. A. V. Elmore, Mrs.
hostess to a group of her friends
gratnaphone needle, but a charm T. Jenness French, Mrs. P. G. Willey
MICKIE SAYS—
ren; Mrs. J. N Southard. Mrs. N. F.
Tuesday at the home of her parents,
ing needle at that,’ and above all and Mrs. E. A. Robbins attended the
Cobb; Mrs. Walter H. Spear, Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Rhama Philbrick. to i Ethel Payson. Mrs. Joseph Emery
Ty the English love racing and say, ‘A Boston Flower Show.
THERE A) Mr WO MVSTER.'/
celebrate her 13lh birthday Games 1 also sponsored a table—no prize was
play about racing. Let's go and see
Everett Orieve and Fred Crockett
AffODT APVERnSIMQ®,
and contests furnished diversion,
it.' It Ls also being translated into are leaving today for a trip to
rrs JEST TEtllUG FOl'.^ BOUT
awarded, all money taken in turned
with prizes going to Jane Packard.
WHAT V'GOT TO SELL AUP
j French. All and all Alex Yokel, the Florida.
into the fund, and Mrs. Cleveland
Virginia Bowley, Pauline Spear, and
WHY THEV SHOULD BUVPRCM
I producer, has made a very nice thing
Sleeper turned in a sum collected
Mrs. John C. Curtis is critically ill
YOU* Kill THEV 0e AM
Sylvia Chrlstoifersen. Thc refresh
out cf lt."
from those who did not play. The
at her home on High street.
ARGUMENT
ABOUT
WHETHER
ment table was prettily decorated ln
Tlic Bostcn company, which I saw
TWATS' GOOD PER. VOOfL
event realized $19. Light refresh
Ora Brown Jr., and Leroy Weed
a color scheme of pink and green re
ments were served.
are home from Hebron Academy for
flecting the spring season, and a
the Easter vacation.
birthday cake occupied the honor
NOW FLAYING
Ladies' night, Elks Home. April 1.
John L. Tewksbury was given a
place. Norma's guests were Virginia
RICHARD DIX
Dancing 9 to 1. Admission 50c. 38-39
surprise
birthday party Thursday
Bowley. Frances d'Agostino. Cynthia
in
night at hls home on Pearl street by
MacAlman. Barbara Black, Marie
"YELLOW DUST"
Mr. and Mrs. D. J. Dickens. Mr. and
OWL’S HEAD
Dodge , Pauline Spear. Dorothy
Mrs. Allle O. Pillsbury, Mr. and Mrs.
NEXT WEEK
Peterson.
Sylvia
Cliristoffersen.
Tiie women folk of this village ex
Joseph Brewster, Mr. and Mrs. W.
FRIDAY
Nancy Howard. Barbara Lamb, Jane
pressed
their
sympathy
for
the
flood
O. Hall, Mr. and Mrs. Robert W.
Packard, Margaret Havener, with
GERTRUDE MICHAEL Jamieson, Mrs. Lillian Elliott, Mrs.
Mrs. E. H. Philbrick and Mrs. Leo sufferers- in a very practical manner
in
Frederick Jagels, Mrs. Agnes Knowl
Strong of Camden. Norma's grand Wednesday by staging a public sup
“
WOMAN
TRAP’
per
which
netted
$45.12
for
the
Red
ton, Mrs. Myra Strong and Mrs.
mother and aunt, as special gucsls.
Finlay Calder. Auction was enjoyed
It was a great disappointment that Cross fund and gave the whole com
SATURDAY
and refreshments served. Mr. Tewks
Grandfather Philbrick was unable to munity a notable good time with
‘ Zane Grey's
music
and
all
the
fixings.
The
com

bury was the recipient of several
be present. Mrs. Philbrick was as
"DESERT GOLD"
mittee
in
charge:
Mrs.
A.
”
,
Hamar.
gifts.
sisted In serving by Norma's sister,
Mrs. Inez Dyer, iMrs. Ralph Phil
Madeline.
brook, Mrs. Dana Knowlton, Mrs.
Farmer—You're not afraid of early
hours. I presume?
V.F.W. dance at K. P. hall every Caro Philbrook Mrs. Walter Kirk,
New Hand -No. you can't stop too
Saturday night. Don't forget to Mrs. Bertha Borgerson, Mrs. Lawson
MS®*
Small and Mrs. George Haskell.
early for me.
come,—adv.

PARK©

WORLD BLIND SPOTS
BEING CLEARED UP
Discoveries of Geographic
Expeditions Reviewed.
Washington, D. C.—A few more
of the world's fast dwindling "blind
spots” were explored or innppeil
during 1935, says the Nations' Ge
ographic society, in an annual re
view of discoveries nnd outstanding
geographic expeditions.
“The geological party of the Byrd
Antarctic Expedition II completed
In January, 1935, a 1,410-mile sledg
ing trip which penetrated Into Ant
arctica to wltliin 180 miles of the
South pole," continues tiie review.
"The party discovered extensive
coal deposits within 200 miles of
the pole.
“Numerous other Important dis
coveries were made by the expedi
tion in 1934. Byrd and his party
returned to the United States ou
May 7. 1985.

TUBEROUS ROOTED BEGONIAS
SPECIAL CLUB OFFERING
Large bulbs producing flowers four to six inches across, according
to variety
Double Variety: White, American Beauty, Peach Blossom. Apple
Blossom, Yellow, Rose, Pink. Scarlet, Crimson
CRISPA iRl’FFLED EDGE)

White, Yellow, Pink
DOUBLE FRILLED
Pink, White, Salmon, Orange, Scarlet
HANGING BASKET VARIETY
Whitr, Pink. Scarlet, Mixed
Bulbs must be planted by April !5th, in boxes or pots, and trans
planted outdoors after danger of frost
Wilh rare bulbs can be kept for several years
LARGE SIZE BULBS

$17.50 per hundred; $2.50 per dozrn
Smaller Sixes. $2.00 p:r dozen; 15 for $2.00 postpaid

Cultural directions furnished

Order At Onco

HOWARD R. RICH
ATLANTIC, MAINE

38-39

New Peaks Found In Yukon.

"Bradford Washburn, leading the
National Geogrupldc Society Yukon
expedition, explored und mapped
2,000 square miles of previously un
known region in tiie southwestern
corner of Yukon territory, Canada,
discovering 19 new mountnln peaks
more than 10,000 feet high, nnd a
number of extensive glaciers. Two
of the newly discovered mountains
were named for King George and
Queen Mary of Greut Ilrltuin in
honor of their Jubilee year.
“Mount Steele, Yukon territory,
Canada, 16,439 feet high, was scaled
August 15, by Walter Wood.
"An airplane Journey of 4,000
miles by Dr. Charles Caiusell In
northwestern Canada disclosed that
the Rocky mountains come to nn
end tn a plateau north of the Laird
river at 60 degrees north latitude.
"A low, narrow island, one mile
long, was discovered January 6,
1935, In the Timor sen approximate
ly 000 miles northwest of Broome,
Australia.
“A waterfall, estimated to have
a drop of more than 1,000 feet, wns
discovered last summer from an
airplane, by Penny Rogers, In tbe
Chirripo mountains of Costa Rica.
“A previously uncharted subsea
peak, rising from a depth of 20,000
feet to within 300 feet of the sur
face of the Atlantic, was discovered
near the Madeira Islands by a
French cable repair shijx.
"An underwater range of moun
tains, some rising almost sheerly
for 11,000 feet, were discovered in
Bering sea, between the Aleutian
and Prihiiof islands, by an Ameri
can cutter.
"Ice-breakers of the Soviet gov
ernment established more (irmly the
northeast passage between ports of
the White sea and the Far East. A
number of ships mnde the trip In
each direction during the summer.
“Previously unknown
islands
were discovered by Russian expedi
tions In Arctic waters north of Si
beria. Ushakolf Island wns found
September 1, by the ice-breaker
Sadko about midway between the
northern end of North Land for
merly Nicholas II Land) and Gra
ham Bell Island. A week later the
Sadko discovered three additional
Islands to the eastward.

It's the Same $4.95

Silex Coffee Maker

BUT NOW $11.75
Frankly we’re overstocked! To re
lieve this situation we offer them for
only $2.73!
New stock — fresh merchandise —
guaranteed!

The Silex you know ha3 genuine pyrex bowls withstanding the most in
tense heat. Every user tells us that
it makes the most delicious coffee—and always uni
form. I las a removable cap and strainer attachable
to the lower bowl for making tea.

Phone for yours now as they won’t last long at this
price!

central4maine
POWtl^eVMPANY

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Pours a “second” cup of coffee as good as the first!
368(38

THE LITTLE AD THAT SAVES

COATS
jk/w

HATS

Odd Race in New Guinea.

"A hitherto unknown agricultural
people, the Tari Furors, light brown
and with certain Asiatic character
istics, was discovered early In 193S
In previously unexplored territory
In the Interior of New Guinea hy 11.
G. Hides, an nsslstant resident
magistrate, during a patrol trip.
“A pygmy tribe was discovered In
July in a mountainous region of
Annum, French Indo-China.
“An expedition into ttie Gobi des
ert of Mongolia led by Prof. Nich
olas Roerich brought out a collec
tion of 30 drouth-resistant plants.
“An expedition bended hy Dr.
Otto Geist obtained from St. Law
rence island in Bering sea, skele
tal remains believed to beer on tiie
migration of man from Asia to
America.
"Further studies of remains of
early settlements on Kodjak island
were mnde by l)r. Ales Hrdlicku, of
the Smithsonian institution.
"A 200-inile canyon on the San
Juan and Colorado rivers was ex
plored, and 3,000 square miles of
territory mapped, hy exiiedltlons
sent out by the United States Na
tional Park service.
"The first geological survey of
the Salmon River canyon, Idaho,
was made by an expedition sent hy
the National Geographic society."

DRESSES
JUST ARRIVED—SEE OUR WINDOWS
E. B. HASTINGS &

SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY

Thrill to the greatest climax ever
flashed upon the screen...thc maddest
chase that Eddie ever took part in!

SAMUEL

GOLDWYN

Pretend

Rare Lead Poisoning 1$
Traced to Vegetables
Sydney, N. S. W.—An extraordi
nary ease of lend poisoning from
plants has been described hy Dr. E.
T. Brennan of tiie New Guinea ad
ministration In a lecture to tlic In
ternational Pncific health confer
ence In Sydney.
A woman wus admitted inlo a
liospllul tn New Guinea suffering
from vague abdominal pains and
nn Intermittent temperature. It was
thought that It might lie caused by
a recurrence of malaria, hut blood
tests proved negative.
It was then discovered that she
lived In n house which formerly liad
becn used as a printing works. On
digging the vegetable garden linndreds of pieces of lead type were
found. Traces of lead were found
In the tomatoes nnd beans grown
In tiie garden. Blood tests revealed
tiie presence of lead.

with

ETHEL MERMAN • SALLY EILERS
PARK YAKAftKUS and Ihe COtOECUS GOLDWYN GIRLS
Retested thru UNITfn
'- -Sunday Show
Auspices Winslow-Holbrook Post

TODAY
WARNER OLAND

in
“UHARLIt CHAN'S SECRET"

HARD TO BELIEVE
It is actually hard to believe that such quick and

Hubby—Why do you feed every
tramp that comes along? They won't
do a lick of work for you.
Wife—I know they won't. But It
certainly ls a relief to watch a man
eat n meal and not find fault with
the cooking. —Pathfinder

interesting results can come from thc Classified Ads
in The Courier-Gazette From 10 to 50 answers are
frequently received to one advertisement.
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Page Eight
A JUDGE QUESTIONED

SO-

GUARDIANS
OF OUR COAST

Every-Other-Day

SHE’S A PHILOSOPHER

Woman Voter In Appleton Is Annie Ripley, Until It
Came To Solving A. Jay
Sharply Rebukes PattanSee’s Last Problem
gall’s Position

Union. March 23
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
What our llghtteeper* and coart
I am a member of the Baptist Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
guardsmen arc doing to protect
coastwise shipping by day and
Church at Appleton as well as a
A relative with more courage than
bv night. The day’s newi
from many lonely outpoata
member of the Appleton Women's judgment once said to me "you don't
along Maine a waterfront.
Christian Temperance Union.
j know when you are licked. Wisdom
It is so good of The Courier-Ga- must have come with advancing
zette to give us a chance to discuss years because I am now perfectly
the Townsend Plan I have greatly "‘lling to acknowledge "licked." Two
admired ex-Chlef Justice Pattangall ni8hts unt1' 12 o'clock and all day
•»
ever since he made himself promi- Sunday on that problem of A. Jay
nent ln public life I have always ®ee s unt" hens crowed and waterSome day when all the work la done. I afternoon to Saco and Biddeford admired his beautiful wife ever since melons laid eggs in my dreams.
ehall hie me down to the shore
I am anxiously awaiting its solu
And bend my sail ln my little white where flood conditions were bad she appeared publicly in Woman's
tion.
then about my gardening with
boat and never return any more1 They proceeded on to Sanford before , Christian Temperance Work.
But
Away and away with a following breeze
a contented mind.
returning home.
j what now?
I ahall sail awav to the West
In my little white boat on a lazy tide to
How do I know that my very own
Robert Sterling Jr was guest at i Is a Chief Justice with a pension
find me a lonely rest
—Ian B 8. Bolborn
a dinner party last Saturday evening of $500 a month of superior lntelli- bluebirds are here again? Their
given by Miss Elizabeth Bisbee of gence to a minister of the gospel who house was blown down ln a recent
Great Duck Island
Portland,
preceding the dancing does not have a pension taken from *ale. Upon returning lt to its place
Greetings to allLighthouse and partyheld in the Purpoodock Club
the overtaxed Common People? Does on » limb of the elm the opening
Coast Guard friendsl
We are following closely flood con- he have to lose his vote, lose his faced in an exactly opposite direction
Spring has arrived and with Its dltlons from Pennsylvania to our citizenship tn order to get money from former years. I heard them
appearance the boys started heavy; dear old Maine and to some extent enough to Just keep alive?
i
sunny morning after the
Those who already have money' “>«« continued rainy spell Leaning
action ln painting and scraping can realize the anxiety and suffering
W »lndow 1 matched them flyfloors.
that came so quickly, destroying enough, of course, do not want the
Keeper Kennedy recently went homes and valuable property We Townsend Plan. But why be so bit ‘ Ing again and again against the side
ashore for a few days to fill out and draw a sad. sad picture—years of ter against those who do? There of their house where the door, ln
send his veterans bonus application hard work to build the little home must be a reason for one to so over their estimation by good rights
Darrel Mann Is patiently (?» wait- ;ind then suddenly because of flood emphasize an argument. It weakens should be and just wasn’t. Needles
to say lt Is now facing, as before, the
Ing for a favorable opportunity to m the twinkling of an eye tt Is all their plea
depart for the mainland on an eight- gOne. so many terrible things hap-! when my mother brought up her morning sun and they are seeming h
day leave of absence.
pen we are unable to understand iarge family she paid $3 50 per bar-1 content.
Housekeeping will begin ere long
We hope Miss Doris Blrlem had an \\’e can live for today only. Whatrei for nour ^d $1 25 for two bushels
enjoyable trip to North Carolina.
thefuture holds for any of us is a of meaj for bread and got 10 cents and then what blissful days for Dan
Mrs Kingsbury and Capt. Gray of dosed book Ours is the present, to p,r pound for butter she sold and 10 and Pollyanna and Just me watching
Bass Harbor Head Light gave us a do our best
cents a dozen for eggs. This coun and listening.
Pepper plants have a third leal
delightful time on a recent visit ol
try of ours was built up and got rich
and
tomatoes are looking perky
a few days at their station.
Take a Bow, Seguin!
by the hard work of people like that
Why should they be put on the scrap enough to suit the most exacting
Keeper and Mrs Kennedy and Mr
(By Robert Thayer Sterling)
and Mrs. Fred Blrlem motored re
When Manley H. Pike wrote for heap and lose their vote after they gardener
cently to Bar Harbor and there the Youths Companion some years haveearned the right to be taken' Abeita is showing but so fragile
glass
passed a pleasant day in shopping ago there were many lighthouses and care of as much as a Chief Justice?«»»t I hardly dare remove the
and attending the theatre.
our coastal trade saw many hundred
I have worked hard all my life. to view them with pardonable pride
Tender Hibiscus called at this sta <aiis of vessels niying ud and down have done without and lia\e saved. as lt is a first attempt with seeds
S^c^t^Sere w« i great trade It is most all lost, through no fault » «ne. Bitter Sweet planted Feb
tion March 16.
Lme Turner and ice of my own but through poor Gov- ♦ U nearly ready to transplant and
Our sympathy goes out to the X
many flood sufferers In New England
u
, eminent
Why should lt not be those packets of seeds from Parks
SU.es and elsewhere
X uTceX S.X ressels ' made good? I have paid taxes enough South Carolina are Just begging to

CONVINCE YOU RSE LF!

IVE the car that has EVERYTHINC
pick-up...lively power... smooth, quiet
speeds . . . unusual flexibility . . . Oldsmobile has
everything you want it to have—does everything you
want it to do! Just take the wheel and let the car itself
convince you. And while you're driving, learn what it
means to have Knee-Action, Super-Hydraulic Brakes,
Center-Control Steering. Think what it means to have
a “Turret-Top” Body with Safety Glass standard all
around. Everything...atalow price...that'sOldsmobile!

Make the COMPAR-O-GRAPH Test!

lashing

F

Use this quick, handy device to check Oldstnobile's features and val
ues... to compare other cars of similar pries with Oldsmobile. Come
in and get your copy, free, or write Olds Motor Works, Lansing, Mich.

• IHI SIX*

*665 **810

keep mf for the
of my life be opened
If sever, squares of
I have read that one man in the
a fu"ny “U‘e
* fral"‘
United States has income each year hadnt been broken during the gale
millions. His money Is in- or rather if they had been replaced
vested mostly in untaxed securities, several days ago. said seeds would
now be germinating.
Why should he not pay 2" transacBut there’s always tomorrow for
tion tax or $100 000 each year Any
some of us. and its blessed privileges
i/tai law
business man would be glad to pay 21
percent discount for cash It would
work and enjoyment, ana SUCH
not be called ’'economically lmpos- beautiful world.
Aren't we the lucky mortals to be
Myrtle, motored recently to Jones- j points on ’heir way to Cape Cod If sible" and "something from Holly
tucked away in this comer of the
port with Calvin Alley of Cranberry the weather did not look so good for' wood "
Island Coast Guard Station.
a long run they would put intoI cannot understand Judge PatState on pp e on ge nex o
WINTER STREET,
Robins are fluttering about in Boothbay or Portland Harbor. It tangalls arithmetic. Why should a where and >et safe from theevasgreat numbers and ground sparrows was generally the rule to run for loaf of bread that costs 10 cents tat ing floods of which we hear
are also seen frequently.
.Monhegan and then if the weather after it has passed through about reftd A
6 ?
Kenneth Sawyer substituted while looked unfavorable, to change their Ave transactions of
each, which moorings and tera > sai se'
FROM ’’TOWN TALK"
IRISH POTATOES
Keeper Paulkingham was on a short course for Seguin. Ths light-station have been paid to Government cost
ln the reccnt 8aIe u* *e 0
vacation
was a sure mark to run for Situated $1 a loaf? It looks to me that 2" on bam »hich ha-‘‘
Some Items Which Will Acreage Devoted To Spuds
Seas have been running so high on one of the highest promontories one million dollars' transaction or such sUU »bu ou
g
P
the past week that no mail could ar-. on the Maine coast tt wts able to $3000 which rich men would have to vicw of Sennebec pond.
Cause Ot. George 1 eop e
Shows 22 Percent Gain,
rive at this station.
; catch the sailor s eye on the first pay is larger than M on $500 trans"Now °*n- wh-v
yo“ cavorting
Jo
Five-Year Period
Many thanks to the officer in glance
I action which some poor man might around ln that manner. You are too i
------» dog to attempt any such ac- ] Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
The acreage of Irish potatoes har
charge and Payson Tucker of Cran- j There were many skippers and P*V Why does not the tax hit the
tions.
Yes. wait until I fold and
These few Items taken from "Town
berry Island Coast Guard Station for sailors of foreign tongue sailing the rich man harder than the poor ulti
vested in the United States In 1934 ,
thetr services landing Keeper Faulk- seven seas years ago. 6o much so mate consumer? Is that the reason *»1 then you can take this scrap to, Talk" printed for T. L. Williams, was 3.582.344. or 22 per cent greater '
the mall-box Don't leave the cover
Ingham and family at Baker Island that Manley Pike saw fit to write a they are so bitter?
t i t vk
j editor, 50 years ago. will doubtless than the 2JH4083 #cres
Editor Puller has our thanks for jxjem on old Seguin styled In the
The Judge uses plenty of sarcasm UP- “ 00
‘ e ra,n
arouse reminiscences among the 1929. according to a summary of the
Annie Ripley
his kind thought in sending us a card original sailor phrases of expression on the Rev Clarence Leckemby who'
older readers:
from thesunny south
such as was greatly heard around the 1 is harming no one. but helping the
1935 Federal Farm Census released
.-A
Herbert P Kalloch was home from by Director Austin of the Bureau of!
The son ofScottGuptlll of the waterfront in the olden days. The
helpless who without him will have
Colby College for a visit at his home
Sunbeam is ill with pneumonia
poet's attention must have been to be buried under like the cotton
the Census, Department of Com-1
i He Is now ln Fort Fairfield, an
called to the powerful currents that and hogs. The Judge does not tell us
Mrs. A I. Perry
M D) Schooners Searsvllle. Jesse merce
Th*
‘grease was
rush out of the Kennebec and Sheep- a better plan When he does I will
Doubling Point Range
Hart. 2d and Charlotte Fish were ln accompanied by a gain of 25 per cent
Exciting days have enlivened this ac®1 rlvers to the ocean tide, for he ; vote for the Judge U he does not.
I will vote for the Rev J Clarence
The unusual flood conditions ln the harbor loaded and waiting for in the production. 403.419580 bushels
spot of late, what with everything, began by saying:
imaginable passing this station on a! She w«h« her idee ln tbe cro»-rtpp*<i Leckemby who will give the young
thu sprlng have cast a gloom a fair wind Schooner S. S Blck-, being harvested in 1934. as compared
♦idr.
men work instead of enlarging Qver every community, for this State more, while anchored ln Portland with 322.415514 bushels harvested in
wild race down stream. Here are a At the mouth of the Kennebec:
Thomaston State Prison, and will never knew anythlng like it. Coupled Harbor, was struck by lightning and 1929. The number of farms reportShe's
Rolld
rock,
’
n'
tf
ever
ye
knock
few samples of what met our eyes:
On her ye are safe for a wreck
lost her foretop mast. Willie Sweet- ing Irish potatoes harvested rose from
give me a chance to work.
an automobile sitting up pretty on a
Dr Francis Townsend who started
the constant rain of past weeks, land went to Boston for the first 2.982.677 in 1929 to 3.102.231 in 1934. I,
She's picked n' jagged 'n' wicked 'n‘
cake of ice, two flat cars with large
ragged.
The expansion In acreage of Irish |"
this plan says lt Is so simple the Wise it is no wonder people are rejoicing time.
’n’ original sin—
gas tanks, several large rafts of boards ButN Itblacker
a most come to bein' to hum
Men of today cannot understand It ! at the appearance of the sun and
George Watts, Clarence Simmons potatoes was rather general through
W en the Maine man sights Seguin
and plank, buildings of all kinds,
I agree with L. True Spear of cIfar skies
volc< of ^{jjo wlth and Frank Harris went to Providence out the country, with one-half of the j
logs, pulpwood, etc. People lined the For »he la the mark we hunt In the dark,
Rockport that this plan Is the great-1
harangues flood condi- tO br‘"g Schooner Stephen O Hart States showing gains exceeding 25
To show us the stralght-up path:
shores watching the debris go by in 'N' the beacon by day that pinto tbe
est and most beautiful thing that has
to Tenants Harbor for the winter, per cent, ten of which exceeded 50
way
the swift tide.
happened to the human race since ! tlons' etc ' keeps me on tenterhooks, Messrs Romkey. Smalley and Kai- per cent. The States of Michigan
W en we wan' to travel to Bath
At one point during the swirling of
:yet 1 teten’ comment form opinions loch gave a clam chowder supper to Wisconsin, New York. Idaho. Ohio.1
There’* reefs to atabbard ’n' reefs to Christ was bom in Bethlehem
the waters I feared the bridge to the
labbard.
Appleton Woman Voter ’
unscen candidates and wonder if
fcw friends at the residence of H Pennsylvania, and North Carolina, in'
Where the off-shore currents spin.
Light and fog signal might go. The But
____________
I come anywhere near the mark.
we don’t care ef we see up there.
F. Kalloch. Edward Pease has his the order given, had the largest abraging floods surely made things
The llghtouse that's on Seguin.
NOTICETO MARINERS
I AnllIa DaVlS' clever
hBS bcen cordwood chopped and has made a solute gains, amounting to about
jingle, even to the fog bell!
A feller that ain't case-hardened halnt
Kennebec River - Sucteen-Foot the
°f * «°°d' »*arty laugh. contract wiih Prank Gardner to get three-fifths of the total Increase. The
hereaway;
I am wondering if Keeper Allen N'Noye business
Shoal Buoy IA reported missing She at
h“ the ^get plumb out a million toothpicks for next States showing the largest percentage
find that the Yankee kin.
Is
the
kin.
to
stick 'n' stay.
would believe that the water actually
center. Wit such as hers deserves year.
Schooner Searsvllle. Capt advance were Rhode Island. Mass
March
24
Will
be
replaced
as
soon
flowed into the boat house, covering Ye don' feel nice, a-klvered '1th ice,
commendation and I. for one. offer John Meservey, arrived. Schooner achusetts. Connecticut, Mississippi.
as
practicable.
'N'
col'
'Ithout
'n
’
'Ithln
—
the floor to a depth of two inches?
congratulations. I hope that Town Abbie Dunn. Capt. I. C. Fuller, bound Idaho. Delaware. Alabama, and Ore
It takes a man to stan' his han'
Casco Bay—Sebasco Harbor—East
Mr. Morong. the government ma On a schooner off Seguin.
send soup gets dished up before all for Philadelphia, was run into by a gon. That much of the total Increase
chinist. was here the past week and It blows 'h' blows. 'n‘ it shows 'Q* of Malaga Island—Malaga Island our stomachs get too flat, Thanks steamer and sunk.
ln the U. S. was for use on farms is
Buoy 3 reported missing March 23
snows.
overhaued the fog signal apparatus,
for the recipe!
•N' you're blinded ‘n’ choked 'n' friz. Will be replaced.
George Smith was conducting a indicated by the gains in non-com
neding new parts and making various Then all the coas' looms up like a
Mr. Crocker's article on the glass singing school at Long Cove where he mercial areas.
ghos'—
ether improvements.
Jerusalem!—there she lsl
flowers at the Harvard Museum is lived. He was also quarry boss,
_
_______
The largest
absolute _______
increases in
Lloyd
Oeorge.
who
ought
to
know
Coast Guard Cutter Ossipee passed Though ha'f your face Is a raw red
true and not overdrawn. I have which position he held for 30 years.' production were in Michigan, New
atx>ut
Europe
and
war
since
he
and
place.
out by Monday after fighting the ice
Thet prickles ye like a pin,
old Clemenceau won the big war, visited the Museum and seen the , r. Clark has the past winter dug York. Pennsylvania. Wisconsin, and
Jam above Bath for a week.
flowers. They are wonderful. I | clams with the mercury, on some ’ Idaho. Twenty States and the Dis-1
Ye soon thaw out Wen ye hear the
tells Universal Service this present
shout.
The river and beach here were
wish I could see them often for they days, registering 10 below zero. On trlct of Columbia produced fewer po"Hoy. fellows we've made Seguin!'
war Is “off,” France having learned
lined with pulpwood Tuesday as far
are perfect to the minutest detail.
one tide he got 10 bushels <1887t. A tatoes ln 1934 than in 1929. The pro- j
We may be rough, ’n’ we hev to be that “even her most ardent friends
as the eye could see.
tough.
The roads which were so badly school meeting was held at Wildcat duction in the West North Central ’
ln
Europe
shrink
from
war.
”
Lloyd
Ez
it's
nateral
to
be,
News has reached its limit for the But we do our bes' n' we leave the res’
washed by tbe heavy rain are again with James M. Smith as moderator, states and In the Mountain States, j
George declares that peace "without
To the Lord who made the sea.
time being. With best wishes we bid
made passable and later will be L. W. Seavey was elected clerk and , other than Idaho, was much less in
derogating from the dignity of any
you “so long" until another letter.
He's a port aloft we have read lt oft.
graveled. Tht fields are filled with also school agent. <In those days the 1934 than In 1929. largely on account'
of the powers" will be preserved, if
N' Wen we re sailin' ln.
tons of gravel and debris washed In teacher boarded at the various of the drought ln 1934. South DaWe hope we'll sight hla harbor light
France
does
not
make
It
impossible.
Ez we ust to sight Seguin.
Portland Head
from the roads. Large rocks were houses—a week to a pupil.) In kota, Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska and
Lloyd George says not 1 percent of
washed out of the roadbed by the December of that year the quarry at Colorado show the greatest reduc- (
Monday and Tuesday brought sun
Englishmen would vote for war, and
Burnt Island
force of the water and many truck- Wildcat was running full blast get tions, with decreases from 47 to 72
shine and real spring weather. Were
not 10 percent for employing sanc
Keeper Staples Is not in the best
loads of gravel cover a rock garden ting out paving and rough stone.
we glad!
per cent. These States also show de
tions against Germany.
which was started at Willow Brook (Now the St. George Granite Co.)
Mrs. R T. Sterling visited Mrs. of health, but is able to do his wortt
clines in acreage and in number of
last fall.
Charles Sterling. Peaks Island, last with the assistance of his grandson.
Elmer E. Allen
farms reporting potatoes. In Wyolow coaatmen know that our station
Winfield Sprague who has been hero
Robins are making the mornings
Tenants
Harbor,
March
24
Wednesday.
I
ming
and North Dakota, production
Is still on the map. here are a few
cheerful now. All the spring sounds
W C. Dow of Portland called on during the winter, will remain a few news items.
was somewhat greater in 1934 than In
are on the air except the frog chorus hands busy, my heart right and keep j 1929, added acreage more than offset-1
the Sterlings Wednesday evening. weeks longer.
To see the sun shining once more
Dr. Gregory of Boothbay Harbor
and mosquitoes. I am rather anxious the faith, I am sure there will be , ting decrease in yield and in farms
Mrs Dow Is unable to visit often, due
after days and days of heavy rain, Is
was called to the station recently to
about the premature swelling of fruit | better times ahead.
! reporting.
to Illness.
indeed a cause for rejoicing.
buds; I hope they haven’t heard that
P O. Hilt. Mrs Lucy E. Robinson, attend Mrs. Staples who had an at
As to season of marketing, the early |
N.
C.
C.
4
The best of luck to you all!
the Triple A is out, but then, over
Mrs R T. Sterling and Mrs. Hilt mo tack of gall stones.
North Hope, March 24
potato States had the highest perOur deep felt sympathy is extended
production is still being paid for and
tored Monday to Rockland and St.
------------- ----centage gain ln production with an
maybe the trees have ways of know
George, Mrs. Robinson returning tlie .'flood victims in the loss of their
I never was on the dull,
"What time is it by your watch?” increase of 31.5 per cent. The proing. At least I have an all-wise
“Ftfteen after.”
home from a visit with the Hilt hemes and property.
tame shore, but I loved
duction ln the intermediate States was
Many a week has passed since last the great sea more and
Creator and so I am not cast down.
“After what!”
family.
somewhat less in 1934 than in 1929,
“It's an 111 wind that blows nobody
R T. Sterling. W R Hilt Mrs Hilt we forwarded our respects to the more, —Bryan W Proctor
“I don't know. I had to lay one although the acreage was somewhat
good,'” and if I keep my mind and of the hands off.”
nnd Mrs. Sterling motored Tuesday “Guardians," so just to let our felgreater.

Keeper and Mrs Kennedy were
fm QUr harbors )UJl
enjoyably entertained for a few days a st<)nn
the hartx)r.maMer had
at the home of Mr and Mrs Fred
difficulty in keeping a clear
-« Southwest
-....,
. «»--■
Blrlem of
Harbor.
channel for steamers.
• •
As there was much shipping going i
Baker Island
tr.to the Kennebec River during the
The first day of spring was greet- „ariy {jays. Seguin Light Station '
ed here by plenty of fog
figured very prominently, not only
Keeper and Mrs Frank Faulking- tor those gring Into the Kennebec
ham. accompanied by thetr daughter hut for ships coming from eastern

• TMt flOHT •

Sixes >665 end up . . . Eifhta
9810 ard up, hat at Lanatnj.
Special aecauaory Aroupa axtra.
Cer ilhiatratad Six - Cyhndar
ToermA Sudan. $820 hat. A
General Motore Value. Naur
>% G M A. C. Payment Plan.

OLDSMOBILE 6* 8
I

FIREPROOF GARAGE SALES COMPANY

THE OBSERVER

t

ROCKLAND, ME.

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

WANT-ADS
TELEPHONE 770

(HEAPES

WAY/«

March
Only!

RYTEX TWEED-WEAVE
LIGHT BLUE

PRINTED STATIONERY
Here'* a stationery value that has everything!
Fine quality Tweed-Weave paper In an exquteite Blue-grey color—printing on sheets and
envelopes, and—note the quantity!

200 SINGLE SHEETS
6x7 Inches

100 ENVELOPES
100 MONARCH SHEETS
7x10',4 inches

100 ENVELOPES
Printed with your Name and Address on
Sheets and Envelopes in Blue or Black ink.

|

March Only! Buy a supply now for future
use while it Is priced so amazingly low.

THE COURJjJR-GAZETTE

Postage

10c
Extra

